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hnstode recorded his inrention to discuss hypotheucd sflogisac M y  (An-pr.  50a39), but no such 

treatment by him has been atdable since at tes t  200 AD, if ever it even e-uisted. The conmbuaons 

of his successor Theophrastus have &O perished, as have those of ABstotle's foilowen of the 

subsequenc few centuries. Furthermore, almost aU of the suzviving sources, espeuaiiy the Greek 

commentators and Boechius, did not report hypotheacal syllogistic accurately. Rather, they 

conflared it with Stoic Iogic, which it resembles in some respects, but Lom whch it is significandy 

different hbdem scholars, who have not appreùated the nanue or extent of rhis conflation, have 

unintenrionally perpetuated the problem. As a result, the original form O t hypotheticai syllogistic 

has been misundersrood, and part of the influence of Stoic logic in late antiquity has remained 

unclear. 

This thesis is an accounc of the conflaaon of hypotheacal syilogistic and Stoic logic. The h s t  

chapter is a smdy of hnstotle's remarks on hypotheticai syilogistic, which suggest that it was not a 

sentenad logic such as the Stoics wodd develop. The second chapter details the conflation as ir 

appears in the Greek commentaries on fisrotle, which consists p ~ c i p d y  in confushg the original 

Penpatetic division of hypotheacal statements and syilogïsms, whose criteria are semantic, sich the 

Stoic division of cornplex propositions and inference xhemata7 wwhose criteria are syntacac. The 

Ehird and fourth chapters Çocus on ~Ôediius's On hgothekiai g~Iogzim~and On Cho 'r Topi.r7 in which 

even further conflation demonsmces that hypotheticai syiiogisac and Stoic logic had completely 

ceased to retain their distinct natures by the end of anàquiry. 
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Preface 

This thesis is the history of a rnistake. Largely because of it, aspects of Peripatetic and Stoic logic 

have been p a d d y  conhsed for at least eighteen hundred years. The Ç s t  man identifiable as 

responsible for this miscake, at least in the sense of canonizing it, is Alexander of Aphrodisias. 

Aiexander, who =-as the Empire's officiai Peripatenc philosopher around the turn of the diird 

century AD, undertook to produce a series of c o m m e n ~ e s  on the work ofhtistotle. One of these 

commentaries concerns the PriorAna~ju~fs, in which AristotIe had put aside, but apparently never 

remmed to, a fulI discussion of what he had cailed syllogisms from a hypothesis. Nevertheless, 

Alexander =-as at Ieast partiy familiar from other sources with what he himself c d e d  hypothetical 

syllogisms, and proceeded to esplain what he thought hristotie had had in rnind. 

,Ut.uanderYs problem would be farniiiar to a modem historian of logic. He had read a feu- 

tantalizing comrnents about some subject in what had surIived of Aristotie's work. He had good 

reason to beiieve rhat hnstotle had at Ieast intended to discuss the subject in more detail, but did 

not have any account of i t  by Aristotie himself. At che same time, he had accouncs from other 

sources, possibly including even Aristode's successor Theophrastus and close associate Eudemus, 

who had bo& developed the subject W e r .  Nemnder's problem, then, as a modem historian of 

logic would see it, u-as to plausibly reconstruct what Aristotle might have intended on the basis of 

judicious interprecation of Aristode's remaining comments and the related work of others. 

Nevertheless, as he himself probably saw it, his problem was altogerher different. Aiexander 

was not a dispassionate historian who sought to recover past logicai theory wich accuracy, and to 

evaluate i t  wirhout bias. Rather, he Mas iistly and consciousIg a Peripateac - that is, a foilower 

of Aistocle. Although his ancjent master had invented formal logic, in the five centuries since 

Aistocle's death it had become, not a Peripateac domain, but a Stoic one. Moreover, Stoic Iogic 

differed from the Peripatetic in many fùndamental respects, and so supplanted it as the Stoa grew 

at the expense of the Peripatos into the pre-eminentphilosophical school of the period. Ale-xander's 

own problem in commenting upon the PnbrAnabdcx, then, was less the problem of an exegete, and 

more that of a champion. 



This combination of limited murce material and partisan scbolarship led him to his mistake. 

Basic to Sroic logic were patterns of inference that closely resembled, but were yet significantly 

differenr from, cenain sorts of hypothetical syllogism. Distant fiom the original Penpatos to which 

he belonged in spirit, but in an intel iecd amiosphere in which the common logical wisdom was 

Stoic, Aiexander fded  to recognize cruciai differences beween hypothetical syiiogistic and Stoic 

logic. The resusutated version of hypotheacd syiiogistic chat he presented in fis commentary on 

the PnbrAna&h, then, is not what h s to t l e  had in fact had in mind. It is rather a partial conflation 

of Peripatetic and Stoic logic. 

Now, Aiexander u-as mos t li kely noc uniqueiy responsible for this understandable mis take. The 

fistotelian revival of which his work is part had fùst begun about nvo centuries before his tirne. 

His influentid cornmentaries, however, are the pinnade of this revivai, and are for this reason 

among the very earliest such work to have sunrived to the present. Thus, he probably did more than 

any other to b ~ g  the conflation of hypotheacal syiiogisac and Stoic logic uito the Iûgkal canon. 

Indeed, by the end of antiquity, succeeding commentators on Anstode seern not to have even been 

aware that there had ever been any dilference between the nvo. This thesis, then, is the history of 

Alexander's ancient rnistake. 

It is also a history of much the same modern mistake. The k s t  man idenafiable as responsible 

for it, at least in die sense of canonizing ib is Car1 Prand. In 1855, Prand published die fkst 

systematic ueament of ancient logic, in which one of his problems as a presumably dispassionate 

historian was to recover accurately what Aristocle, or at least the &sr Peripatetics, had had in mind 

with regard to hypothetical syliogistic. However, because aii the logical work of Aistocle's 

successors and associates had long since perished, Pranti tumed for guidance to Aiexander's 

cornmencary, and to later cornmentaries in the same tradition. Nthough he found there a conflation - 
of hypothetical syllogisuc and Stoic logic, he did not realize i t  For aii the logical w-ork of the Stoics 

had also Long since penshed, leaving him wich the immense task of making sense of the scanered 

fragments and testirnonia regarding Stoic logic that had suMved - in many cases, as objects of 

criucism in the Peripateuc commentaries. 

This iimited source material led Prantl to his mistake. Unable to see Stoic logic, or even early 

Penpatetic logic after Atistotle, except as refiacted through the lenses of the commentators, he 

conceived a distaste for the wvay in which he thought the Stoics had made nonsense of Peripatetic 

logic. Tr~st ing Alexander to have recorded a purely Peripatetic hypothetical syiiogisac, he 



understandably became pvry to Alexander's conflaaon with Stoic iogic. ~~e most scholars have 

since disagreed with many of the condusions he reached in his influentid book, espeually about the 

Stoics, they have yet argued according to his agenda, asking more whether the commentators had 

recorded either Peripateac hypothetical syllogistic or Stoic logic, and less in what -y they might 

have confiated them. 

As a history of these cwo mistakes as such, however, this thesis is also a proposd for their 

correction. The man mosr responsible for providing the means for this correction, at least in the 

sense of hai-ing mostly avoided the rnisrake himself, is Claudius Galen. Gaien, who -te a short 

introduction to logic, was a more carefid reporter than his contemporary Alexander. Although he 

was also not a histonan of logic, he had no more interest in championing hypotheacal syUogistic 

chan he had in reconstructing it Unimpressed by scholastic debates and partisanship, and by what 

he thought was useless Peripateac and - espeudy - Stoic terminological quibbling, he presented 

hypotheacal syllogistic in a pnctical way that esposes a key difference betw-een it and Stoic logic. 

This diiference led me to rny thesis. In it, 1 have attempted to reconstmct the hypothetical 

syiiogistic of the first Peripateacs free from conflaaon uith Stoic logic, and in so doing to illustrate 

an aspect of the influence of Stoic logic during late antiquity and into the early Middle Ages. 



The Aristotelian Background 

1. Sometime around 200 AD, o v e  five centuries afier Aristotle's death, the neo-Peripatecic 

commentaror Alexander of Aphrodisias observed of his muent rnaster thae 

He says that many other syllogisms are aiso brought to a condusion from a hypothesis, 
discussion of which he sets aside as if intending to speak about them more carehilly. 
However, no book of his about them is in ckculatioa ' 

Alexander was referrïng to a passage in the PriorAna&k, in which Aristotle had briefly d i s c u s ~ ~ d  

syliogisms from a hypothesis (ov&y~o~; Pg ~ O & Q E W < )  and had indicated his intention of 

composing a separate and hiller account of them: 

Now, many other syliogisms are also brought to a condusion Erom a hypothesis, which need 
to be Furcher cvamined and indicated dearly. 1 d discuss later, then, what their ciifferences 
are and in how many ways the syiiogism £rom a hypothesis is made. 

In fact, such a discussion would have completed Anstotle's account of the syliogism, since 

according CO hirn every syllogism musr function either directly ( b x n ~ ô s )  or fiom a hypothesis.' 

bs to t le  had recognized deady that his defuiition of the syiiogism as a %os in which, given that 

certain dungs are proposed, something else foiiows of necessiry fiom their being so, encompasses 

many more kinds of syllogisms than simply the fourteen moods of the thee syiiogisac figures that 

he had developed in the first chapters of his ueatise.' Havhg gone on to identiQ the direct 

syllogism uich these three syllogistic figures, he had presumably meant to produce a complementary 

and sirnilady detailed system for syilogisms from a hypothesis? At any rate, this nvo-fold division 

of the syiiogism, into what foliowen of Anstotie dubbed the categoricd ( ~ a ~ o , u i n d s )  and the 

hypothetical (ho&zrr6d, became canonical in later antiquicy. Yet, whde the Prier Anahtzicr has 

remained the seminal source for the categorical syiiogism to the present, no separate treaâse bu 

fistocle on the hypothetical syiiogism appean to have ucisred suice some pohr before the end of 
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the second century AD, if ever i t  did. 

According to the uadiaond story of the iate of Mstode's wrïnen work, Anstotle left his b o o k  

ro his successor Theophrastus, who passed them on to th& student Neleus of Scepsis upon his own 

death. Neleus, in tum, took h e m  from Athens back to Scepsis and bequeathed them to his 

c hildren, who degediy too k l ide  interest in philosophy and le fi the books to molder. Nevertheless, 

when Neleus's descendants of the foliowing cenniry heard that theu Attalid h g ,  Eumenes II, 

intended co appropriate books from his subjects in order to establish a iibrary in his capital 

Pergamurn, they hid their cache in 3 sort of nuinel or tek. There, many of the books succumbed 

completely to the damp and to Worms. Perhaps, then, Aristotle's promised treatise on the 

hyporhetical syiiogisrn sirnply roned away underground. However, even if the romanac story is 

mosdy m e ,  it seems implausible thnt Neleus had divested the Lyceum and aii of Athens of  every 

copy of every book by hnstode - let alone what copies may have Luculated in other Iocations - 
and thar his unphilosophical f a d y  single-handedly achieved the desmction of the greater part of 

the enare hestotelian copur duough neglecr6 AU that is certain is dia5 for whatever reason, no 

treacise by Aristode on  the hypotheticd syilogism was avaiiable byAlexander9s t h e ,  if ever one had 

been - or at least chat Alexander, =ho was the doyen of Perïpatetic smdies in his day, could not 

h d  one after a presumably consùentious search. Indeed, no other contemporary or subsequent 

source reports the existence of such a treaase either. By the end of the second century AD, then, 

Iogicians u-ho looked to the Peripatos could not consult their master's own words on the subject, 

besides what litde he had w-ritten in the Organon. 

The neo-Peripatetics thus rurned perforce to other sources, for Aristode had n a d y  

comrnunicated his ideas to tus associates. Alexander, for instance, foliowed his statement that there 

was no available Anstoteiian book on - die hypothetical syliogism by pointing out that Theophrasnis 

had himself mentioned hem in his own Ana&& and h t  Aristode's associate Eudemus had done 

For studies of  this point., as weii as of  the consequently similnrIy implausible story chat the .bïstot&n ropw 
resurfaced more or less soleiy through the e d i t o d  efforts of  ,hdzonicus of  Rhodes (who acquired the b o o k  in 
Rome fiom the amateur Pezipateuc Tyruinio, who had becn able to sec &em in the library of the Roman g e n d  
Sulla, who had taken hem as spob o f  war from Athens, whue they had fomicrly corne into the possession o f  the 
bibliophile ,-\pellicon ofTeos, who had rescued them from decrepitude by putcfiasing th- from Neleus's f d y ) ,  
see Moraux, DerAnisote&mm bci &n Griechcn, VOL 1, pp. 3-91; Tariq 'P. Moraux, DrrArritorc~mw bicha Gnccben"; 
Barnes, 'Xoman .iristotie". In addition to Athcns, for m p k ,  Arktotle's works possibly &O c i r d t e d  in 
,iIeuand&, to which Thcophrasnis's successor Stnto tild connections, and Rhodes, the native island of  Eudemus, 
to which he retumed before l'heophtasnis's death. 



so as well.' Laer, the doxographer Diogenes Laëmus recorded a List of books by Theophrasw that 

confkms the existence of this Ana&kx, as well as of at least fourteen other works on logicai 

subjects.' Alexander and his coileagues may have had access to some of these works, and used them 

to determine what liristotle had had in mind for his intended exposition of the hypothetical 

syilogism. There is thus some reason to think that the accounts that have suMved fiom the neo- 

Penpatetic commentators represent a significant part of early Peripatetic - and possibly even 

Aistotelian - teaching on the subject Taken together with the relevant passages fkom hristotle's 

own survkuig work, they provide important evidence for reconsaucting the characrer and 

development of hypothetical syllogisùc in the eady Peripatos. ' 
However, since the latter part of the nineteenth cenniry, when hiscorians of logic began to take 

the first smaii steps towards such a reconstruction, cemin crucial doubts about dùs evidence have 

not received due consideration. For, unhappily for present scholarship, none of Theopbrasms's 

logicai witings suwived the end of antiquiry nt di, even if they survived much beyond his cieath and 

were &us availabie centuries later to Alexander and other later logicians. m e  same Neieus and 

famdy supposedly inherited Theophrastus's books as wd.) Eudernus's own Wtten work, whose 

ades Diogenes did not record, is now ais0 completely lost, as is that of the other associates and 

followers of h8stode. Only Aristode's Orgnnon itself remains. The entire post-Axistotelian 

developmenr of hypothetical syllogisûc, then, is unattested in its original form. Yet, without the 

original u-ork, a key source for verifjnng that Alexander and other commentators fiithhilly reported 

eariy Peripatetic hypodieacal syllogisac is  los^ At least some smaU doubt musc therefore linger over 

any purported reconsmcuon on the basis of the commentaries of  the neo-Peripateucs, who were 

removed in time frorn the original Peripatetics by half a rnillennium or more. 

Now, this doubt is by itself relaaveiy minor. Other consideraaons, however, serve to heighten 

it. One principal reason why the vair rnajority of kistoteiian and early Peripatetic work perished 

within the 6rst few centuries after Aristotle's death is that newer philosophical schools - most 

notably the Stoa, the skepacal Academy, and the school of E p i c w s  - eclipsed the Penpatos 

d u ~ g  this penod. \ m e  these ascendant schools competed for doMnance in philosophy, 

histotle's and Theophrasms's immediate successors seem to have devoted rnost of their efforts to 

' Aiexander, In AH. Pr., p. 390.2-3. 
"Diogenes, 5.42-50. 
' By ' e d y  Paipacos' and 'edy Pecipateacs', 1 mean no docuinai division o f  the schooI, but merdy the immediate 

cïrcle of -kistotle - especdy Aristotle himseif, his successot Theophrastus, and his associate Eudemus. 
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what would nox- be considered scientific and not smïctly philosophical pursuits, and lacer even 

ceased to produce rnuch in writîng. The Peripatos faded; while there were Peripatetics afrer 

Aristotle and Theophrastus, they appear to have been relatively unimportant even in their own 

tirne." Pre-erninence in the fieid of logic in particular passed to the most successfid and popular 

of the newer schools, the Scoa. The Stoics, however, deveioped their own, distinct formal logic, 

inspiration for which came not so much Crom the Achenian Penpatos as from a rninor Socratic 

school at Megara, whose renowned logician Diodoms Cronus was a teacher of Zeno, the schooI's 

founder. Canonicai Stoic logic owes its essencial shape to Chrysippus, the third scholarch of the 

Stoa and, alongside ~ s t o d e ,  probably the most gifted logician of antiquity. Tities of his logical 

treauses, as Diogenes recorded hem, number over one hundted, and range extensively over the 

field." Contemporary enthusiasts given to hyperbole prodaimed that the gods themselves have 

Chqsippus's logic if the? have logic at ail. " Anstode's work, by conuast, became obscure. 

Xesnnder and odier early neo-Pcripateac commentators thus began to revive Peripatetic logic 

in an intellectuai environment in which 'logic' generaliy meant Stoic logic. This environmenc 

demanded that they explicate Peripateac logic in relation to, or even in opposition to, Stoic logic, 

and frequent discussion and criticism of Stoic logic show that the commentators recognized and 

responded to such demands. Indeed, their revival of Penpateac logic in this environment touched 

off a contempocary debate about the relative mena of the nvo rival systems, the nature of whose 

precise points of contention has itself recently become a subject for debate. l3  Because the 

commentators were such suong champions of Peripatetic logic, then, it is a surpnsing and difiicult 

source of doubt that, beginning at least with Alexander, they aiso drew on Stoic logic as a source 

for their presumably Peripateac hypotheticd syiiogistic. For the very circumstances that demanded 

that the neo-Peripacetics d e  Stoic logic into account made it easy for them to take Stoic logic on 

board as weil - either duough ignorance, mistake, or wil i fd  appropriation - and thus to conflare 

MO distinct logical traditions. 

This conflation is whac scholars have thus far not duly considered, so that some have even 

unwittingiy Eollowed in it. 1 contend, in fact, that it influenced the reports of the neo-Peripateucs 

10 For an extended discussion of the dedine of the Peripatos, sec Lynch, Alrirotk'r Scbool, pp. 135-62. 
" Diogenes, 7.189-198. 
" Ibid, 7.180. Diogenes a c d y  wrote chat the gods would have Chrysippus's '&zh~tICi) ' ,  which indudes as an 

elemcnt logic in thc modern sense. 
" hluder, "Stoic and Peripatetic Logic"; Frede, "Stoic M. , i r i s t o t k  SyIiogistic". 
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to such an extent tha t they eventudy failed to recognize tha t Peripatetic hypotheticai s yllogistic and 

Stoic logic had been irnporuntiy different Part of my purpose in this thesis is to estabiish rhis 

contenuon, and thus to estabiish more accurate iimits on the extent to which the neo-Peripatetic 

cornmentaxies support a reconstrucuon of early Peripatetic hypothetical syllogistic. Furthu, in order 

to characterize the precise nature of the conflaaon of Peripateac and Stoic logic that 1 contend 

occurred, 1 shall also necessarily go some way towards chanctenùng the ouginal early Peripateac 

hypotheticai syiiogistic in itseif. F i i d y ,  in iüusuating this conflaaon as it appears in the work of the 

commenutors fiom Alexander to Boethius, 1 shaii illustrate an aspea of the iegacy of Stoic Iogic 

through to at least die end of antiquiq, if not into the Middle Ages. 

2. In order to be able to recognize the hypothetical syllogisuc of the commentators as a 

conflation of Peripatetic and Stoic logic, it is necessary to recognize its Peripatetic origins as distinct 

fiom ics Stoic origins -and especidy the former, inasmuch as the commentators are a chief source 

for reconsaucting early Peripatetic hypothetical syliogisàc, despite the mked character of their 

accounts. But, in order to be able to recognize the Peripatetic origins of the hypothetical syiiogistic 

of the commentators, it is necessary to consider the remnants of what Aristotle wrote on the 

subject. 

Since every syiiogism is, according to Aristotie, either direct or fiorn a hypothesis, and since the 

direct syllogisms are the syilogisms of the dzree figures that he codified, a syliogism from a 

hypothesis is simply any pattern of inference that qualifies as a syiiogism but is not in some mood 

of the three figures. The p ~ c i p a l  problem in unders+dnRinp: Agstode's hypothetical syliogistic, 

then, is in understanding what unifies this diverse co!lecâon of syiiogisms. Ostensibly, a syllogism 

is from a hypochesis because some hypothesis h c a o n s  in it; thus, the problem is in understanding 

what a hlpothesis is in the contest o fa  syiiogism. Now, hnstotle did not directly address this issue 

in what survives of his work; he did, however, narne and discuss a few of these sorts of syllogisrn, 

and in some cases indicated what part of them is the hypothesis. The sort thar received the mosc 

attention from him, and for which he gave a detailed accounh he caiied the sylIogism through, or 
% 9 \ #  to, impossibiiity ( Q U M ~ I ~ &  &à T O C ~ W & T O V  or ds TO a w a r o ~ ) . ' ~  He also named syllogisms from 

a hypothesis that funcaon through an agreement (à' &uAoyiq) ,  subsutuaonaiiy (~aza v&&v), 
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qualitatively ( m ~ à  m:orr)~a), and through a shved assumption (al& rnr~ij~lld.'' Anstode gave no 

expikit indication chat he thought of this list as exhausave, however, nor any proof thnt there is no 

other type of syiiogism besides the direct and those from a hypothesis. 

Anstotle explained the syiiogism through or to impossibility as foiiows: 

For everyone who produces a syilogism through impossibility condudes a fdsehood and 
shows the initial point by hypothesis, when something impossible foilows from the 
proposed contradictory. For example, that the diagonal [of a square] is incommensurable 
[wich the side] foliows €rom the fact that, given that it is proposed to be commensurable, 
odd numbers will be equal CO even ones. O n  the one hmd, then, one deduces syllogisacaliy 
that odd numbers wiU be equal to even ones, and shows, by hypothesis, that the diagonal 
is incommensurable, since a falsehood results from the contradictory. l6 

This sort of syiiogism, then, proceeds from the supposition of the contradictory of the intended 

conclusion, together wich a syiiogistic denvation of something impossible fiom ic Given thac the 

contradictory leads to somedung impossible, which musc always be fdse, it follows that the 

contradictory is itself fdse, and therefore that the intended conclusion is m e .  Iater, in companng 

it with the direct syiiogism, Aristotle wrote: 

The proof to impossibility differs from the direct in that it poses that which, by means of 
reducing it to an adrnitted Fdsehood, ic wanrs to refùte. The direct proof, on the other 
hand, begins from admined positions. They boch assume two admitted premisses, then, but 
whde the one assumes those from which the syiiogism proceeds, the other assumes one of 
these premisses and one as the contradictory of the condusion. l i  

Thus, the generai form of the syiiogism through impossibiiity is evidently 'Suppose that p; but, q; 

therefore, r (which is impossible); therefore, not-p'. The hypothesis in the syliogism, as Aristotle's 

descriptions irnply and as he erplicitiy designated it elsewhere, is 'p', the conuadictoly of the 

in tended condusion. '' 
Regarchg the ocher sorts of syiiogism from a hypothesis, however, Aristotle wote very Littie. 

His only other example is of the syiiôgism through a shared assumpcion: 

For instance, if )-ou were to hypothesize that, if there is not some one poceniality for 
contraries, there is also not one science of them, and you were then to argue that tiere is 
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not anv po ten t id i~  for contraries (as if for the heaithy and the sick, for the same ching wili 
be sim&aneously healrhy and sick), then it has been s h o w  chat there is not one potentialicy 
for di contraries, but it has not been shown that there is not [one] science of them. It has 
to be agreed [chat there is not one science of them], however - but not in virrue of a 
syliogisrn, rather in v ime of a hypothesis. " 

The form of this syiiogism is, roughly, 'Suppose that, if p, then q; but, p (since something impossible 

foiiows from not-p); therefore, q'. It chus has, as a part, a syiiogism through impossibiiity. 

Nevertheless, it is but an example; presumably it may even have a direct syUogism as a part instead. 

Similady, the hypothesis in this syiiogism is the supposition that, if p, then q; however, Axistotle did 

noc state that the hypothesis must have the form of a conditionai sentence. He in fact later 

berneen participants in a logicai debate." Conceivably, then, such an agreement may take one of 

rnany forms, so long as it indicates a logicdy useful relationship of some sort. These considerations 

suggesr that the generd form of the syiiogism through a shared assumpaon is 'Suppose preliminariiy 

that p and q are so related that q foliows from p; but, (given some derivation), p; therefore, q', and 

its hypothesis is the premiss expressing the agreed logical relationship becween 'p' and 'q', whatever 

it may be. 

Now, since the hypothesis in a syiiogism through a shared assumpaon is a preliminary 

agreement, this son of syiiogism and the syiiogism through an agreement appear co be the same. 

Indeed, hnstotle wrote that al1 syliogisms from a hypothesis that axe not through irnpossibilicy are 

agreed upon through a shared assumpcion (&à o v u f i q 5  6~~hoyq&ot).~' According to him, the 

syUogism through impossibility does not require any preliminary agreement, because the faisity of 

the impossible resuit obviates the need for oneSr That is to Say, in a syiiogism of the form 'Suppose 

that p; but, q; therefore, r (which is impossible); therefore, not-q', the necessary fdsity of 'r' compels 

interlocutors to reject the suppositi~n 'p' irrespective of their prior attitudes towards i t  Thus, 

syllogisrns fiom a hypothesis divide into nvo types: syllogisrns through impossibility, which require 

no preliminary agreement, and syiiogisms through a shared assumption or an agreement, which turn 

directly on one. It foliows, then, that substitutional and qualitative syiiogisms - the remaining two 
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sorts of syiiogisms fiom a hypothesis that Anstotle named - belong to one of these m-O types. 

Anstotle, how-ever, gave no examples or  descriptions of the substitutional or qualitative 

syiiogism that he designated as such. Nevertheless, he did mite that every syiiogism from a 

hypothesis chat is not through impossibility contains a part that proceeds in respect of what is 

substitured (r& ri ~ t d a & v 6 p ~ ~ o v ) . "  Thus, every syilogism chrough a shared assumption or 

an agreement is apparently also a subsatutional sy110gism. Indeed, it is dear that the syilogism 

through a shared assumption or  an agreement proceeds to its conclusion through a surrogate 

syliogism, whose own condusion has a logical relationship to the intended condusion of the origrnal 

syiiogism in Wnie of some preliminary agreement, and which serves, in a sense, as a substitue for 

a more irnmediate deduction of the intended condusion. For instance, in the case of riristotle's 

example of the syiiogism through a shared assumption, a syiiogism to There is not one potenaality 

for contraries' substitutes for a syiiogism to 'Ihere is not one science of conmaxies', in virtue o fa  

preliminary agreement that makes the latter logicdy consequent upon the former. Moreovzr, 

Aostode \note that the qualitative syilogism also proceeds in relation to what is subsatuted ( i v  soî5 

perda&c~o&vorç),  radier than in relation to what is initiaily ass~rned.'~ Apparently, then, the 

qualitative syiiogism is a special son of substituaonal syiiogism. The syiiogism through impossibility, 

by conaast, proceeds to an impossibilicy from uihat is iniaally assumed, and is dierefore not 

subs titutional. 

h0stode's tn-O qpes of syiiogism from a hypothesis thus divide in respect of wo criteria: the 

syiiogism rhrough impossibility does not require a preliminary agreement and proceeds direcdy from 

its premisses, and the substitutional syiiogism requires a preliminary agreement and proceeds 

through further, subsatute premisses. the quali taâve syllogism belongs to the 

substitutionai type, it ostensibly hnctions from a preliminq agreement =pressing a qualitative 

relaùonship, such as benveen the higher and lower, or the more and less beautifid. For any further 

informaaon about ic, however, as weli as about Aristode's other syllogisms from a hypothesis, it is 

necessary to turn to the commentators. As 1 have already raised doubts about the possibIe Stoic 

origins of their hypothetical syliogistic, I s h d  leave aside th& reports for now. Later in this chapter 

and throughout the next chapter, in the course of more thoroughly separating the Deripatetic and 

Stoic origins of their hypotheacal syiiogistic, 1 shaii return to the evidence in their texts. 
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3. Xow, as 1 have noted, rhe main problem in understanding what unifies the various syiiogisms 

from a hypothesis is understanding what a hypothesis is. Since Anstotle designated the hypothesis 

of the syliogisrn through impossibility as the contradictory of the intended conclusion, which is a 

simple or categoricai statement, but the hypothesis of the substitwional syilogism as a preliminary 

agreement regarding some sort of logical relaaonship, which is a complex statement combining oxro 

simple statements, it follows that the feature that unifies these syiiogisrns is not the formal structure 

of the hypothesis. In facq the only limit on the form of the hypothesis in the substituaonal 

syilogism is that it signifies a logically useful relationship of sorne son; it may do so in one of man? 

forms, hovüever, even reWding the same things. Nevertheless, scholars long though t that Aris tode 

must have had a formai similarity between the various syilogisms from a hypothesis in mind; it was 

not und 1980 that Jonathan LRar recognized that this interpremtion was incorrect As he noted, 

ir  had led his pcedecessors CO view syiiogisms from a hypothesis as Axistotle's attempt to analyze 

inferences fiom a conditional sentence within the sylIogistic, which is by itseif incapable of 

providing a formal mode1 of them." However, dus view focuses so much on the conditional form 

of the hypothesis in fistotle's single example of the subsatutional syiiogism that scholars supposed 

that the syilogism through impossibility also conceals an irnplicit conditional sentence or even, 

according to William and hiartha Kneale, tha t Aris to tle would have done better to have formalized 

such syliogisms as arguments in modk t o i / e n ~ . ~  In other words, this view ignores the fact thar 

hnstode's single example of the substitutional syUogism is not necessarily completely general. Ir 

also ignores hristotle's own daim that the hypothesis of the syilogism dirough impossibiliry is the 

expliut simple statement that is the contradictory of the intended conclusion, and not some implicit 

'j Lear, Atzjrotli. and b@cu/ Tbmy, p- 35. 
-6 Kneaie and Kneaie, Thr DewbpmenrofLogzi-, pp. 98-99. For a different but no Iess unsuccessfd approach, set Sdcer, 

",etoteles über Spiiogismen »Aufgniad einer Hypothcscd', especiaüy pp. 43-47. She suggested that syllogismç 
through impossibiliry and substituaonal giiogisrns are f o d y  similar because they both tum on some inference 
d e  that is neither a fomal syllogistic mood nor a conversion d e ,  nor depends on them, and which c m  be eithcr 
logicaliy valid (for s yiiogisms chrough impossibiliy) or  agreed to more or less ad hoc (for subsatuaod syllogisms). 
,-\ccording to her, tfüs nile îs the hypothesis in each syllogism. The problems with Striker's interpretation are 
threefotd. Firstly, S d e r  made no attempt to c x p h  why hristotie had expliatly desigtuted both the proposed 
conuadictory as the hypothesis of a syllogism through impossibility and the conditiod sentence as the hypothesis 
of the subs ticutionai syiiogism. Thue seems CO be no way to reconcile .+istode's ciaims with her own. Secondy, 
Suiker's hypotheses are not at di a p u t  of the syllogisms to which they belong, as .+ristotle's account requires. 
Thkdly, as 1 mentioned above, Aistotie thought of substitutional syiiogisrns, but not syllogisms through 
impossibility, as depending on an agreement. Strikcr ukd to capture this distinction by noting thar, while the 
inference d e  operating in the syiiogism through impossibili y is logicdiy vaiïd, the d e  opemting in the subs~ tu t iod  
syiiogism is ad hoc and not neccssaxiiy logicaiiy vaLd However, Arîstotle thought that the syiiogism through 
impossibiiity rcquires no agreement because the tilsi y of the impossible result is obvious, not because the d d i t y  
of some ndr,dio-rule is obvious. 
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compiex statement. 

Lear dius abandoned the idea chat there is any formal similui'y between ABstorle's syilogisms 

from a hypothesis. He *-rote: 

This picture does not go to the hem of the maner. It cannot provide a unified account of 
hypothetical syllogisms, because it does not acknowledge that the unddying problem is not 
with thefomukzahon of certain statements or inferences, but with the mie certain statements 
play wirhin an argument." 

According to hirn, then, the similarity bew-een syilogisms fiom a hypothesis is instead the 

argumentative role belonging to certain premisses. Not a formal or syitactic f'e, but ratha n 

pragmaac feanire, unifies them. In the conrext of a deducaon, it is important whether certain 

premisses are assertions or merely supposiaons; ody if it is possible to indicate this difference of 

role (as with a natural deduction system that dows  inaoducaon and discharge of premisses), is it 

possible to know u-he~ker a deducaon is an unconditional proof of its conclusion or  simply an 

inference to a conclusion on the basis of certain suppositions. ;\risrode's direct syllogistic, however, 

is incapable of capturing the notion of argumenta rive role, and chus incapable of  i n d i c a ~ g  whether 

any given premiss is an assertion or a supposition. On Lear's interpretaaon, then, hristotle was 

aware of this inadequacy in his syllogistic, and developed his theory of syiiogisms from a hypothesis 

in order to account for it." The hypothesis, then, as the literal meaning of the word implies, is 

simply a prerniss that has a suppositiooal argumentative role. It  need not take any particular form. 

hIoreover, both the syllogism through impossibility and the substitutional syiiogism have such 

premisses. In the former type of syiiogism, it  is necessq that one premiss - the con~adicto'y of 

the intended conclusion - is merely a supposition for the sake of argument that a derivation of an 

impossibility d prove false. No complete analysis of the syllogism cm fail to recognize the role 

of the contradictory. In the latter type of syiiogism, the agreement beoween interlocutors that - 
justifies the fuial move to the conclusion is aiso a supposition for the sake of argument, for it is a 

prelirninaq agreement between interlocutors. Again, no complere anaiysis can f d  to recognize its 

role. 

Now, 1 have no objection to Leu's interpretation in itself, but 1 think that it is lacking in an 

important respect Accordhg to Lear, the syiiogism from a hypothesis differs from the direct 

syllogism insofar as i t  is irrelevant to the latter but not to the former whether certain premisses are 

~7 Les, ANlork and Logitd Tho y, pp. 35-36. Emphasis in o u g h d  
Ibid, p. 39. 
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assekons or suppositions. For instance, no-one who wants to prove that p cLTIerts that not-p, but 

sorneone who wants to prove chat p may indeed tempordy  qt~pose that not-p for the sake of 

argument, in order to dexive an impossibiiity from it. Nonetheless, in a substitutional syiiogisrn of 

the f o m  Wp, then q; but (given some derivation), p; therefore, q', it indeed appears to be irrelevant 

whether or not the prerniss If p, then q' - that is, the hypothesis - is an assertion or  a 

supposition. Someone who wants CO pro% that q rnay weU ursert that, if p, chen q, and then 

undertake a derivation that p. Hence, L e a s  intexpremtion c d s  for further explanation oEA.ristotle's 

apparent fdure to considcr statements such as Tf p, then cf e x e p t  as suppositions in the context 

of an agreement between interlocucors. 

Examination of  how Aestode sought to account for the validity of syiiogisms fiom a hypothesis 

makes this point more plain. For Aristode, any piuported syllogisrn gains a guarantee of its validity 

through reducaon to the syliogisms of the hrst figure - that is, through the deduction of the same 

conclusion fiom the sarne premisses using oniy hnt figure syilogisms and certain obviously valid 

d e s .  The &SC figure syliogisms are themselves basic because they are obviously valid as weil - 
in hestotle's terminology, complete (T&o~). At the same rime, Aestotie also d e h e d  the syiiogism 

as a A b o s  in which, given that certain things are proposed, something else follows of necessiey fiom 

their being so, and divided the syiiogism in this broad sense into chose that are direct and those thar 

are fiorn a hypothesis. Thus, it was crucial to Arktotie's logical prograrn thar he demonstrate that 

every pattern of inference that qualifies as a syiiogism in this broad sense, whether direct or fkom 

a hypothesis, is also reducible to the syiiogisms of the first figure. Such a demonstration would 

show, in effect, that the categorical syllogistic is suffiuent to capture any logicaiiy necessary 

inference." He accomplished this demonstration in the case of the direct syiiogism by going 

through reductions of ail the moods of the second and third figures  ena ad', and then proving that - 

i r  is not possible ro construct a direct syllogism except either in one of these moods or in a mood 

of the obviously valid Grst figure.3o The direct syiiogism therefore carries a guarmtee of validiy 

SyUogisms fiom a hypothesis, on the other hmd, lack such a guarantee, since they are not in fact 

reducible to the syliogisms of the frrst Ggure. 

Aristode, however, tried to circurnvent this difficulty by claiming that every syliogism from a 

hypothesis indudes a direct syiiogisrn as a part, and so is at least partidy reducible to the syiiogisms 

-r Xn this way, it is analogous to a modern complctcness proof. See ibid, pp. 1-33, e s p e d y  p. 16. 
50 .bisode, A. p, 4Ob30-4ldO. 
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of the fist figure. For instance, as 1 have cited above, he explained thar the syliogism through 

irnpossibiliry h c t i o n s  in part through a syiiogistic derivaaon of an impossibility from the 

contradictory of the inrended condusion; later, he erplicidy designated this derivation as a direct 

syllogism." Since the syiiogism through impossibility has the f o m  'Suppose that p; but, q; 

therefore, r (which is impossible); therefore, not-p', the derivaaon 'p; but, q; therefore, r' is thus a 

direct syilogism. Similady, in the case of  the substitutionai syiiogism, historie explicidy designated 

the substitute syiiogisrn as direct Thus, in the substitutiond syiiogism Suppose that p and q axe so 

reiated chat q foiiows fiom p; but, (given some d&mïon), p; thecefore, q', the unspeufied 

derivacion that p is a direct ~~llogisrn. '~ Hence, at kast some part o f  any syiiogisrn from a hypothesis 

carries a guarantee of validity. Moreover, kistotie was able to effect a kind of reduction for the 

syiiogism chrough irnpossibility, recognizing thah for any syiiogism 'Suppose chat p; bur, q; therefore 

r (&ich is impossible); therefore not-p' a direct syiiogism 'q; but, not-r; therefore, not-p' is 

constm~tibIe.~~ This constructibility is not the sarne as reducibility; however, it does show that the 

syilogism through impossibility is in some sense redundan~ 

Nonetheless, in the case of the subsatuaonai syiiogism at least, the inferential move via the 

hypothesis carries no guarantee of validity even if there is a guarantee of validity for the substitute 

syllogism, because this move is simply not reducible to the syiiogisms of the hrst figure. At the 

same &ne, as AEscotle hirnself claimed and as 1 cited above, their condusions are necessary given 

their premisses, since it is dear thar a n o n e  who agrees that q foiiows fiom p musc concede that q 

upon a derivation that p. Thus, they are syiIogisms by definition. The case of the substitutional 

syilogism, then, iliustrates how Aristotie's logical program faiters, for it presents a counter-exarnple 

to his daim that the direct syiiogisms of the Gst figure c m  express anythmg that qualifies as a 

syiiogism by definition. It iliustrates, in other words, the gap benneen Ansrocle's definition of the 

syilogism and the mode1 ofhis syiiogistic, and bem-een the notions ofIogicd necessity and syiiogisuc 

" Ibid, 5WO-3 1. 
'' Ibzii, 5012628. It is wonh noring, however, tbat Aristotie's actuai example of  a substinitiod syUogism invokes a 

syiiogism through impossibility rather than a direct syliogism as the substitute: there is not one potentuliq for 
contraries because, if there wcre one, the same thing wouid bc both hcaithy and sick -Gtotle wrote that this 
syiiogisrn is "presumnbly Cuw)" direct; indeed, the syllogism through impossibiliq presum;ibly itseif has a part that 
is a direct syllogisrn, as 1 have just ucplained. However, sincc syilogisms fiom a hypothesis are thus iterablc, 
-iristotie's clnim dut every syliogism from a hypothesis has a p u t  that is a direct g1logism requires a proof that such 
iteration is dways hnite, and ends in a &ect syllogism. He did not provide this proof in his surviving work. 

" Ibid, 45a3G-bl l and 62b38-63b21. 
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It also iliusuates an important difference between hgstotle's hypothetical syllogistic and modem 

logic that makes the demands of Lear's interpretation of the hypothesis more plain. In modem 

logic, logical necessiry and validity are the same noaon under different aspects; thus, a modem 

logician considers the inference Wp, then q; bu5 p; therefore, q' perfectly valid, since it meets the 

sole criterion that its condusion is logicaily necessary given its prernisses. That is to Say, in the terms 

of Lear's interpretation of the nature of the hypothesis, i t  is irrelevant to the modem logician 

whether the conditional sentence 'If p, then q' is an assertion or a supposition. The inference fkom 

both a conditional sentence and its antecedent to its consequent is simply valid, the argumentarive 

context nomithstanding. L c d s  interpretation demands, then, a W e r  explanaaon for why 

Aristode did not consider the hypotheses in subsatuaonal syiiogisms except as suppositions. In 

other words, Lear's interpretation demands an explanaaon for why Mstotie did nor treat the 

substitutional syllogism and its hypothesis in accordance with modem sentential logic and a modem 

notion of validity. 

It is easy to suppose, in facb that the substitutional syllogism represents a tentative step towards 

a sentenaal logic in the modem sense, for Aristotie's hypotheacal syllogistic lacked for its bill 

development an account of the hypothesis or hypotheacal statement. His direct syllogistic, for 

example, depends hdarnentîlly on an account of the categorical statement, as Aristode determined 

the structure and order of the figures and moods of the direct syllogism by examining every 

combination of the four types of categorical srarement in a pair of prernisses and elirnina~g those 

frorn which no conclusion foilows of necessity. Aristotie's stated intention to r e m  to a discussion 

of how rnany ways in which a syllogism proceeds fiom a hypothesis, then, was an intention to 

provide chîs missing account of the sorts of hypothetical statement In this way, the various 

syilogisms from a hypothesis wouid have received an order as w d .  Bu& since every syllogism fiom 

a hypothesis is either through impossibility or subsatutional, and since rZristode had already 

explained the syllogism through impossibility in detail, his intention was mosrly to divide the 

Lear wrote chat the substininod syllogism does not threaten ,î&xotle's ciaïm chat the direct syllogistic is odequa te 
for the expression o f  all  qiiogisms because it is not a syllogisrn at aü, for the rcasons 1 have just outllicd. The paa 
that is a s$iogism, moreor-er, is reducible. Set, -histotle's defition o f  the syllogism is broad enough to capture the 
substitutional syiiogisrn in its en0rety: it is indeed a % in which, given that some things are posited, something 
else foiiows €rom them o f  necessi y. It is thus not a syUogism only in the m u o w  sense thnt it is not reducible to the 
syllogisms of  the h s t  Ggure. So, if it  fVls to qualify as a counter-example to kistotle's dum foc this reasoa, then 
the phrase 'of necessicy' in ,bistotlels d e f i a o n  mcans syiiogistic necessity, and his claim is of much lcss metialogicd 
interest See h r ,  Arirotk and Logzgrcpl Throty, p. 53. 
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substitutionai syllogism into its various kinds in vime of the various kinds of hypotheticd 

statement Moreover, since the hy-pothesis in the subsutuüonai syllogism is a complex statement 

that seems to express some logicai relationship between simple statements, Aastode's intention was 

to classi9 compler statements in vimie of the various kinds of sementiai relationship. 

In modem logic, the canonical form of such classification is the dassification of the sentenùai 

operators chat bind atornic sentences togecher into molecular ones, such as 'if and 'or'. A modern 

logician thus divides molecular sentences in respect of such operators, differentiating benveen 

conditionals, disjunctions, conjunctions, and so o n  It is easy to suppose, then, chat Mstotle's 

subsatutional syiiogism lacked for its fidl development a theory of the sentential operator and the 

molecular sentence, and that his intended treatise on the syllogism from a hypothesis would have 

been a treaase in sentenuai logic. However, not only is this supposiaon incorrect if Lear's 

interprecation is correct, it is also probably anachronistic in any case. No technical terms for 

differenr types of rnoleculv sentence, such as 'conditional' and 'disjunction', appear in ABstode's 

surviving u-ork, and he did not refer to any dass of sentence as molecular - or even, for that 

matter, as hypothetical ( h r o & ~ i ~ 6 )  radier than categorical. Indeed, as 1 have pointed out above, 

the hypothesis in a syiiogism through impossibiiity is a simple, categorical statement and not a 

complex one. Addiuondy, independent evidence from the Pnir Anu&kr explains why the 

hypothesis in a substitutional syiiogism must indeed be a supposition and not an assertion as Lear 

argued, and chus why hnstode would not have devefoped his hypothetical syiiogistic dong the Lines 

of a sentential logic. 

4. In 1951, Jan Eukasiewicz drew attention to the following passage from the PriorAna3)h'c., in 

which he thought Aristode "intuitiv~ly used the laws of propositionai 10~ic'':~' 

Now, given that the same thing is and is not the case, it is impossible that the same thing 
is the case of necessiry. 1 mean, for example, that B is large of necessity given that A is 
white and B is large of necessity given chat A is not white. For, when this particular dÿng 
- the B - is large of necessicy given chat that particular thing - the A - is white, but C 
is not white given that B is large, rhen it is necessary that, if A is white, C is not white. And, 
when it is necessary that the latter of two things is the case given that the former is the case, 
then it is necessary that the former is not the case given that the latter is not the case. So, 
given that B is not large, A cannot be white. But, if it is necessary that B is large given that 
A is not white, then ic foliows of necessiry that, given that B is nor large, the same B is large. 
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At first glance, Aristode seems to have been arguing as follows: 

(1) Given that p, q (assump tion) 
(2) Given that not-p, q (assumption) 
(3) Given that not-q, not-p (1, contraposition) 
(4) Given that not-q, q (2,3, transi tivity). 

The argument is valid, but Eukasiewicz dairned that hcistode was wrong to have chought (4) 

impossible, since it is logicaiiy equivalent to 'q'. This reading of (4), however, depends 

i n t e r p r e ~ g  at least one use of the partide 'if in the passage (at 'if A is white, C is not white'), as 

weli as ali uses of the genitive absolute constniction (which 1 have aanslated using the word 'given?: 

as uses of a sentenual operator. On this reading, (4) is m e  if and oniy if 'q' is m e .  Now, this 

interpretaaon is n a d  enough, espeually in the context of a sentenaal logic. However, an 

alternative interpretation, according to which the particle 'if and the genitive absolute construction 

consistently signify the inferential relation of syllogistic consequence, elimùiates the problem, for 

there is simply no possible syilogisticdy valid inference from the prerniss 'B is not large' to the 

conclusion 'B is large'." As k s t o t i e  himseifwrote immediately after his argument: 

Thus, if B wiii be large given that the former [a. the A] is not white, then it follows that, if 
B is not large, it is Large, just as through [a syilogism of] three terms.' 

was demonstraang, n o t a  for conditional sentences, but what a 

modern logican would c d  a metalogical principle for syliogisuc inference. Despite appearances, 

he was using both the particle 'if and the genitive absolute construction, not as sentence-fonning 

operators on sentences, but as signs of the syiiogisac consequence proper to an inference. 

A second passage from the PRorAna&2c1 funher dusaates his Liferential use of the partide 'if 

and of the genitive absolute constniction. ikstotle wrote: 

F i t l y ,  then, ir is clear from w h s  foiiows that it is not possible to deduce a faise statement 
from mie statements. For, if, given that A it is necessary chat B, then given that not B it is 

% .%&rode, An. PE,  57b2-14 c T ~ û  8 airmû 00- roi fi4 &JC&ZOV ib ÙY&W &al G oùm;,Zyw 8' 070s mû A 
O"*- h u o û  m B dial Jljm i$à& , ua; lllj l i ~  h u o û  mû A r4 B  al IJya i g  à*+- cy + mu8 i k x q  
ANUOÛ. IW A. w'y~ e E ~  B; W+F B ~o r pq ~ A Y .  a v a v ,  +D A X N K O V .  G r 
( ~ l j  &al AÉUKOV. ua; &CL'/ &O 5 - r n ~  8arj v O*- wayq h q w v  crvar, r o m v  pi) 0"- àvaywq ro r p h v  CLlj &~ar. 
mû B fi< ~~ d A & og TE ) L N K ~ Y  dmr .  mû U A d &(roc h ~ o f  $ à v & m  m B &u d ~ a i .  
ai&;~a if &va= mû B p&.hv &+ iivrq a&6 4 B € 1 ~ ~ 1  &a- i ~ k o  8' &&~J~zov". 

" The fieaies noted that the bettet interpretation o f  this passage is that it concems i n f e r e n d  entailment, but rhey 
then procceded to interprct it as Lukasiewia did. They seem to have fded to recoguize that, for Aristotle, 
inferential entailment is a gibgt3tic notioa See theu Tbt Dcnhpmnt of Logic, p. 9697. 
,i9stotle, An. p ~ ,  5ïb15-27: "E; 0% CLrj ~ M O J  z o h v  h u o ü  Tg B ~ U I  &p, OU&;W, Q; 6 B &m &a. &QI 

&yu. &à TPI&Y". 
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necessary that not A. Therefore, if i t  is crue that A, ir is necessary that it is crue chat B." 

Following Eukasieviicz's h e ,  the Knedes daimed rhat Aestode was here discussing a p ~ u p l e  of 

sentential logic - namdy, the principle of contraposition: if q given rhat p, then not-p given that 

n ~ t - q . ~  As before, however, this readlig depends on interpreting at leasr one use of the parcide 'if 

(at 'if ir is nue that A, it is necessary that it is mie that B'), as well as ail uses of the genitive absolute 

consauction, as uses of a sentential operator. Ir also depends on readlig the variables 'A' and 73' 

as sentential variables. However, the context of the passage makes clear that Aristotle had neither 

sentential logic nor sentencial variables in mùid: 

Bu5 let it not be supposed that A is set down as one term and that something is shown to 
follow of necessity given that some one thing is the case, for ir cannot be. For the 
conclusion is the necessary resulh and three ternis and nuo prernisses are the fewest through 
which this cornes to be. 

. . . Although A is set down as one thing, then, i t  comprises two premisses." 

The principle that hristotle stated, then, desaibes a properq of the relation between premisses and 

conclusion in an inference; as he himself wrote, his argument shows rhat it is not possible to deduce 

(0uM~i~~dar) a fdse statement &om a m e  statemenc Thus, while the variable 'A' in this passage 

does not stand for a tenn, it also does not stand for a sentence. Rather, it stands for a set of 

sentences chat are the ouo premisses of a syiiogism. The variable 8' need not stand for a sentence 

either, except acudentally insofar as the conclusion of a syUogism is a single sentence. n u s ,  

Aristode sen used the panide 'if and the genitive absolute constnicaon to signify syllogistic 

consequence, despite appearances. Indeed, he commonly used the pamcle 'if in ùiis sense even 

when formulating his direct syiiogisms - for example, w r i ~ g  ?f every A is B and every B is C, 

" Ibid, 53bl1-14: " Q & t o v  &J oh iiii iEàAq8Uu o k  oiov sr o u ~ i u a d a r .  ).&J m u .  ~i y& tcû A 0"- 
àxirwq 4 B &a~. ~ o G  B pj &noC àyciyq 4 A Cl?j &ar. ci O& ;cm mi A, àstiywq t8 B àAdis  &~ar". 

a fbeale and Kneale, The DccrQprncnto/Log, p. 96. Once again, the b d e s  noted that this passage probablp concerns 
inferend entlilment, but then proceedcd to interpret it as 1 describe. 

" -*rode, An. pc, 53b16-24: "p+ Qn 3; r t îk  6 A € 7 ~  8~05, h A q & m ~  iuàimdar i,k rrm i c  à ï t i y m  n 
w&i.rrw où 3pg of& TE- tO p& + d ^ r i u  25. Q Y & ~  tO cmpMpaQCrQ im, 81' JJV & roika yixsar hx;mu.r, 
TPE~S Spiw. & 81-.rrr  ai npomiu~y. . . . d OGJ A h p  F.  ~ t i i a r ,  0% nponiu~ y m~q1j8eîuac". 

'' See, for example, ibid, 25b26-29alS)pn'm. On tbk basis, Eukasicuia suggested ~ t ~ t o t l e ' s  syllogismis a c d y  
a conditional sentence with a conjunccive antecedent, rather than an inf'cnce €rom premisses to condusion - see 
his Ankfotki Syfb&tic, pp. 1-3. If so, my intcrpretations of the above nvo passages would be misguided. 
Nevertheless, 1 shall not rake up this p o i q  because Timothy Smiley and John Corcoran have h d y  overtumed it 
condusiv+ - Smiley n o ~ g  in parti& (p. 139) chat, evcn in Eaglish, only the context determines whcthcr thc 
parti& 'if indicates a conditionai or a deductioa See Smiley, ' 1Vbt  is a syllogism??'; C o r c o ~ ,  "APstotle's n a d  
deduction system". See dso Leu,Arir to~&and~gi~tf  T b r o ~ ,  pp. 8-9, for a sumrmrization of the arguments ag-ainst 
Lukasieuicz's view. 



Now, in modern sentenaai logic, ir is a theorem chat an inference is valid if and only if the 

condiuonal sentence, whose antecedent is the conjunction of the inference's prernisses and u-hose 

consequent is the in ference's conclusion, is m e ,  and that an inference is invalid if and only if such 

a conditional sentence is false. However, this theorem holds because, in modem logic, an inference 

is valid if and only if ia conclusion is cnie if ia premisses are mie. No valid inference proceeds to 

a false conclusion from m e  premisses, and chus no conditional sentence corresponding to a valid 

inference has a m e  antecedent and false consequent In Aristode's logic, by contrast, in which chere 

is a gap between logical necessi. and syiiogistic vaiidig such as 1 pointed out above, rhis rheorem 

is not provable. Some mie conditional sentences correspond to inferences that are only Iogicdy 

necessary, insofar as the inferences are not reducible to the syllogisms of the fkst figure. Thus, 

while al1 syliogisucaiiy valid inferences correspond to m e  conditionals, some tnie condiaonals - 
such as 'If both p and if p, then q, then q' - conespond to syiiogisacaliy invalid inferences. At the 

same urne, however, Aristotle cornmitted himseif to the dieorracal equivalence of logical necessity 

and syllogistic validity, since according to him the categorical syilogistic is sufficient to capture m y  

logicdy necessar). inference. It is unimportant here that this aileged equivalence acmally fails; 

rather, it is important that, if these notions were equivalenr as Anstotle daimed, chen every m e  

conditionai sentence would indeed correspond to a syllogisacally valid inference, and the theorem 

wouid therefore be provable. 

Wlat is more, since Aristode regularly used both the particle 'if and the genitive absolute 

consuuction to signiS syilogistic consequence, he seems to have simply accepted this theorem 

irnplicidy. I do not mean that rZnstotie could have formulated the theorem as such; he did not even 

have a term for the conditionai sentence, as 1 have said. Rather, he seems to have simpIy taken for 

granted a strong correspondence between condiuonal sentences and syilogisms - in other words, 

to have been at l e s t  partially unaware of the fact that condiaonal sentences are not syiiogisms. As 

1 cited just above, however, syliogisms have a certain structure for Aristode: they must proceed from 

NIO premisses and three terms. Thus, ceruin apparendy mie condiaonal sentences, such as 'If every 

human is mortal, then Socrates is mortal' or 'Given chat every human is mord,  Socrates is mord',  

do not represent complete syliogisms because th& antecedenu are not complex enough in form. 

Instead, they represent oniy parrial syllogisms - for instance, of the form 'Every human is mord ;  

but, . . . ; therefore, Socrates is mortal', in which the ellipsis indicates a potenaal premiss, such as 

'Socrates is a human', that the antecedent of the conditional sentence lacks. Now, this partiai 



syliogism is neither syllogisticdy valid nor invalid, for only complete syllogisrns are syi.Iogistically 

vaiid or invalid." For Aristotle, then, who did not differentiate sharply between conditional 

sentences and syllogisrns, the apparently true conditional sentences 'If every hurnan is m o d ,  then 

Socrates is mortal' and 'Given that every human is m o d ,  Socrates is mortal' are acmally neither 

true nor fdse, for in a distinct sense they are not cornpiete. 

In &stotle's logic, then, it is impossible to mtrt the "partial" conditionai sentence 'If eveq 

huxnan is mortai, then Socrates is mortai' or 'Given that every human is mortal, Socrates is morrai', 

for eveq assertion must naturaily be true or false. It is possible, however, CO *ore it, for to 

suppose it is essentially to suppose it to be me,  and CO suppose it to be m e  is essentially to suppose 

that there is a m e  additional sentence, such as 'Socrates is a human', that completes ic. More 

generaiiy, then, it is impossible to assert, but possible to suppose, any condiaonal sentence of the 

form 'If p, then q' or 'Given that p, q' that does not represent a complete syllogism. At least some 

substitutional syilogisms, however, have hypotheses of the form 'If p, then q' or 'Given that p, q' 

that do not represent complete syi.logisms; for instance, the hypothesis in Anstotle's own example 

of the substitutional syiiogism is ?f there is not one potentiaiity for contraries, then there is not one 

science of contraries'. Thus, in at lidst some substitutional syliogisms, the hypothesis must be a 

supposition. Moreover, the general form of the hypothesis in a substituaonai syilogism is 'Suppose 

that p and q are so related that q foilows from p', as 1 discussed above. Because the inferenad 

relation that the word 'foiiows' signifies is always expressible as a conditional sentence wîth the 

particle 'if or v i t h  a genitive absolute conscmction, the hypothesis in a substitutional syllogism may 

always have the form ?f p, then q' or 'Given that p, q'. Findy, a hypothesis ofthis form may never 

represent a complete syliogism, for t ' e n  the subsatutional syliogisrn would merely be a chah of cwo 

direct syiiogisms in which the conclusion of one is a prerniss of the other, and not an independent 

type of syiiogisrn. Therefore, die-hypothesis in a substituaonal syllogism rnusr alwîys be a 

supposition. Lear's interpretation of the hypothesis is correct, and the explanation that this 

interpreution demands is now clear ikstode did not conceive of the hypothesis in the 

subsatutionaI syllogism except as a supposition in the context of an agreement beween 

interlocuton preusely because he conceived of it as representing a partial syllogism that 

interlocutors suppose valid in full. 

'' Even a p d  syiiogism of the form 'p; but. . .; therefore, not-p' is not syllogisticdy invdd, despite the fact thar it 
is not possible to complete it in such a way that it pclds a valid syllogism. 
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Moreover, since the hypothesis in the subsutuuonal syllogisrn must be a supposition, the 

substimtionai syiiogism cannot be part of a sentenual logic. 1 have already pointed out above thac, 

in a substituaonal sflogism of the form 'Suppose that p and q are so related that q foilows from p; 

but (given some derivation), p; therefore, q', the unspecified derivation is a direct syllogism 

according to Aristotle. Thus, at l e s t  this portion of the syliogism is part of a logic for terms. 

However, since the hj-potheacal pomon also represents a putid direct syllogism chat interlocutors 

suppose to be complete, the entire substituaonal syllogism is part of a logic for terxns. hIy 

convenient use of sentenad variables to formulate the subsatuaonal syllogisrn is therefore an 

improper disguise, because it implies that the hpothesis expresses the relaaonship benveen the 

unan&ed sentences 'p' and 'q' radier than relaaonship beoïeen certain ternis in 'p' and 'q'. 

Depending on the parücular categorical statemenü in question, a better formula for a substitutional 

syllogism mighr be 'Suppose thab if every A is B, then evely C is D; but, (given some direct 

syilogism), every A is B; therefore, every C is Dy. 

\Vithout the disguise of sentenual variables, it becornes plain how the hypothesis represents a 

partial syllogistically valid inference, and thus how the entke subsrimtional syllogism is part of a 

logic for ternis. If the two simple statements that compose the hypothesis share a cornmon term - 
for instance, in 'Given chat every A is B, every A is C' - the hypothesis is essentidy a supposiaon 

that there is a syllogisrn such as 'Every A is B; but, every B is C; therefore, every A is Cy. The 

hypothetical part of the subsaruaonal sflogism thus turns on the logical relaaonships beween the 

terms 'A', 'B', and 'C', and not between the unanalyzed sentences 'Every A is B' and 'Every A is C'. 

Zvloreover, even if the MO simple statements that compose the hypothesis share no common terms 

from which to construct a single direct syllogism, the hypothesis is nevertheless a supposition that 

the move from antecedent to consequent is syllogistically valid, and not a mere assertion. That is 
- 

ta Say, inrerIocutors who agree that, if eveq A is B, then every C is D, are essentidy supposing thac 

there is a chah of direct syilogisms that begins from 'Every A is B' and ends in 'Every C is D' - for 

instance, such as Zvery A is B; but, every B is D; therefore, evely A is D; but, every C is A; 

therefore, every C is D'. Chains of direct syllogisrns such as this one, however, are as much a part 

of 3 logic for terms as the single direct syllogism. 

In Çac~ the ody  sort of hypothesis diat cannot represent any syllogisticdy valid inference or 

chain of inferences has the f o m  Tf A is B, then C is D', in u-hich the component parts of the 

hypothesis are both singdar and have diffenng subject tems. This sort of hypothesis represents 



a syilogisrn from cu-O singular statements, which Aristotie's mode1 of the categorical syllogistic 

disdows. hn example is 'If pleasure is the end, then vimre is not chosen for its own sake', or the 

major premiss in Aristotle's own example of the substitutional sflogism, which is essentialty 'If the 

potentiality for contraries is not one, then the science ofconuaries is not one7. Nevertheless, in the 

context of hristotle's logic generally, some such inferences are yet theoreûcaiiy possible, for they 

may be logicdy necessary, and logical necessity and syllogisüc validity are theoretically identical. 

Now, this inconsistency is to be expected given the a c d  gap benveen logical necessicy and 

syilogisuc validicy that 1 pointed out above; it would radier be surpnsing if the mere four syliogisms 

of the tirst categorical figure were in fact sufficient to capture anythuig that qualifies as a syllogism 

by de finition. It is thus no objection to my interpretation ofAristotle7s hypothetical syllogisüc that 

he himself had adopted a inherendy problernaüc account of logical necessity. In any case, the 

hypothesis in the substituaonal syUogism is a preiiminary agreement berween interlocuton, and 

there is no reason to suppose that interlocutors will always correcdy agree that some syllogisticdy 

valid inference or chain of inference exists. 

Thus, because Aristotle explicidy tied his nocion of validiv to the noüon of syilogistic 

consequence, he was unable to consider the hypothesis in a substitutional syllogism except as a 

supposition that a syliogistically valid inference exists. Consequently, as 1 claimed above, the treatise 

that Aristode intended to compose about che many ways in which a syUogism c m  be from a 

hypothesis could not have arnounted to anyding Lke a modem account of the molecular sentence, 

or of the sentential operators that bind atornic sentences into moIecular ones, such as 'if and 'or'. 

That is to say, his intended account of the syliogism fiom a hypothesis could not have been, even 

in part, a sentential logic. The fact that the Stoics, in conuast to Aristotle, did have an account of 

the relaaonships benveen unanalyzed molecular sentences, and of the sentential operators that 

express these relaaonships, makes this point significant to understanding 

and Stoic influences on the hypothetical syllogistic of the commentators, 

the separate Peripatetic 

as 1 s h d  exphin in the 

nest chapter. 

5. It is difficult to determine from the sparse evidence of the PriorAna3cics the exact form that 

fistode's M y  developed account of the substitutional syUogism would have taken, if it would not 

have been a Iogic for sentences. Nonetheless, the way in which Anstotie thought of the hypothesis 

in a substitutional syllogism as a supposition that a syiiogisticdy valid inference exiscs becween nvo 



simple stxements suggests how he might have divided this type of syiiogism more finely- By 

dehnition, every simple staternent afhrms or denies that sornething belongs to something else. 

the hypothesis subs ti tutional supposition chat belongs 

not belong to something else, given chat some other thing belongs or  does not belong to something 

else. There are, then, four possible types of hypochesis: 

(1) That A belongs to B given that C belongs to D, 
(2) That A belongs to B given that C does not belong to D, 
(3) That A does not belong to B given that C belongs to D, 
(4) That A does not belong CO B given that C does not belong to D. 

Furthemore, as Aristode recognized, not-p follows from not-q if and only if q follows bom p; thus, 

types (1) and (4) and spes  (2) and (3) do  not essenùaiiy differ. Thus, Aristotle may w d  have 

intended the hypo thesis substituaonal into main (i) the 

supposiaon chat somedùog belongs to somethïng else given that some other thing belongs to 

someching else, and (iuï the supposition that something does not belong to something else given that 

some odier thing belongs to something else (or rice rem). More sirnply, he may have intended to 

O the supposition that some thing given else is, and Cui the 

supposition that something is not given that somerhing else is (or Lire vena). As 1 s h d  show in the 

next chapter, early Peripatetic hypotheacai syllogiscic incorporated this division even if Anstotie had 

not formulated it as such. 

Some evïdence that hristode himselfmay have intended chis division is available from his 

In this work, he suggested the foilowing way in which an interlocutor might reason in the contest 

O Ç a logicd debate: 

Now, in regards to what is proposed, you should examine what, given that it is, what is 
proposed is, or what is of necessity ifwhac is proposed is. If you want to estabablish [what is 
proposed, you shouid examine] what, given that it is, what is proposed wili be, for what is 
proposed wiii have been shown if the former has been shown to be. If you viant to refute 
[w-hat is proposed, you shouid examine] what is if u-hat is proposed is, for vie will have 
rehited what is proposed if u-e show that what follows from what is proposed is no t  " 

The dialectical strategy that he descnbed in diis passage resembles the k t  and fourth types of 

hypothesis that 1 suggested above. He also described another dialecticd strategy that resembles the 
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second and third types of hypothesis: 

In cases in which, of necessi., oniy one of two things is - for instance, sickness or heaIth 
for a person - if we are able to argue, in regards to the one, that it is or is not, then we will 
aiso be able [CO argue], in regards to the other, [that i t  is or is not]. This topic is convertible 
for both purposes, for we will have shown that the other is not in showing chat the one is, 
and we wili have shown that the other is if we have shown that the one is not- 

certain topics, Ans to de have lain the groundwork for the two-fold division of the 

subsanxional syiiogism chat 1 have outluied. Because the hypothesis in a substitutional syllogism 

must be a supposiaon that a syllogistically t-aiid inference exists, it is even somewhat sirndar to a 

premiss in the sorts of diaiecucai reasoning that Anscode discussed in the Top& which must be 

plausible. hterlocutors wiil naturdy be more likely to suppose that a syflogistically valid inference 

exists if the hypothesis that represents it is plausible. 

ALI rhe same, even if certain topics suggest the basis for a division of the substitutional s).llogism, 

topical arguments are not substitutional syliogisms. To accept some premiss in a dialecticai 

exchange as plausible is sirnply not the sarne as to suppose that a syliogisticdy valid inference exists; 

thus, a diaiectical premiss is not a hypothesis. For instance, an interlocutor may well accept as 

inductively plausible that, if some souls are irnmortal, then ail souls are Unmortal, but cannot 

reasonably suppose chat chere is a syllogisacally valid inference fiom the former to the latter." 

Indeed, even ifa direct proof that some souls are irnmortal is available, the conclusion that dl souls 

are thesefore irnrnortal does not yet foliow of necessity. That is to Say, then, diat the inference is 

rnerely a topical argument and not a subsatutional syllogism.' Nevertheless, an intedocutor 

certainly could suppose that there e'rists a syiiogisticdy valid inference where in fact chere does not, 

necessity and syiiogis tic validity are theore t icd y equivalen t in 

logic. There are thus sùnilarities becween topical arguments and substitutional syllogisms that 

Aristotle himself may have recognizcd, and that may have inforrned the development of the theory 

a Ibid, 112aZ-i-30: "*'OUOI; 8 à;i&y~-q 6 k F w  phdo:, ~ & E I Y .  ofov 74 &dp(;XW TIjY vObo:, i j  +J k k l a > ,  iàv zp& 
8 c i ~ ~ p ~ v  &OPGW &QhCpda~ &I &&E( i j  O& -1, KQ; n k  & h i Z 6 ~  & & o ~ J .  T O ~  8' Ù * ~ I Q z F & $ ~ I  r ~ &  
&do- &;&XE< &J y& OII & ~ ~ F ~ o ' J ,  o k  -1 iD h r d v  &&&m< idpda- Zav 8' ih o&d Vl;.OXa 
o'd~wpe~,  4 h Z 6 ï  k &&i&~ &A&a". 

" Ibid, 110237-bJ. 
IS Paul Slomkowski does not seem to have recognizcd this c r u c d  point in his monogmph on  4histode's ToprCr, in 

which he sought to show that the vast majority of  topiclt vgumcnts work as syiiogisms Gom a hpthesis .  His 
argument depends, in fact, on incorrecdy interpreting .lrktode's substitutionai syiiogism as a part of a sentend 
Iogic. The chie£ argument Slomkowski adduces for this interpretation is chat some topical arguments h c a o n  
according to the pMcip1es of sentena logic. However, even if so (such as in ?f some souls are immonal, then di 
souls are immonal; but, etc.'), it does not foiiow that syiiogisms Gom a hypothesis do so as u-eU, for the? are not the 
same. Sec bis Arurotk'r Topics, pp. 95-132, e s p e d y  pp. 102-03. 
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of s)-Uogisms €rom a hypochesis in the early Peripatos dong the h e s  1 have sketched. 

6. In the absence ofany funher s u ~ v i n g  work on hypotheacal syiiogisac by Aristotle himsdf, 

however, it is necessq  to turn to the work of his followers and associates to discover e-xactly how 

this development proceeded - and e s p e d y  to the work of his imrnediate successor Theophrastus, 

whose name the later, neo-Peripatetic cornmentators o h  assockted with the subject But, as 1 

mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, this work is lost in its original form. In ode r  to char; 

the development of hypothetical syllogisac in the early Peripatos beyoad Msroùe, then, it is 

necessq  to tum instead to the reports of the cornmentators chemselves. Although I have already 

raised doubt about the origins of these reports, the comrnentator Alexander named and discussed 

three sorts of hypotheticai syilogism thag upon examinaaon, are deariy Peripate tic and not S toic: 

the qualitative syllogism that Anstorle had menaoned, the proof through an andogy (&ZIG 81' 

& ï d . o ~ i a ~ ,  and the triple or t o d y  hypochetical syliogism (81' 8 h v  or ai& spt& k o & - ; i ~ i g  

d A o y a & .  He also erpliudy connected Theophrastus to the last of these sorts of syllogism. The 

manner in which die £ k t  two sorts of syliogism function provides dear further evidence that early 

Peripatetic hypothetical syllogisac was not a logic for sentences; the totally hypothetical syllogism, 

however, is a less dear case. 

Aiesander often referred to the qualitative syilogism as the syliogism from the more, the less, 

and the equal (&xi z o û p a o v  ~ a ;  *ou na; Gpiov) ."  According to him, it is a type of substimtiond 

syilogism chat functions according to some qualitative relationship: 

There is a substitution in these syliogisms also - for instance, in ?f the bener is somechlig 
that is not productive of happiness, then the less good is not as wdl, but, hedth is berrer 
&an wealth and is not productive of happiness; [etc.]'. For the latter premiss is both 
substituted and in need of categorical demonstration. Similady, too, regarding the syllogism 
'If the less good is choiceworthfin itself, the bener is as well; but, wealth is less good than 
health and is choiceworthy in itselfi [e:c.JY, for, again, the latter prerniss is subsututed and in 
need of categorical demonsuarion. The syllogism from the equd is also of this sortM 

The qualitative syliogism chus has a threefold form, as Alexander's name for it suggests. One form 

is from the more, and is roughly: ?f the more A is not B, the less A is not B; but ('ken some dkecr 

" .&..ander, In An. pz, p. 266.31. 
jo Ibid, pp. 265.33-266.2: "Ka; &J rorirors bi. p&A& + m z r -  OTWJ E; @Ahr ri** ô2 Cr7j im~ t3a1wrib; 

z o i - r p ~ t h .  o a i  10 ifmv +;a & p i & v  àp8àv o h a  r&rirov O& &ru d a ~ w v i ~  m~)?fimj* -Sr0 y k  
w~aAa&&xmi rn uai &ar ~ a v p i +  &;&W. Owir,og uai in' roc 'd 6 .JIrrov àp&v à,' a% aig&v im, uai + * J -  r h k  & +J à ~ & v  i;v hiq 81' a.hti ai$& im'- d v  + 6 pe~ahq&&~/01  ai &~w~o'J 
&i@(ry ~a.rwoptK.iK m k .  roto*   ai 8 à& m û  &oiov". 
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sflogism). something more A is not B; therefore, somethlig less A is not B'. Another is from the 

less: 'If the Iess A is B, the more A is B; but (given some direct syllogism), somediing less A is B; 

therefore, something more A is B'. Another example later in Alexander's commenraiy iiiusaates 

che form from the equal: Tf something equaliy A is/is not B, chen some other thing e q d y  A is/is 

not 8; but, something equdy A is/is not B; therefore, some other thing equdy A is/is noc B'." As 

hs to t l e  had alteady implied, chen, the qualitative syilogism fits the pattern of the substituaonal 

syllogism, in which the intended condusion follows fiom a substitute conclusion in virrue of a 

hypothesis that relates hem,  and whose antecedent element itself f dows  from a substitute direct 

syllogism. 

This son of syiiogism is completely Peripatetic in origin. Aristotle had already narned it in his 

PnbrAnabh'c~, and no s i d a r  syiiogism survives fiom Stoic logic. Indced, in its various forms, the 

qualitative syllogisrn closely resembles certain dialectical strategies fiom the more, the less, and the 

equd char r\ristode had d e d e d  in his Topic~" The development of the substitutionai syllogism in 

the early Peripatos, then, consisted in part in systematizing the logical relationships that involve 

comparative adjectives. Because there are certain logicdy necessary inferences that depend on these 

relationships - for erample, since it follows that, if both the more A is more B and the more A is 

not in fact B, it also follows that the less A is also not B - the hypothesis in a qualitative sylIogism 

c m  theoreticdy correspond to a partial syllogisticaily valid inference in AEstotle's logic. The 

example of the qualitaave syllogisrn thus provides h x h e r  evidence that the substitutional syliogism 

is not a part of a sententiai logic, for sententiai logic is sirnply inadequate to capture the comparative 

relaaonships upon which the qualitative syllogism m s .  

The proof through an analogy also provides the same evidence. According to Alexander, this 

hypotheticai proof is the same proof that Anstode had employed in the PnbrAna&c~ to show that 
- 

the expressions 'is not A' and 'is not-A' are not equivalent in meaning: 'The expression "cannot 

walk" is to the expression "cm not-Q-alk" as the expression "is not white" is to the expression "is 

not-white"; but, "cannot walk" is not equivalent in meaning to "cari not-walk"; therefore, "is noc 

white" is nor equivalent in meaning to "is not-whi~e"'.~' hpparently, the proof has the general form 

'As A is to B, so C is to 1); bu& A is/is not E to B; herefore, C is/is not E to D'. This kind of 

'' fbid, p. 35.16-18. 
'' -iristode, Top.., l l 4 b 3 7 - l l h X  
'' - b i s  tode, An. pr., 5 1 bl0ff.; ,-Uexander, In Aa Pr., 397.25ff. 



hypothetical proof is cornpletely Peripatecic in origin; Wre the qualitative syllogism, it resembles 3 

didecacal suategy that hnstode discussed in his Tofic~, and, once again, no similar Stoic syiioglsm 

existsY 1t is also a sort of substituaonal syliogism, for its intended condusion follows in Wnie of 

a hypothesis that speufies a relaùonship berneen the intended condusion and some substitute 

condusion on which a logicdy necessary inférence may tum. Thus, Wre the qualitative syllogism, 

it shows that the development of the substitutional syiiogism was not the development of a logic 

for sentences, since its hypothesis nuns on an analogical relaaonship that a sentenaal logic simply 

cannot capture. 

The triple or totally hypocheacal syliogism, by conaast, seems at first glance to be a logic for 

sentences. This sort of syilogism appears nowhere in Aristotle's extant witings, but Alexander 

reponed that Theophrasms had discussed it in his own P + ~ n a b ~ c ~ ~ ~  Alexander also reported that 

Theophrastus arranged the totally hypotheacai syllogism in three figures, and consuucted die 

foliowing schemata as moods belonging to the figures: 

(1 -1) If A, then B;  bu^ if B, then C; therefore, if A, then C 
(1.2) If A, then B; but, if B, then C; therefore, if not C, then not A 
(2.1) If A, then C; but, if B, then not C; therefore, if A, then noc B 
(3.1) If A, then B; but, if not A, then C; thexfore, if not B, then C 
(3.2) If A, then B; but, if not A, then C; therefore, if not C, then B. 

This arrangement of the t o d y  hypothetical syiiogism echoes Anscode's arrangement of the direct 

syllogism - for example, (1.1) resembles a categorical syllogism in the first mood of the Grst Ggure, 

and (2.1) a caregorical syliogism in the tirst mood of the second figure.'' This resemblance, as u-eii 

as the direct attribution to Theophrastus, show that chis type of syllogism is wholly Penpateuc in 

character, and not Stoic. Neither Alexander nor any other cornrnentator, however, recorded whp 

Theophrastus had developed this new type of syiiogisrn. 

Indeed, it is unclear in what sense the totally hypothetical syUogism is a hypothetical syllogism 

at au. According to Aristode, the syiiogism from a hypothesis is either though impossibility or 

substituaonal; the totally hypotheacai syiiogism is neither of these sorts. Yet, accordhg to Aristotle, 

every syllogism is either direct or from a hypothesis; thus, the totally hypothetical syllogism must 

be from a hypothesis, because it is clearly not direct. For his part, Alexander suggested that the 

-bistode, Top., 136b33-13737. 
55 For what follows, sec ,Uexander, In AH. pr., pp. 326.8-328.7. 

Aevander noted chat Theophnsnis himself had d e d  schemara 3.1 and 3.2 moods of the second figure nther chan 
the third, and scherm 2 1  a mood of the third Ggure nther than the second; in any case, the resembiancc to the 
categoncd syiiogisms is dear. 
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totally hypothetical syllogism may not be a syllogism in the proper sense, for Anstocle had required 

eveq s$ogism to show chat something does or does not belong to something else. The t o d y  

hypothetical syllogism, however, only shows what is or is not if something else is or is not; it does 

no5 as Alexander wrote, prove anythmg categocicaily. Thus, the problem of ia classification does 

not &se. However, Alexander also wrote that Theophrastus had shown how the t o d y  

hypotheücal syliogisms reduce - in some way that Aiexander did not speciQ - to the direct 

syllogisrns of the &si figure. If so, then Theophrastus seems to have developed 3 new kuid of 

hypothetical syllogism that is neither through impossibility nor substitutional. One possibility, then, 

is chat Theophrastus had begun to consider the properties of the sentenad operator 'if and to 

fonndate inferences fiom condiaonal sentences in the modem sense. That is to Say, T h e o p h t u s  

had perhaps taken an important step towards developing a sentential logic. 

In 1983, Jonathan Barnes argued for this possibility." He daimed that the neoPeripatetic 

cornmentators had not restricted the combinations of subject terms that can appear in hjpotheticd 

syllogisms, so that the most general form of the major premiss in a substitutional syllogism might 

be 'If A is B, then C is D', in which the subject terms are different singulars. Furthermore, he noted 

that, in scholia to h o n i u s ' s  commentary on the PriorAnabdc~, there is an example of a totally 

hypocheacal syUogism with d i f f e ~ g  singular subject rems: ?f the sun is over the earth, it is day; 

if it is day, i t  is Lighc therefore, if the sun is over the e h ,  it is Lighr'.'' O n  the basis of these nvo 

considerations, Barnes assumed - "not without hesitaaon" - that Theophrastus had constmcted 

a sentential logic with his totaiiy hypothetical syllogisms." He seems to have reasoned chat, because 

a Iogic for terms is insufiicient to accommodate the inference to which the h o n i a n  example 

corresponds, it follows that Theophrastus's t o d y  hypothetical syliogism musc be a part of a logic 

for sentences. 

Barnes, however, was right to hesitate. As 1 have argued, so long as logical necessity and 

syUogistic validity are theoreticdy idenacai, there theoretically elrists a syliogistically valid inference 

or chain of inferences corresponding to even the h o n i a n  esample - even if there actually does 

not. Now, it is perhaps possible that dus inconsistency might have corne to Theophrasms's 

attention and impelled him towards developing a sentential logic, but there is no independent 

j7 Bames, 'Temw and Sentences", e s p e d y  pp. 290-35. 
58 .ho=, In h m . ,  p. xi.2-3: "ei b r i p   fi^ imw, &&a ~ Q T ~ Y -  ci &&a i m ' v .  & ~ U T I Y  ci G a  -$IO$ *J 

2 c r J ,  4G t!mrv''. 
'' Barnes, 'Tenns and Sentences", p. 294. 
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evidence to suggest that he thought his master wrong on this point Indeed, die Çact chat 

Theophrîsms reduced his t o d y  hypothetical syiiogisms to the frst figure categorical syilogisms 

strongly suggests otherucise. Consistent with his interpretation of the totally hypothetical syllogism 

as a logic for sentences, however, Barnes suggested that Theaphrastus's reduction scheme was an 

anempt to translate a logic for sentences into a logic for terms. As Alexander reported, Theophras- 

tus had mysteriously cded  his t o d y  hypotheacal syiiogism a "syllogism by analogy (m*ic& 

~a+à &ïcd.oyiav)". This narne suggested to Barnes chat Theophrasnrs had thought chat a 

hypodietical statement such as 'If the sun is over the earth, it is day' is in some sense reformuiîble 

as the caregoricd statement 'Everything such that the sun is over the earth is such chat it is daf, so 

chat ail the totdy hypothetical syllogisms have categorical ana log~es .~  Barnes, however, was unnble 

to produce any texnial evidence for this kind of reducaon scheme, preusely because there is none. 

As he himself noted, elùsang evidence rather suggests that some early Peripatetics might have 

thought that a hypothetical statement such as 'If it is hurnan, it is an animal' is in sorne sense 

reformulable as the categorical statement Zvery human is an animal'." A reducaon scherne based 

on this son of reformulation, however, suffices only for totally hypothetical syllogisms whose 

caregorical elements have the same impersonal subject term - such as Alexander's own examples, 

for instance. 

At any rate, my anaiysis of .Aristotelian hypothetical syUogisUc suggesrs that Theophrasnis 

probablg did not have sentenual logic in rnind when he developed the totally hypothetical sflogism. 

For ilistotle, a sentence of the form 'If p, then q' represenn a partial syllogism and is not a 

conditionai sentence in the modern sense; it relates terms and not unanalyzed sentences. Thus, even 

if Theophrastus took an interest in the transitivity of the particle 'if, he probably understood it as 

a propeq of syilogistic entailment and not of sentential implication. Moreover, Alexander's report 

does not rule out that Theophrastus had sorneames formulated his totally hypotheücal syilogisms 

nithout the partide 'if - for icstance, using the genitive absolute construction that Aristotle had 

regularly used in such conterts. On this reading, the t o d y  hypothetical syllogism is part of a logic 

for terms. For instance, the Grst-figure totally hypotheticai syllogism ?f ir is a human, it is an animal; 

but, if it is an animal, it is a substance; therefore, if it is a hurnan, it is a substance' demonstrates the 

syiiogistic relationships benveen the three terms 'human', 'animal', and 'substance', and not the 

I b d ,  pp. 313-16- 
61 Ibid, pp. 312-13. 
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unmalyzed categorical statements in which these tenns feature. In this way, it is "analogous" to a 

categorical syiiogism in Barbara. The totdy hypothetical syiiogisms of the other figures demonstrate 

the same result for other possible combinations of affirm3tive and negative categorical statements, 

and sorne reducaon scheme to the direct syllogisms of the first figure ensures their syliogisuc 

validity. Wre his master before him, then, Theophrasw was interested in medogical investigation 

into the properties of syliogistic en tahent  - such as its transitivity - but not in sententiai Iogic. 

Indeed, it is noteworthy that Barnes's argument that Theophrastus's totally hypotheticd 

syllogism is a part of senteatid logic depends in part on the trusnvorthiness of the reports of the 

neo-Penpatetic commentators in the Ürde of h o n i u s .  As 1 have suggested akeady, and as I 

s h d  show in the next chapter, their trustworchiness is doubthi. What is more, Bames presented 

no testual evidence to support his daim that these commentators had generally treated hypothetical 

syllogistic as a logic for sentences by consistently allowing for dissimilar singuiar subject terms in 

the same hypotheacal statement, and 1 can hnd no reason ro agree with him. Even if they had, 

Bames rnight weii yet require a separate and M e r  argument to prove that this practice suggesu 

that the early Peripatetics had done so as weil, and that it was not also the resuit of the commenta- 

tors' own conflation of eady Peripatetic and Stoic logic to which I have alluded. The existence of 

one single exarnple of a totally hypotheùcal syiiogism in which the subject terms of the component 

ca~egorical statements differ is thus not strong evidence. Indeed, one author who belonged to the 

circle from which Barnes obtained his key exarnple seems rather to have misconsuued the Stoic 

indemonstrables, which are for sentences, as instead for ternis - for instance, as in l f  a human, 

then aiso alive; but, not alive; also not a h ~ m a n ' . ~  

7. Theophrasms's conmbutions to hypotheticai syilogisac were not lirnited to the invention of 
- 

the t o d y  hypothetical syiiogism, however. As 1 mentioned in the introduction, Aiexander reponed 

char Theophrastus had mentioned hypotheticd syllogisrns generally in his Anrl&ics. In facg 

rüexander's report prefaces a list of the types of hypothetical syiiogisrn that he took Aristotle as 

having intended to discuss, had Aristotle fuifilied the promise in his own Anu&c~ to examine and 

indicate clearly the many ways in which syiiogisms are from a hypothesis. Alexander's presurnably 

Theophrastean list, however, indudes types of hypothetical syiiogism that have dear Stoic 

analogues, and for which Alexander even reported Stoic names. Thus, the question of the estent 
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to which, md the direcuon in which, Theophrastus and the ocher eariy Peripatetics developed 

hypotheticd syiiogisuc is bound very closely to my own contenuon that the neo-Peripateucs 

conflated Penpateac and Stoic Iogic. I s h d  tum to them both in the next chapter. 



The Greek Commentators 

1. Roughly eight centuries after the death ofTheophrasnis in the early third centuq BC, the extent 

w-hich he and other assouates of Aristotle had developed the hypothetical syllogistic lefi inchoare 

by their master seems to have become obscure. Early in the skth century AD, in a dedicaaon to 

his monograph on the subject, Boethius wrote: 

Because you had entirely acquired knovc-ledge of categoricd sy1logisms, you oken sought 
knowledge of hypothetical syiiogisms, conceming which nothmg is wxitten by Anstode. 
Theophrasnis, a man full of aii learning, only goes through the elements of these things; 
Eudemus advances further dong the way to instruction, but in such a way as ifhe seems to 
have sown some seeds and yet not produced a hacvest ' 

However, his contemporary John Philoponus w-rote: 

Since hnstode . . . taught us nothing about them [rc. hypotheticai syilogisms], but rather 
devoted aii his attention to the categoricd syllogism . . . let us Say a iide bit about them. For 
it should be known that both those who leamed fiom ihistotle - Theophrastus, Eudemus, 
and the others - wrote lengrhy treatises about thern, and the Stoics did as weil. ' 

UnfortunateIy, whatever writings Theophrastus and Eudemus devoted to hypothetical syllogistic 

- lengthy or otherwise - perished quite long ago. As regards "the others" to whom Philoponus 

referred, not even their identiaes are recoverable beyond doubt: only to Heraclides of Pontus, 

Phanias of Eresus, and Scrato of Lampsacus are m y  treaases on logic even atuibuted - and none 

that are certain to have dealt with hypothetical syllogistic.' hmong later Peripatetics, only Boethus 

of Sidon has any sure comection with the subject; reportedly, he examlied the relaaonship benueen 

hypodietical and categorical syllogisac, which suggests that hypothetical syiiogistic was already fairiy 

Boethius, D c b .  gr!, 1.1.3: "Nam nimcategoüconun syUogismonimplenissimenoatiam percepisses, de hypotheticis 
syiiogisrnis saepe quesebas, in quibus nihil est ab .bis totele conscriptum. Theopkas tus vero, k i r  omnis doctrbc 
C I ~ Z X ,  rerum taanun summas exsequinir, Eudemus htiorem docendi p d i n r r  ~~ sed ita ut veiuti quaedam 
semin& spzuïsse, ndum tamen Gu+ videanu cvtulisse provennun". 
Philoponus, In A r p ,  p. 24218-21: "*ErnrO>j 8 6 &-J ' & r d % .  . . O&, m p i  a k h  ;&~&CJ, a& *li, 
tâuuv ~ O + J  mpr f05 ua-pluoû Q U A ~ ~ I  U iT;.j,am . . . ~'incop~ &aX& mpi W r w v .  ;UT& +p k 
dyqfixour r p o w d q m p i m h w ~  K~TE&L%O or i c p a b i r o û  'Apimdoug,  o i m p i  & & m v  m i  E&yaï 
uai nf;C *Y,   ai &I o i  Zrwruoi". 
For Heradides, see Diogenes, 5.88; none o f  the udes o f  his few Iogicd m r i ~ g s  suggest that chey dealt uith 
hj-potheticai syiiogistic. For Phanias, sec Philoponus, In G r . ,  p. 7.20, who clnimed chat he had mritten an Ana4ticr- 
For Stnto, see Diogenes, 5.57-60; the listofhis books indudes an O n  the momandth k~s(népiroû@.bv u a i h > ) ,  
u-hich ma? have dedt with the qudimtive syiiogism- 
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Evidence for the development of hyporheacd syliogistic in the Peripatos afier Aristode, then, 

is fragmencq, second-hand, and scarce. Furcher c o m p l i c a ~ g  the issue is the fact that the sources 

for this evidence d post-date the devdopment of Stoic logic, whose indemonsaable argument 

schemata are sirnilx enough to hypothetical syUogisms for Philoponus to have thought that the 

Stoics had concemed themselves as extensively with the subject as Theophrastus and Eudemus. 

But, if the Stoic "hypothetical syiiogisms" were in fact importantly different from the Peripatetic in 

ways that Philoponus did not M y  understand, then he and ocher later commentators may have 

conflated LW-O distlict logical theories, at l e s t  in part. The sarne concem may even apply to 

whatever contributions later Peripatetics such as Boethus may have made. At the same tirne, 

detemuning the original character ofeuly Peripatetic hypotheticd syliogistic is a necessary condition 

for deremiining precisely how d i s ~ c t  the Stoic indemonstrables are fiom ih and thus for 

determining the estent to w-hich Peripatetic and Stoic iogic became conflated during late antiquity 

and into the eariy Middle Ages. My purpose in this chapter is to make this determination. 

2. In 1855, Car1 Prantl drew attention to a pivotal passage from Alexander's commentary on 

the first book of Aristotle's PnorAnu&k'~, in which Alexander provided a detailed list of the qpes 

of hypotheücal syllogism and seems to have suggested a Peripatetic origin for them. Alexander 

wro te: 

Having spoken abouc syiiogisms from an agreement and those that are through an inference 
to impossibility, he [JC. Aristode] says that many other syllogisms are also brought to a 
conclusion from a hypothesis, discussion of which he sets aside as if intending to speak 
about them more carefdly. However, no book of his about them is in circulation. 
Theophnsms mentions them in his own Ana&zh, and Eudemus and some others of his 
foiiowers do as weli. 

Now, he presumably means hypothetical syliogisms through a continuous statement (which 
is also cded  a comected proposition) and an additional assumption, those through a 
separative srarement (or disjoined proposition), and also those through a negared 
conjunction - if they are indeed different from the ones already stated. 

Besides the ones stated, there are presurnably also those from an analogy, those that they 
cali qualitative (which are from the more or the less or the equal), and whntever other 
varieties of syliogisms from a hypothesis therc are, which have been discussed elsewhere. ' 
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This list is the earliest of its kind to have suwived; it is thus one of the most significant sources for 

early Penpatetic hypocheacal s yllogistic. At the same âme, however, Alexander's alternative terms 

' co~ec ted '  and 'disjoined', as well as the terms 'additionai assumption' and 'negated conjunction', 

respectively translate four properly Stoic, and not Penpatetic, technical temis: ' m~&vov', 'aie 
I[E~&JOY', '&dq$ui~', and '&xo&r~K-rj mP&Klj'. In fact, the k t  three elements of the list - 
syiiogisms from a concinuous scatexnent or comected proposition, fiom a separaave statement o r  

disjoined proposition, and from a negated conjuncaon - seem to correspond directly to the five 

Stoic indemonstrables, which divide into three types: tuïo korn the connected proposiaon, one from 

the negated conjunction, and cwo fiom the disjoined proposiuon. Thus, Alexander's iist may ais0 

be significmr for detemiining the relative independence of a primary bit of Stoic Iogic. 

However, it is not clear whether the source or sources upon which Alexander relied urere 

Peripatetic, Stoic, or some other. He did not speciQ hem, and despite his implication that the list 

is Theophrastean, even the tone of his language seems at Grst g l ace  to indicate that he hirnself =-as 

unsure of his implication. His use of'mentions (prpov&~)' with regard to the work of Theophras- 

tus and Eudemus is curiously casud, and the potential optatives in the two key phrases 'Now, he 

presumably means (Aiyoyol6' Eu)' and 'Besides the ones stated, there are presurnably aiso (napu 8; 
TOC< e;prlpk~oq ETN %Y KUQ' are purposehlly non-commirtal. Yet, according to Prantl, this list 

derives directly from the Iost work ofTheophrastus and Eudemus. i n  his estimation, Aiexander's 

mencion of these MO Peripatetics, taken together wich Phiioponus's report and the fact that 

Theophrastus's name often appears elsewhere in c o ~ e c t i o n  with hypothetical syllogisac, was 

enough to seal the case.6 Alexander's alternative Stoic terminology did not suggest to Prand any 

possibilir). of independent Stoic influence; on the conaary, he dismissed die notion that Aiexander 

either ignorantly or disingenuously induded Stoic material in a list of apparently Penpateac qpes 
- 

of hypothetical syiiogism as %Xi-necked". ' 
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Some scholars after Prand, however, were in fact stiff-necked in precisely this way. In 1947, 

Ivan Bochenski took issue s i th  Pranti's attribution; he noted that Aie--der had written merely that 

Theophrasnis and Eudemus "menaoned" hypotheacai inferences and nothing more, and suggested 

that, given Boethius's corroborating report in addition, Phdoponus's own con- report was 

apparendy an exaggention.' He also claimed that no work on hypothetical syi.iogisuc appears in the 

list of books that Diogenes had recorded as the work of Theophrastus. Hence, since diere is no 

doubt that the Stoics concemed themselves with some of the types of syllogisrn that appear on 

Alexander's kt, Bocheriski conduded that, although Theophrastus and Eudemus "could weii have 

tossed out some ideas" on hypodieacd syliogistic, Prand's implication that they had invented the 

Stoic indemonsmbles was "pure fanta~y".~ Alexander's list, then, was to Bochenski's mind of Little 

consequence as a source for the hypotheacai syiiogisac of the early Peripatos. 

Scholarly opinion has u n d  recendy accorded with these condusions. l0 However, Li 1983, 

Jonachan Barnes wrote that he had corne to ". . . share the view of Car1 Prand that in our passage 

from Alexander's cornmentary we possess an account of the content of Theophastus's work on 

hypothetical syll~gistic".'~ Barnes came to this conclusion on the basis of two considerations: (i) 

that Phdoponus's report deserves more weight as evidence for early Peripatetic hypothetical 

syIiogistic than scholars (presumably followkg Boche rishi have in fact allowed it, and (iui that, while 

Aiesander did not unequivocally affum that Theophrastus dealt with the types of hypochetical 

syiiogisms that he Listed, he nevertheless unequivocdy implied it. " 

With regard to O, Barnes marshded the following three arguments: 

(1) The fact that there is no evidence whatsoever, in Diogenes's list of books or elsewhere, that 

Theophrastus wtote a book entitied something like On b~otben'ca/sy//ogi~m~ does not hdicate that he - 
did not deal with the subject, Philoponus's "lengthy ueaases" may refer to works lost even in name, 

peripatetische sein hnn". 
' Bochexisk, IsLgripe & Théophrarfc, pp. 109-11. 

ibid, p. 1 11: "Théophmste et Eudème ont bien pu jeter quelques idées-& vouloir leur attnbuer toute k liste 
dY,ilesandre, avec les 5 àïa&.rim, est une pure fantasie". 

'O See, for =ample, Pohlenz, Die Stoa, VOL 2, pp. 29-30; Kneaie and Knede, The Dewhpment o/L&, p. 105; Obeado, 
A L l .  Scmm Boe;$: De hypotheacis syllogismis, p. 20; Graeser, Die Logzkchcn Fmgmen~e &J Tbcopbrusf, pp. 92-93; 
Repici, Lt &@CU di Tco/razto, pp. 143; SfarOth, "Die Hypothetischen Syiiogismen", pp. 11 1-1 3 

" Barnes, "Tàeophrastus and Hypothetical Syiiogisac", p. 130. +ilthou.h Bames agreed with Prand &at ,ilexander 
reponed Theopbnstus's work, he did not agcee \ii& hùn k t  the Stoics had merely copied Theophmtus's logic - 
see ibid, pp. 138-39 and his ",Gstotle and Stoic Logic", pp. 45-49. 

" Bames, "Tàeophrastus and H~potheticd Syllogistic", pp. 127-30. 
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or to worlts whose ades do not immediately suggest that hypotheticd syUogistic features among the 

conrents. Furthemore, according to Alexander, îheophrasnis brought up hypheticai syiiogisms 

in his Anahticr, u-hich does appear in Diogenes's List of books; this report is fomally consistent wich 

Philoponus's. 

(2) Boethius's conuary report is iaeif suspect. Just before mentioning 'Iheophrastus and 

Eudemus, he daixned thar hypothetid syllogistic appean only cursorily and conhsedly in very few 

Greek works, and in no Lacin works whatsoever. But he was mistaken; there did indeed elust Latin 

discussions of hypothericai syllogistic in his cime, and there were Greek discussions of which he was 

ignorant. Furthemore, analysis of his text has suggested to some scholan that it dosely follows a 

Greek source or sources at least in p m  this consideration opens up the possibility that he was even 

disingenuous in his chims about other existing discussions. 

(3) Bocthius and Philoponus do not formally conmdict each other. Theophrastus and 

Eudemus may oniy have "gone through the elements" of hypotheacal syllogistic, or only "sowed 

some seeds", even though thek ueatises were "kngthy". Lengthy treatises may well be elementq 

- or even be thought CO be so. What is more, Boethius may have merely judged - or affected to 

judge - that Theophnstus's and Eudemus's work w-as elementary. Even if Philoponus was in error 

about the length of these treatises, length is no good guide to sophistication, espeùdy in the case 

of formal logic. 

With regard to Cui on the other hand, Barnes wrote: 

Alexander supposes that in A P r  1.44 ABstotie '%as in mind" an exposition of hypotheticd 
syllogistic, and he proceeds to cataiog the arguments which Aristode would have discussed 
had he kepr his promise. Alexander was not in telepathic communication wich Anstode's 
ghosc how, then, did he know yhat Anstotle had in mind? PlaLily, he inferred Anstode's 
intentions from the performance of hestotle's associates. ObseMng what arguments 
Theophrastus had discussed, he reasonably deduced that those were the arguments which 
Anstotle had intended to discuss. Alexander's catalog of hypothecical syiiogisms is thus a 
List of the contents of Theophrastus' work on hypothetical syllogisac. 

. . . although Alexander does not state that his arguments were discussed by Theophrastus, 
he unequivocaily irnplies that they were The gist of the passage from Alexander is this: 
"Aristode does not discuss the 'many other' hypothetical syliogisms. Theophrastus does. 
They are the foiiowing . . ." The train of diought is a crass non sequitur except on the 
assumption that the arguments Listed by Alexander are the arguments Alexander takes 
Theophrastus to have discussed. We can a f h  widi complete confidence that Alexander 
believed Theophrastus to have discussed the arguments which he catalogs. 1 see no reason 
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to question his belief.I3 

In what foiiows, however, 1 s h d  indeed question both Alexander's belief and Barnes's mist i ~ .  

3. Now, my criticism of Barnes wiii not focus on the arguments that he provided for 0; to my 

mind, he was correct to argue agdinst Bochenski on behaif oEPhiloponus. Indeed, Boche dski had 

been too quick in his assessrnent that Philoponus e~aggerated; the list of Theophrastus's books that 

Diogenes recorded is cenalily not telling evidence, espeaaiiy under a Msguided expectaaon chat 

w o r b  dealing with hypotheacal syliogistic always bear a ade that makes it obvious that they do. '' 
For instance, not only did Alexander report that Theophrutus brought up the subject in his own 

Anc~hn'c~, which appears on the List, Diogenes dso  recorded a book by Theophrastus encitled On tbe 

greatcrand Lwer (nepi p d g o ~ o ~  KU; & k o v o g ) .  This tide hina that the book may have deait in part 

with qualitative syilogisms, which, as Alexander wrote, are from che more or  the Iess or die equd 

(&ri mû *Y ~ a ;  GCTOY  ai Bocheriski had also been too quick to d u e  Boethius's 

report over Philoponus's. Boechius's suspicious comment regardmg LaM and Greek works on 

hypocheacd syllogistic in generd casts doubt on his daim about Theophrastus and Eudemus in 

particular, that his own treatise on the subject possibly foiiows Greek sources dosely heightens thac 

doubtI6 Ai the same, 1 think chat Barnes himselfwas, in his turn, too quick in his argument for (u]: 

;Uesander's words need not imply that Theophrastus dedt wich rhe &fi List of the ripes of 

hypocheticd syilogism - and even if Alexander believed that Theophrastus had, there is revon to 

question his belief. Perhaps. then, as Barnes suggested, Philoponus's daim that Theophrastus and 

Eudemus u-rote lengthy treatises on hyporhetical syiiogistic is more rnisworthy thui scholars have 

allowed; on the character and content of these treatises, however, 1 part Company with Barnes. 
- 

Barnes's argument that Alexander's iist is a uusm-orthy guide to Theophrastus's work has ISVO 

l 3  Ibid, pp. 129-30. 
IJ Diogenes, 5.42ff. 

' j  Ibid, 5.49. Bames spedated that Theopbrastus's ' w m ~ v  n k w v  might be about qualitative syllogisrns, but gave 
no supporting exphnation for why he rhought so. "Av&~IY '  iS a technicd term in Peripatetic logic chat means 'to 
reduce' - ce&, a syiiogism from the second oc third figure CO one of the &t figure, or an argument to syllogistic 
form. This readmg renders the titie as 'Of reduced topics'; perhaps, then, Bames thought chat the book concerned 
the reductioa to syiiogistic form of chose topicd arguments hat  curn on qdcat ive  reiaaons (see -historie, Top., 
1 l4b37-115dJ). In any case, 1 think that On rba gnatet and hzer is at least as probable a candidate. See Barncs, 
"Theophnsnis and Hypothetical Syiiogistic", pp. 13435. 

16 Boethius, De &. p!, 1.1.3. It is not as sure as B m e s  implied, however, chat there were other Latin w o h  on  
hypotheticai syiiogis tic - see my discussion in the next chapter. 
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pans. Firstly, he argued that, since Ale-sinder claimed that Aristotle "presumably has in mind (G70i 

8' a>)" the syllogisms on the list, it is plWi rhat Alexander inferred this claim from Theopluastus's 

own writings on the subject. Even supposing Barnes is correct in this regard - for it is naturai to 

read Aiexander as suggescing that Theophrasms discussed diese "many other" syllogisms - it  does 

not yet foUow that Aiexander's list enmerates only Theophrastus's work on che subject Possible 

ways in which other, non-Theophrastean material found its way ont0 the List are (i) that Alexander 

coliected his List from a variety of sources, some or most of which may have been later than 

Theophrasms (and rnay even have been Stoic in origin or influence), that Alexander himself or 

one of his non-Theophrastean sources was not particularly sensitive to the d i f f e ~ g  Peripatetic and 

Stoic ongins or characters of various argument schemata, and thus conflated distinct theories, or 

(iiï that loyalty to the Peripatos led Alexander or one of his sources to atrempt to subsume Stoic 

logic to the Peripateac, dong the iines of Prand's idea that the former could only be a restatement 

of the latter. Now, 1 am oniy s p e c u l a ~ g  about somedùng like that for which 1 s h d  in fact sho* 

argue; nonetheless, because some or al1 of these speculative possibilities rernain open und a 

saasfactor)- account of evly Peripatetic hypothetical syliogistic becomes available, raking 

Aiexander's list as such an account without funher investigation poses a senous risk ofürculari~. 

In the second part of his argument, Barnes daimed that Alc~ander had unequivocaily implied 

that he was enumerating Theophastus's hypothetical syilogïsms because the sense of Alexander's 

passage would othewise require a "crass non requitu1". Now, 1 agree chat, as a speues of the general 

principle of charity, it is proper to avoid interpretations that require a non req~itzrr, however, if one 

or more of my speculations above is in fact correct, it u-ould explain both the potenaal opmtive in 

the phrase ' A i ~ o i  8' b' and the non requitw-itself - if there would even be one rather than merely 

a break in continuity. Thus, since the possibility of non-Theophrastean sources for the List may help 
- 

ewplain or elirninate the non requitnr, the second part of Barries's argument has Litde force without 

resolution of the questions surrounding the first part. hforeover, it seems to me a better strate= 

to deude, if possible, whether or not Aiexuider cornmitted a non requitwron the basis of independent 

investigaùon into his sources, rather than to deude whether or not his sources were M y  Peripatetic 

on the basis of a perceived non requitur. The p ~ c i p l e  of charity in interpretation is a good one 

generaliy, but avoiding the ascription of a non seq~titzrr to Alexander is itself to be avoided if 

independent investigation supports it. Hence, 1 conclude that Barnes was too quick in his 

interpretation of Alexander's list. 
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It temains CO be seen, however, whether or noc there is enough independent evidence to 

conduct such an investigation successfiilly, so that the types of hypotheticai sÿliogism on 

Alexander's iist h d  their proper origins as Peripatetic, Stoic, bocti, or some other. 1 think chat there 

is, and in the remainder of the chapter 1 s h d  provide it, conduding that early Peripatetic 

hypothetical syiiogistic bad indeed taken on a Stoic cast by the rime Aleauander composed his list 

In particular, 1 shaii contend that, although the cypes of hypothetical syliogism on Alexander's list 

h o s t  all have Peripatetic origins, the theory behind hem had evolved away from ics original 

Peripatetic roots by the tirne he wrote, under the influence of Scoic logic. 

4. H ypothetical syiiogisuc begins with h ypothe ticai statements; thus, unders tanding the early 

Penpatetic accounc of hypothetical syiiogistic begins with understanding their account of 

hypochetical statements. Ln this regard, Alexander's list is once again important For two of the 

types of syiiogism on h s  kt, he recorded m-O sets of terms each: there are inferences on the basis 

of a C O ~ M U O U S  statemenr (ovv~&d), which is also called a c o ~ e c t e d  proposition (cmfl&~o~), as 

well as on the basis of a separaave statemenr (kuotrr~6v), which is also caiied a disjoined 

proposiaon (8rrCervyk~ooï). Alexander's contemporary Gaien made the mason for this dual usage 

dear in his short introduction to logic, as weli as the reason =hg 1 have rendered some rems with 

'statement' and others wlth 'proposirion': 

So such a sentence, 'Ifit is day, the sun is oves the earth', is cded  a connected proposition 
(8{;wCLa) according CO the newer philosophers, but a continuous hypothetical statement 
(~ipchaor5) according to the older philosophers, and those such as 'Either it is day, or it is 
night' are called disjoined propositions (à[;-) by the newer philosophers, but separative 
hypothetical statements (np6zaorg) by the older philosophers. '' 

Now, the "newer" philosophers seem to be the Stoics; the three terms 'connected (m~qppiuov)', 

'disjoined (&ciuyp%ov)' ,  and 'proposition (&&pa)' are certainly Stoic in origin and probably 

received their technical senses from Chrysippus. The "older" philosophers presumably do not 

include kistotie; nowhere in his suvïving works appeîr the ternis 'hypothetical (koo&ri~6~) ' ,  

'conanuous (KUTA r n ~ i ~ ~ i a v ) ' ,  or 'separative (KUTU &ai,seiv)' in diis contexr. O n  the basis of dis 

evidence, Bochefiski concluded that the older philosophers who set this terrninology, and whom 
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he reckoned mus t have corne between Aastode and Chrysippus, were the early Petipatetics - and 
speuficdy Theophnstus and Eudemus because of cheir scanire. " Indeed, Galen's other uses of the 

designation 'older philosophers' in the same work seem cleariy to point to the Peripatetics, and in 

later repetiaons of the synonymous temis in quesaon, he e.xpiicidy atmbuted the terms of the newer 

philosophers to Chrysippus and the Stoics. l9 

Ultimately, however, the existence of a sec of technical terms can only suggesG but not confimi, 

the existence o f a  theory. As 1 noted above, Bochenski himself thought that Theophrastus and 

Eudemus probably had done no more than conmibute some ideas towards the theory of 

hpothetical syiiogistic that the later, neo-Petipatetic commentators reported, despite his conclusion 

that they had set the temiinology chat these commentators used. Barnes, on the other hand, 

concluded that Theophcistus and Eudemus had indeed fomulated the theory for which they had 

set thïs terminology, and that the commentators had later reported it. As 1 also noted above, here 

Barnes has die persuasive case -but only chat Theophnsms and Eudemus fomdated some cheory 

for which they used these terms, and not necessarily the very one that appears in the later 

commentaries. Granted, then, that these ternis are most probably Peripatetic in origh - and 

probably also Theophrastean or Eudemean, as Naander suggested by his list; more important is 

the nature of the theory that demanded their invention. Not only does the existence of  a set of 

technical ternis fail on its own to c o n h  the existence of a theory, it also does not on its own 

c o n h  the nature of the theory. Now, if Theophrastus or Eudemus invented these terms, then 

the theory u-as surely M y  Peripatetic in nature at first - but it did not necessarily remain so. 

Theones change, as do  the signi6cations of the terms to which they give rise. In facq a doser look 

at  Galen's and Aiexander's work provides evidence not o d y  of the original early Peripateàc theo., 

but also of its subsequenc change. 

5. Using Theophrasms's and Eudernus's termïnology for the hypothetical statement, Galen 

wro te: 

Another kind of statement is those [sirj in which we make an assemon, not about the 
existence of things, but racher to the effect chat one thing is, given that another thing is, and 
that one thing is, given that another thing is no t Let such statements be c d e d  hypo theticai. 

'' Bocheiiski, L a  L g i q ~ c  & Théopbras&, p. 108. 
19 See Gaien, Insr. hg., 1.5,2.2, and 7.7 for such occurrences of 'older philosophes' or 'the old usage' (whidi seem to 

rcfer to ,iristotle as well), and see 5.5 and 14.2 for attributions to Chrysippus and the Stoics. 



Some are continuous, when they say chat a certain ching is of necessity, given chat something 
else is; some are separative, when they say either chat something is, given that something else 
is noc, or that sorneching is no& given that something else is. " 

It is striking that m e n  both d e h e d  the hypothetical statement, and dis~guished becs-een its 

continuous and separative kinds, without reference ro any speual logical operator, such as 'if or 'or'. 

('Given' helps translate a genitive absolute consuuction; as 1 showed in the 1 s t  chnpter, Aristode 

hmself ofien used i t  in a similar coatext) He went on to give the reason: 

hTow, the separauve statement is equivalent in meaning to such a sentence: 'If ic is not day, 
ic is night', which is expressed in the form ofa  comected proposition. W those --ho attend 
only to the spoken fonn c d  it a connected proposition, but al1 those who attend to the 
nature of chingr caii it a disjoined proposiaon. Likewise, such a f o m  of speech as w d :  'If 
it is not night, it is day', is a disjoined proposiaon by the very nature of things, but has its 
expression in the form of a connected proposiaon." 

According to Galen, then, a hypotheacal statement is not c o n ~ u o u s  just because of its spoken 

form - that is, because it has 'if' as its main operator. A separative statement may jüst as u-eii have 

'if as irs main operator, for it is instead "the nacure of things (4 (Cm5 r&v r ~ a y ~ ~ w ï ) " ,  which 

Galen speufied in detail in the previous passage, that determines whether a statement is con&uous 

or separauve. 'If it is not day, it is night' is a statement that expresses that sornething is, given that 

something else is not, and is therefore separative rather than continuous, despite its main operator. 

Presumably, a statement such as 'The triangle is equilateral, or it is not equiangular' is continuous 

and noc separanve, again despite its main operator. 

Alexander, too, seems to have held that a separative statement rnight cake 'if as its main 

operator, though the evidence for his view is not so straightfonvard. Unlike Gaien, Alexander 

nowhere speciGcalIy de6ned the hypothetical statement or its n~ro kinds; how-ever, as he wrote in 

his cornrnentary on Aristode's Topicr. 

An entailment is what necessa& is through the fact that somerhing else is, and an 
7-l 

incompatible is what necessdy is not through the fact that something else is. - 



hccording to Alexander's definitions, then, what Galen c d e d  a C O ~ M U O U S  hypothetical statement 

expresses an e n d m e n t  (&~6AovOov); likewise, what he c d e d  a separative sntemenr expresses an 

incompatible @ U ~ ~ ~ J O V ) ) .  Indeed, Galen hirnself made the same daim using similar terms, 

charactenting continuous statements as expressing a relation of entailment (&~oAouBia) and 

separative statements as expressing an incompatibili~ (phm)? Moreover, Alexander someàmes 

referred to the very continuous and sepvative statements themselves as 'relations of entailment' and 

'incompatibilities' respectively, which d e s  out the possibility that, on his view, acnidy continuous 

statements can express an Licompatibility, and acrudy separative staternents a relation OF 

enrailnen~'~ A statement such as 'If it is night, it is not da?, then, either is or expresses an 

incompatibiiiw according to Alexander's definitions, for it expresses that somechingis not given that 

something is. Ir is thus separative nther chan c o n ~ u o u s  on his account, despite its main operator. 

Similady, 'The mangle is equilateral, or it is not equiangular' is C O ~ ~ M U O U S  and not separative for 

the same reasons. 

Regarding sentences that have the form of a negated conjunction, by conuast, Alexander \vas 

much more distinct As 1 have cited, he suggested in his Est that syliogisms fiom a negated conjunc- 

tion rnight not be different fiom those fiom either a continuous or a separative hypotheticd 

starement A second passage from his commentaxy provides the explanaaon for dus suggestion. 

In the course of arguing, like Aristotie before him, that hypothetical syiiogisms are in some sense 

reducible to categorical s yllogisms, he wrote: 

And the same thing also applies to the mode from a negated conjunction, if it is indeed even 
differenc from the modes aiready discussed [sr. those £rom a continuous and fiom a separa- 
rive statement] and not the same as the one from a comected proposition chat begins from 
an affirmation and ends in a negation - that is, ?f A, dien not B'. 25 

Alexander was suggesang, in effect, that the syllogism from a negated conjunction is redundan~ 
- 

since the hvpothetical syllogism from a c o ~ e c t e d  proposition -or, rather, a separative statement 

- of the forrn 'If A, then not B' has the sarne force. If so, it follows that aii negated conjuncaons, 

osrensibly of the f o m  N o t  b o t '  A and B', are reformulable wichout l o s  of meaning as 'If A, then 

not B'. They may thus al1 take 'if as their main operators, according to Alexander, even though they 

'J Gaien, Imt. hg., 4.4, 14.7. 
'' See, Cor example, ,ileuander, InAn-pr. ,  pp. 178.13, 178.22, 264.28, 2G4.33, and 330.30. 

Ibid, p. 26).1+17: "'a ua; ( r i  mû ig&m$ar1n>5 myrrh&, r ; ~  mi a* t& rgom&~w T&WÏ KU; 

pi 8 ak6q TG &à m&&v mû Q4Xop5au à& ua~+nuoÛ YQ; A+- é ; ~  à~a~iKOv,  O& &mu 10 (Ei 4 A, 
où & B'". 
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are separative statements, since they are, or express, an incompatibility. 

Gden u-as in accord with Alexander on this poinc Some separative statements, he noted, 

express what he calied 'complete incompatibiiity ( idda dm)', such as the statement 'If it is not 

nighg it is day'. The incompaabiiicy that this statement expresses is complete because it can neither 

simultaneously be both night and day, nor simultaneously fail to be both night and day. Others, bg 

conuast, express 'incomplete ïncompaabili~ (&xli5 &@', such as ?f Dion is at Athens, he is 

not on che Isthmus'. For, although Dion cannot be both at Athens and on the Isthmus 

simultaneously, M that there is an incompa6b'bility, he can certainly be neither at Athens nor on the 

Isthmus, so that the incompaability is, in a sense, incomplete. As Gaien wrote: 

The nature of thïngs in this case, then, [sr. 'If it is not day, ir is nightl shows complete 
incompatibility, but the other shows incomplete incompaability, according to which we say 
sornethmg like 'If Dion is at Athens, Dion is not on the Isthmus'. 

. . . With regard to incornplete incompatibiliv, then, it is c u s t o m q  for the Greeks to speak 
in d i s  ~ a y :  ?)ion is not both in Athens and on the Isthmus', and aU staternents that share 
in incomplete incompatibility wdl have such a spoken form ind i ca~g  i t  

Separaave staternents cxpressing incomplete incompatibilicy, then, customarily have the form of a 

negated conjuncaon, though they may just as well take 'if as their main opentors, as the hrst part 

of the citation shows. 

Moreover, according to Galen, the negated conjuncuon is not even the proper form for 

espressing incomplete incompatibility. He continued: 

But, if an unerance is made concerning different things that have neirher a relation of 
entailment nor an incompaability with one another, we will c d  such a proposition 
conjoined - as, for instance, regarding the proposition 'Dion walks and Theon tallrs'. For 
these things here, having neither incompatibility nor a relation of entailment, are interpreted 
as being in conjunction." 

By definicion, then, m e  conjunctions are not hypothetical, since hypothetical statements express 

either a relation of entailment or an incompaability. True negated conjunctions are also noc 

hypothecical for the sarne reason, as Galen then clarified. Rather, they are merely denied 

conjunctions - that is, denials of MO assertions that are neither incompatible nor share any relation 
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of entailment, but which coincidendy are not simultaneously m e ,  such as 'It is not the case thac 

both Dion walks and Theon talks'.3 Consequently, noc oniy may a so-cded negated conjuncnon 

espressing incompkte incompatibility take 'if as its main operator, the negated conjunction is a 

form that is more appropriate to a statement that is not even hypothetical. nius, as Alexander 

suggested, there is no hypotheticai syllogism from the negated conjuncaon, for a syliogism such as 

'Dion is not both at Athens and on  Isthmus; but, Dion is at Athens; therefore, he is not on the 

Isthmus' actuaiiy takes its force fiom the incornpiete incompatibility that its major premiss 

expresses, and not from its major premiss's fonn. For this reason, it is actualiy a syliogisrn fiom a 

separative statement, though the ever-pragrnaac Galen was wilhg to countenance it as from a 

negated conjunction, so long as there was no confusion about the reai source of the argumencaave 

force." 

In generai, then, according to both Galen and Alexander, the spoken form of a hypochetical 

statement does not determine whether the statement is C O ~ M U O U S  or separative. I~stead, a 

statement is continuous or separaave according to whecher it expresses a relaaon of entailment or 

an incompatibili~, regardless of spoken form. Yeq as Galen observed in one of the passages 1 cited 

above, some philosophen did not appreciate this distinction, calling a statement such as 'If it is not 

night, it is day' comected because of its spoken form, even though it expresses an incompatibilicy. 

Now, he was aimost certainly directing this objecaon against the Stoics, who did indeed d i s ~ g u i s h  

propositions stricrly by theu main operators.' The use of the Stoic terms 'comected' and 

'disjoined' in the passage in quesaon bears out d i s  reading, as does Alexander's use of the term 

'connected proposition' in his own passage regarding negated conjunctions. Indeed, Galen was w-ell 

aware of Stoic usage; as he pointed ou4 it is more proper to cal1 a sentence whose main operator 

is 'or' a disjoined proposition, and a sentence whose main operator is 'if a c o ~ e c t e d  proposiaon. " 
hforeover, in a repetition of his objection, in this case widi respect to the conjunction, Galen 

explicitly named Chrysippus and the Scoics as his targets: 

But here as weii Chrysippus and his Urcle attend more to the spoken fom than to the facts, 
and c d  everything constmcted with the so-cded conjunctive comectives - ec-en if they 
are constructed from incompatible things or things in a relation of entailment - conjoined 

Ibid, 4.5. 
Ibid, 14.48, 11.1 1. 
See, for instance, Diodes, q n d  Diogcnes, 7.71-75; Sexw, Ad math., 8.108-1 11. See &O Frede, Die rtoircbe b g i k  pp. 
72-73. 
Galen, Inrt. hg., 3.3. 
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propositions. They use terms carelessly in cases in which a cenain precision of instruction 
is at issue. and daim for themselves alone private meuiligs in cases in which die words do 
not signify a n m g  differenr They would not use terms in this way if chey wanted to sptak 
good Greek and be clear to rheir Listenen." 

Even two centuries later than Gaien, Dexippus observed in his commentary on the Categon'e~ chat, 

while Aristotle called the assemblage of many parts of speech a conjunction, those who insist that 

a conjunction is only what is forrnulated with a conjuncave c o ~ e c t i v e  follow the Stoics dosely. " 

To Gaien's mind, then, the Stoics were gdty of attending too much to logical synmu, and of 

ignoring the semantic def i r ions  for continuous and xparative statements that he and Alexander 

had reported. Galen recognized, in other words, that the comected and disjoined propositions of 

Scoic logic do not correspond to the C O ~ M U O U S  and separative statements of Penpatetic 

hypochetical syllogistic. The Stoics wodd have treated some separative statements as disjoined 

propositions, but some as c o ~ e c t e d  and some as negated conjuncaons; likewise, they wodd have 

treated some continuous statements as comected proposiaons, but some as disjoined. Thus, when 

Galen recounted chat die Peripateacs had caiied the statement 'If it is day, the sun is over the euth' 

continuous, while the Stoics had calied it comected, and that the Peripatetics had called the 

statement Tither it is d3y or it is night' separative, while the Stoics had caiied it disjoined, he was 

presumably consuous of the way in which he formulated his examples. 

The eviv Penpareac hypotheucal syiIogiscic that emerges from Galen's and Alexander's 

accounts. then, emphasizes semanacs over logical synwx. On dus theory, a statement such as 'If 

it is day, it is Light' is concinuous because it expresses a relation of entailment, whiie a srarement such 

as lf it is day, it is not night' is separative because it expresses an incompatibility. It is irrelevant that 

the NO statemenrs are equivalent in form. Likeuise, the syiiogism from the former statement, 'If 

it is day, it is light; but, it is day; therefore, - it is Light' is continuous because it begins from a 

continuous statemenc, whiie the syiiogism €rom the latter statement, 'If it is day, it not night; but, 

it is day; therefore, it is not night' is separative because it begins from a separative statement. It is 

irrelevant that the MO syilogisms are equivalent in form. A complete Peripateuc hypothetical 

syllogistic u-ould thus have had no formal cnteria for disünguishing benveen continuous statements 
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and their sdogisms on the one hand, and separacive statements and their syllogisms on the other. " 
As Galen realized, eulv Peripateuc hypocbeticai syllogistic was at variance with Stoic logic, in which 

cornples proposirions and the indemonsuable arguments divided suicdy according to logicd syntax. 

6. Some were notas carefiii as Galen was in distinguishing Peripatetic and Stoic logic, however. 

As Galen himself wrote: 

When something is believed to be through the fact that something eise is, then, it is nostly 
cailed the CO~IMUOUS hypotheticd statement by the older philosophers, but aiso even when 
v-e think that the one thïng is if the other thing is not- for instance, that it is day ifit is not 
night. Mostly, then, they c d  such a statement separative. Neverthdess, it is also cded  a 
disjoined proposition by some of the newer philosophers, just as the other form of the 
hypotheacal stacement, which we have said is continuous, is also c d e d  a comected 
proposition.'5 

According to Gden, then, the "older philosophers" had sometimes caiied a statement such as 'If 

it is not night, it is day' continuous, even though it expresses an incompatibiiity and not a relation 

of entailment, while some "newer philosophers" had c d e d  it disjoined, even though its main 

operator is 'if and nor 'or'. Now, the early Peripateacs surely did not formulate their semantic 

division of hypothetical statements simply to faii tu apply it consistendy, nor the Stoics their 

syntactic division of complex propositions. Rather, Galen was reporring a subsequent dilution of 

cerminology. At some point, then, the Peripateacs (perhaps later representatives such as Boethus), 

as weli as some heterodox Stoics, began to use their ternis interchangeably. 

Alexander, too, seems to have thought that the Peripatetic and Stoic terms are respectively 

synonymous. As 1 have cited, he coordinated them in his list enumerating the qpes of hypotheticai 

syllogism; he aiso changed fieely benveen rhem in other discussions. " Moreover, unlike men,  he 

never poinred out that a statement whose main operator is 'if, such as ?fit is not night, it is day', - 

cari be separaâve and not concinuous. Alexander thus seems to have confused Peripatetic 

In one sense, hou-ever, the statements ?fit is day, it is light' and 'If it is day, it is not night' do differ f o d y :  thc 
latter incldes a negaave p h d e  that the former does not In Peripatetic Iogic, however, aegaaons and afhmations 
are w o  dicfercnt =es of sutement; the negauve partide is simply aot an operator like 'if or 'or' (see --\nstotle, De 
inr., 17a25ffJ. bloreover, even if it were, a strict formal distinction between these two statements would not get be 
necessa.. In modem logic, for instance, in which the negaave partide is indeed a sentence-forming opentor on 
sentences, these two staternents are both f o d y  conditionals. 
Galen, Inrt. b ., 3.3 (FDS 950): ''&ma &J o h  im&v ~ O V  71 r t m & q m t  81' &pou ~ ~ C I Y ,  a h  KUTÙ 
m r ~ i ~ e i w ~  &kt9 ZWP A i ~ v  Q ~ + J  iw+rm 5 r+aqi % u  ai i m ~ )  E; ~ ( l j  ~ c r  d e ,  e ~ ~ a i  

*&J, O ~ O Y  CI pq -&omm, &&PUY duai- dm WJ o h  o v o p a ~ u r ~  rtp ro iakrp~  zptkam~ &a~pmt&~, oVp+~ 
QMà uai ài&u+~~v .fiop& =cri rW.2 v ~ k p w r  ~iAocr+v 8vo&t, u a 6 k  y€ KU; arr.nyyLi'dï to k'sgov d o ;  
~ O V  r p 4 u e w v  TWV ~ & I I K & V  ~ a r à  QLT&-IQY &i.yapc~ y i r ~ d a t " .  
See, for example, -iiexander, In AR. pz, pp. 19.20-21 and 263-63, p s i i n .  
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hypotheacd siaremens wi th  Stoic cornplex propositions, and Peripatetic hyporheticd syllogisms 

with the Scoic indemonstrables. 1 contend, in fact, that his confusion is merely the earliest survi~lng 

example of a confusion between Peripatetic hypocheucal syllogistic and Stoic logic that became 

common in late antiquity. In particdu, I contend that Peripatetic hypothetical syiiogistic, which 

origindy lacked any strictly formal distinction between hpothetical statements and syiiogisms, 

assimilated one as a result of iater conflation wich Stoic logic. Indeed, the objections that Galen 

made to the Stoic emphasis on logical synmx, which are in sum that the Stoics ignored the 

Penpateuc semantic criteria for dividing hypothetical statements, show that this emphasis was both 

extemai to the original theory and was peculiarly Stoic. 

M y  contention gains much of its plausibility from the ease with which a neo-Penpateac 

commentacor might conceivably have made the mistake that 1 have just anributed CO Aiexander. 

As Galen recorded, some ofthe Peripatetic and Stoic authorines that these commentators may have 

consulted had already begun the process of conflaaon. Alexander, who lived nearly five centuries 

afier die early Peripatetics but thought of himseifas a member of their school, thus underscandably 

rnisconstrued Stoic logic as Peripateuc hypothetical syilogistic in different language. Peripateac 

C O ~ M U O U S  statements were to him more or less the same as Stoic comected propositions, 

separaave scatements the same as disjoined propositions, and hypotheticai syllogisms the same as 

the five indemonsuabIes. The errant Stoic thud indemonstrabIe, to which there seems to have been 

no early Penparetic analogue, w-as in its tum eliminable as an independent schema by application 

of the veq  Penpatetic criteria for differenuating beoween hypothecical statements that iuelf had 

differentiated the Peripateric division from the Stoic, and which remained a part of the theory in any 

case. Even so, Alexander hedged on induding it in his List of hypotheticai syllogisms. He seems, 

chen, not to have fuily understood the argument that he adduced against it, which probably reflects 

an early Peripatetic atrernpc against die Stoic syntactic division of the five indemonstrables. As a 

result of such misunderstanding, however, Peripatetic hpotheticai syiiogistic took on a Stoic cast, 

incorporating a set of syntactic cntena fur distinguishing benveen hypotheacal syllogisms and 

hypotheticai statements in place of its onginal semantic criteria. 

For instance, in his cornmencary on the Topirr, Aiexander went so far as to explicate severai of 

liristode's topics as "in accordance with" or "fitting" various Stoic indemonsuables. " Aiesander 

seems to have thought that Aristotle had in fact had the indemonstrables in mind. For instance, he 

'' Ailc.uander, In Top, pp. 165.6-166.13,174.5-175.26, and 336-1320. 
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wrote that the topic for cases in which only one of nvo predicates can be aue of somerhing at one 

time - in a sense, the topic Erom incornpaability - fiu the Stoic burth and fifth indemonstrables, 

both as if Anstotle had restncted this dialecticai suategy to disjunctions, and as if the Sroics had 

merely restated i~ He made similar daims wïth regard to die tint and second indemonstrables as 

weU. Yer, ABstorle had put no such syntactic restrictions on the foxnulation of topicai arguments; 

likewise, the Stoic indemonsaables do not merely restate the topics. An argument such as ?fit is 

da., dien it is not night; bu5 it is day; therefore, i t  is not night' is, according to the Stoics, in the 

form of a f k t  indemonsabk; however, on AEstode's theory, it belongs to the topic for cases in 

&ch only one of two predicates c m  be true of sornething at one time. That is to say, it belongs 

to the topic that Alexander daimed fit the fourth indemonsuable, and not the fkst  The Stoic 

indemonstrables do not match Anstode's topics as Alexander supposed, and precisely for the reason 

that logical syn- is not fundamend to the topics in the way that it is to the indemonstrables. 

Alexander also wrote thît the hypothetical syllogism from a separative statemenL as weil as the 

"so-caiied indemonsmbles", are types of substituaonal syllogism." Thus, all die hypodieticd 

syilogisms thar Aiexander enumerated Li the middle part of his iist - namely, those &om a 

continuous statement or comected proposition, from a separaave statement or disjoined 

proposition, and from a negated conjunction- are substitutional Alexander's testixnony suggests, 

then, that much ofearly Peripatetic hypotheacal syiiogisac was a development ofAcîstode's account 

of the substitutional syllogism. Now, as 1 discussed in the previous chaprer, f i s to t le  had 

considered the substimüonal syiiogisrn to proceed from a hypothesis or hypothetical statement that 

represents some preliminary agreement on the part of interlocutors in a diaiectical exchange. An 

interlocutor, however, can conceîvably make one and the same agreement by means of several 

formally different hypothescs. For - instance, an interlocutor c m  agree that Dion is nor on the 

Isthmus, given thac he is ar Athens, by agreeing either thah if Dion is at Athens, he is not on the 

Isthmus, or chat Dion is not both at Athens and on the Isthmus. Similady, he can agree char it is 

nighh given that it is not day, by agreeing either that, if it is not dap, it is night, or that it is either d q  

or night. In ail of these cases, the subsequent argument would proceed to its intended condusion 

dirough the derivation of a substitute conclusion that, in conjunction Mth the agreement, permis 

the derivation of the intended condusion. The hypothetical sgiiogisms in the M d d e  part of 

Alesander's List are in düs sense substituticnal. 

.i.iexander, In An. Pr., pp. 315.37-326.1 and 326.4-5. 
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NevertheIess, it is cIear that in the contest of14ristotle's account of the subsamtional syilogism, 

chere is no reason to draw any sharp formai distinction between the various ways in which an 

interlocutor can make one and che same agreement That is to Say, there would have been no 

reason for an early Peripatetic preoccupied with hypotheacal syliogistic to think that the most 

appropriate way to further develop Aristotle's account of the substitutionai syllogism would be to 

distinguish, according CO logical synca-u, bem-een conditionals, negated con j unctions, dis j unctions, 

and their respective syliogisms. Aristotle's substituaonal syllogism is not a logic for sentences, in 

which logicai operaton such as 'if and 'or' are the focus. Like his ategoricd syllogktic, it is 3 logic 

for cerrns, in w-hich predicaaon is the focus. The hypothesis in a substitutional syiiogism is thus not 

a molecuiar sentence, but radier a supposition that, given that something is or is not predicated of 

soinethkg else, it follows syliogistically that someching is or is noc predicated of something else. 

Galen's definiaon of the hypothetical statement and in q'pes, in which logical syncau is not criterial, 

is essentially an account of the hypothesis in this sense, as are his and Aiexander's de finitions of t h e  

relations ofentailment and incompaability. As I pointed out above, Anstode had already examined 

dialectical interchanges involving these nÿo relations in his Topic~ in an informal way, vithout any 

particular stress on the forrn of the argument 

For early Peripateacs developing the substitutionai syiiogism, then, the important d i s ~ c t i o n  to 

make is beween a separative type of syliogism that begins from an incompatibility and a continuous 

q-pe of syllogism that begins from a relation of entailment, irrespective of die logical syntax of their 

major premisses. The distinction important to the Stoic indemonstrables, by contrast, is indeed in 

respect of the Iogical synmx of their major prernisses, because the indemonstrables are a sencenaal 

logic whose focus is on logical operators such as 'if and 'or'. The first and second indemonsuables, 

which begin from a connected proposition, are for this reason different from die diird indemon- - 

strable, which begins from a negared conjünction, and again from the fourth and tifth indemon- 

strables, which begin from a disjoined proposition. Thus, while the indemonstrabies are 

subsatutiond syiiogisms in some sense, it is not the sense that Aiexander intended, for the three 

types of indemonstrable do not correspond to the nvo types of subsamtional syiiogism. Alexander, 

then, erroneously rhought that the Peripatetic continuous and separative syllogisms divided, like the 

indemonstrables, according to the logical synmx of their major premisses. 

Now, it is important to note that 1 do not daim &at the early Peripatetics did not even consider 

a particular hypothetical syilogistic schema, such as the one Erom a conditional oc  the one from a 
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disjunction. They may weLi have considered them a . ;  the reasoning that these schemata capture is 

natural enough. However, 1 do daim that the merel>- formai differences bem-een the schemata did 

not form the basis for their theoreacd d i s ~ c u o n  between the separaave and the continuous 

hypothetical syiiogisms, even if they had envisioned syllogisms whose major prernisses were f o d y  

condicionals or disjunctions, as they most probably did. 

Indeed, there is even some evidence that Theophrastus himseif rnight have been interested to 

at Ieast some extent in the logicai syntax of hypothetical statements. Simplicius reported: 

In hypothetical statements in which the antecedent is not o. m e  but also manifest and 
undisputed, they use 'suice' instead of the connecave 'if - that is, the paraco~ective 
instead of the connective. O n  this accounc, the newer philosophers c d  such a proposition 
paracomecave. Theophrastus also darified the reason for such usage in the first book of 
his PhrAnafj~hic~' 

Supposing, then, that the reason thac Theophrastus had clarified was the one that Simplicius 

articulated, it appem that Theophrasnis concemed himself with iogical synmx in at least one case, 

esplaining that the operator 'since' Lidicates that the antecedent parc of a hypotheacal statement is 

not oniy true but also manifestly m e .  Ye\ this passage does not in fact demonstrate that 

like a Stoic, attended to logicd synm as a theoretical cool for making d i s~c t ions  

benveen hypothetical statements and their corresponding syliogisms. For, fktiy, it is noc dear what 

a hypothetical syiiogism from this paraconnective proposition wodd be, or in wbat way it would 

even differ Çrom one from comective connected proposition. Secondly, and more 

importantly, the manner of Simplicius's report seems to suggest that the distincuon bew-een the 

paraconnective proposition and the comective proposition is semantic and not syntactic: a 

paraconnective proposiaon is semanucdy the same as a connecave proposiaon except that its 

antecedent is manifestly true. The operator 'since' is mereiy an unnecessary syntactic mark of chis 

semantic difference." 
- 

+ iciar;s7K +y ~+FJ". 
U )  The examples o f  syiiogkms fiom paracomecti\-es in the scholia to ,immoaius's cornmencary on the PnarAna&icc 

are not e& iomihatid Mth 'sin&' (aihough th& disjunccive antecedents are di of the f o A  or not .Y and are 
therefore tlutologicaiiy true), and th& schema is, scricdy-speakmg, no difierent fiom the one Gom a connective 
proposition. See -\non., In &m., p. xi-13-26. 
Simplicius was wrong to have &hed that the newer phiiosophers c d  the proposition pîraconaectir-e for the 
reasons he gave, if by 'navu philosophers' he mean& as is likely, the Stoics. For the Stoics distinguished beween 
propositions Lst  and foremost syntacticdy; thus, accordiog to them, a proposition is pamconnective precisely 
because its main opentor is 'since', and is therefore truc or false precisely on the basis o f  whether or not it meecs 
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Thus, if Theophstus  had aiso concemed himself viith the logical syntav of conunuous and 

separative statements, he wouid have done so in similar fashion. That is to Say, he would fu-sdy have 

dis~guished between separative and continuous stîtemenn on semantic grounds, as he in fact did, 

and then he would perhaps have pointed out a syntactic feature chat marks rhis distinction. The 

operator 'or', for e-xample, is the n a d  mark of a separative statement. However, because the 

operator 'if can also indicate an incompatibility as Theophrasw d e h e d  it, a scacement whose main 

operator is 'or' is separative insofar as it expresses an incompatibility, and noi simply insofar as irs 

main operator is 'or'. Theophrasais's interest in l og id  s y n ~ u ,  then, would have been iimited and 

secondary. Only later, under the influence of Stoic logic, did his inheritors begin to attend primarily 

to it. 

7. On diis account of the conflaaon becs-een hypothetical syiiogistic and Stoic logic, ic is dear 

rhat Alexander's list of hypotheacal syilogisms is of mived Peripateac and Stoic origin. Aiesander 

wro te: 

Having spoken about syiiogisms from an agreement and those that are chrough an inference 
to an impossibility, he [sc. ABstotle] says that many other syiiogisms are also brought to a 
condusion from a hypothesis, discussion of which he sets aside as if intending to speak 
about h e m  more carefully. However, no book of his about them is in circulation. 
Theophastus menaons h e m  in his own Ana&z'rr, and Eudemus and some others of his 
followers do as well. 

pointed out in the previous c hap ter, the hypothetical syilogism from agreement 

& i: 6Fo%iw) is the same as die substimaonal syliogism. It proceeds from a prelirninq 

agreement or hypothesis chat logicaiiy binds the intended conclusion with a substitute conclusion 

that, when demonstrated categoricdy, permis the derivaaon of the intended conclusion. By 

contrast, the syiiogism to impossibility (ov&yo& E ~ S  s0 &Warov) ciidiffers from the substitutional 

syliogism because, as Aristotle wroce and as 1 also discussed in the previous chapter, while 

substitutional syliogisms require a prelirninary agreement, syilogisms to impossibility do not; the 

derivation of the impossibility shows the hypothesis to be faise and i a  conaadictory to be uue, both 

as a matter of fact As Alexander daimed, then, these types of hypotheacal syllogism originated 

with Aristotle and are whoiiy Peripateac in character. 

whatever criteria o f  truth there are for the panconnecave proposition (sce, for instance, Diodes, q u d  Diogenes, 
7-71-72). In this case, then, Simplicius was chus conhing Peripatetic and Stoic logic U e  ,ik~ander, but in rcvc-crse. 
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Alexander contulued: 

Now, he iïkely means hypothead syiiogisms thcough a continuous statement (=*hich is also 
c d e d  a comected proposition) and an addiaonal assumption, those through a separaave 
statement (or disjoined proposition), and also those through a negated conjunccion (ifthese 
are different from the ones already stated). 

This of the lis c has been principal focus in this chap ter, for did not discuss 

these hypotheacd syilogisms in any work avdable either to Aiexander o r  to presenr scholars. By 

including hem, Alexander implied that Theophrastus and Eudemus had developed them Howwer, 

as I have dernonsuated, alrhough the h t  m o  types of syiiogism were indeed Penpatetic in origin, 

later Penpatetics or neo-Penpareac commentators conflated them with the Stoic indemonstrabks. 

As a result of this codation, the Stoic synmctic critena for dividing the indemonstrables began to 

supplant the original, early Peripatetic semantic criteria for dividing hypothetical syiiogisms. 

Alexander's list thus conceds an important difference beoveen how early Peripatetics such 

Theophrastus and Eudernus had characterized continuous and separative hypothetical syllogisms 

and hou; a neo-Peripateac commentator such as Alexander himself characterized them. The 

syliogism fiom the negated conjunction, by conuast, has no independent Peripateac analogue, as 

Aiexander's lack of specifically Peripatetic terminology for it suggests. The negated conjunction is 

simply a separative statement on the original Peripateac theory; its syilogisms are therefore simply 

separaave syliogisms. 

The part of ' Alexander's list, is not purely Penpa te tic, contrast to the Grst pan, 

for it reflects a treatrnent of hypothetical syllogisms that is unsuited to the early Peripateac theory. 

The third and fnal part of Alexander's iist, however, is again wholly Peripateuc in origin. Aiexander 

continued: 

Besides the ones stated, there are k e l y  dso those from an analogy, those that they c d  
qualitative (which are from the more or the less or the equal), and w-hatever other varieties 
of sylIogisms frorn a hpothesis there are, w-hich have been discussed elsewhere. 

The qualitative syilogism (mAhoy~u& ~ a ~ à  r o d q r a )  appeared in Aristotle's PnorAnu&cr, as 1 

discussed in the previous chapter, it is a h d  of subsütuùonal syilogism. What the syllogism from 

an analogy (mUor ic r~~ E,t &vahoyi~)  is, by contrast, is not so clear. In one passage, Alexander 

reported that Theophrastus h d  c d e d  his totally hypocheticai syilogism %y analogy ( ~ a r à  

&vdoyiav)' .  However, as Barnes has noted, Alexander preferred the name 'totally hypothecical 

syllogism' and used the name 'through an analogy (b' &v&$cy)' elsewhere to refer to a different 
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sort of argument that he called a 'hypothetical demonsmadon' or 'hypothetical proof (&iEt; 

h o & ~ r ~ ) ' ,  which I also discussed in the preslous chapter.q In any case, both the t o d y  

hypothetical syllogism and the proof through an analogy are wholly Peripateac in origin; the former 

originates with Theophrastus and the latter with Adstode. The other varieaes of hypothetical 

syllogism that Alexander rnenaoned elsewhere wodd presumably include the totally hypothetical 

syllogism, or  perhaps the proof through an analogy, depending on what the syllogism &om an 

analogy is. 

I conclude, then, that some of the W e s  of syilogism on Alexander's list - namely, those from 

a condnuous statement or connected proposition and those fiom a separative statement or disjoined 

proposiaon - are not purely Peripatetic, although they have Peripatetic forebears. Thus, 

Alexander's list is not a List of Theophrastean or early Peripatetic hypotheacal syllogisms as such, 

but rather of early Peripateac hypothetical syllogisms that had come, by his h e ,  to blend somewhat 

with the Stoic indemonstrables. Indeed, the fact that the syllogism from a negated conjunction, 

which is not Peripateac even in inspiration, occurs in the list of types of syllogism that he thought 

Aristotle had likely had in mind - especially with the hedged warning that Aristotle might not have 

had it in mind if it is not in fact equivalent to ones that he more likely did - shows dearly that 

Alexander did not M y  appreciate the difference between certain early Peripateac hypothetical 

syllogisms and the Stoic indemonstrables. 

8. By the earlv third century AD, when Alexander was the pre-eminent neo-Peripatetic 

philosopher, Peripateac hypothetical syllogisac was already blending with Stoic theory and losing 

its specifically Peripatetic character in the process. By the early sixth century AD, when Boethius 

and Philoponus issued their seemingly - disparate reports of the extent to which Theophrasms and 

Eudemus had developed hypothetical syllogisac, this syncreasm was even further advanced. with 

syntactic criteria for dividing hypothetical statements f d y  supplandng the original Peripatetic 

semantic criteria. Evidence from the skth-century Alexandrian school of Ammonius illustrates that, 

if Alexander may have seen at least some of the difference between certain Peripatetic hypothetical 

syllogisms and the Stoic indemonstrables, Ammonius and his students apparently saw very little or 

none. 

The second part of the commentary on the PnorAna&cr atmbuted to Ammonius consists of 

'' Barnes, 'Theophstus and Hypothetical Syllogistic", pp. 133-34. 



anonymous scholia that apparently derive from his work These scholia contain a passage that 

cames the label "On hypotheticai syiiogisms, from the monograph of Arnmonius". " The passage 

begins with an obserc-ation that iiristotle had not gone through any extensive account of 

hypothetical syiiogisac but chat the Stoics had done so quite exacdy, and proceeds without any 

mention of Theophrastus and Eudemus to a list of the types of hypothetical syllogisrn, as foilows: 

How many forms O Çhypothetical syiiogism are there? Now, the schemata are these: the firs t 
is the one thac, from a relation of entaiiment and the positing of its antecedent, posits its 
consequent: 'If a human, then alive; buc, the first; the second aiso'. The second is the one 
thar, from a relation of entailment and the deaial of its consequent, denies i û  antecedent: 
?f a human, then also &ve; but, not alive; also not a human', ?f not alive, then not a 
human; bu< a hurnan; therefore, alive'. 

. . . The durd is the one that denies, from the positing of an alternative and a negated 
conjunction: T h e  same thing is not both a hurnan and a hone; bu5 a human; therefore, not 
a horse'. The fourth is the one that denies, from the positing of an alternaave: 'Either it is 
day or nïght; but it is day; therefore, not night'. The fifth is the one that posits, fiom the 
denial of an alternative: 'Either it is day or it  is night; bug i t  is not day; therefore, it is night'. 
Now, there are only fiveau 

These "hypotheacai syiiogisms" are undisguisedly the five Stoic indemonstrables. Someone, 

perhaps h o n i u s ,  carefully formulated each one with the proper logical operator and, in the fint 

case, with Stoic numerical variables rather than the Peripatetic alphabeticai ones. Moreover, in a 

diagrarn sumrnaxizing the division of the schemata, the author labeled the firsr MO schemata by the 

Stoic term ' co~ec t ed '  and the last three by the Stoic term 'disjoined'. Even though this diagram 

shows the schema from a negated conjunction as fdiing together with the Çourth and fifth schemata 

the class syiiogisms from disjoined proposi aon, there of any rejecuon of the 

independence of the schema from a negated conjunction either in the list o r  elsewhere in the 

passage. Indeed, the aurhor decreed, Li canonicaily Stoic Oshion, that there are these five and only 

these five schemata. As for the other-types of syllogism that had appeared on Alexander's lis& none 

finds mention - not even the Atistoteiian syiiogism to impossibility, which this author consuued 
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as a series of hypothetical and categorical syiiogisms radier than an independent ripe. '' 
Clearly. Ammonius or his sources had completely identified the Stoic five indemonsuables, and 

their syntacac criteria of division, with che Peripatetic hypothetical syliogisms. Nevertheless, the 

original Peripateâc srmantic criteria yet survived to some degree: not only did the author of this list 

classify the negated conjunction with the disjoined proposition as a Peripateuc would have, for they 

in some sense all express an incompaability, he also used the ternis 'continuous' and 'alternative 

(,a& ~ ~ c i b ~ a o i v ) '  - a designation that echoes ' ~e~a ra t i ve ' . ~  Moreover, he differentiated benveen 

the ~ o g i s m  kom the negated conjunction and those fiom disjunction in a manner similar to thac 

of Galen: 

On the one hand, w o  cases make one syllogism, for if the statements either are not 
concradictory or are mediately concradictory, there is the third syllogism. O n  the ocher 
hand, one case - the case of immediate contradictories - makes w o  syilogisms, the 
fourth and the fiftk4' 

This distinction beni-een nvo sorts of conmdictory statements, to which the author refers by the 

Stoic term '&*ni~a'paa', mirron Galen's distinction benveen two sorts of incompaability: a mediate 

( É W E Q ~ )  contradiction, lilce an incornpiete incompatibility, is between curo statemenn chat c a ~ o t  

both be simultaneously true but may borh be simultaneously false, such as Tt is a human' and ?t is 

a horse', and takes the f o m  of a negated conjunction. An immediate (&ua) conuadiction, like 

a cornpiete incompaability, is between m o  statements that c m  simulraneousiy neither both be m e  

nor both be false, such as 'It is da? and 'It is Nght', and takes the form of a disjuncuon. 

Additionally, the claim char a negated conjunction also concems statements that do not concradicr 

at aii echoes Galen's definition of the conjunction as proper only to those things thar are neither 

incompatible nor in a relation of enailment 

However, as is plain from the character - of dus lis6 the features of the Peripatenc scheme of 

division that had survived had nevertheiess lost their proper character as semantic by complere 

subordination to a Stoic synractic scheme of division. Other scholia fiom Ammonius's school also 

associated s i th  his cornmentary on the PriorAnu&k.. indude a second List of types of  hypocheacal 

syliogism that, although a superset of the one above, provides hirther evidence for the integrauon 

Ibid, p. 69.1 1-28. 
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of a Stoic syntactic diiision uith the original Penpatetic sernanàc division. ' The audior of this 

second iist formulated each type of syiiogism that corresponds to an indemonstnble with the 

appropriate logical operator, and caiied them by the appropriate Stoic terms; he also induded the 

syiiogism from a negated conjunction as an independent type. Moreover, he too constnred the 

syiiogism to impossibility as a series of hypotheticai and categorical syilogisms, and thus omicted i t  

At the sarne t h e ,  however, he reserved the disjuncave syiiogisms for irnmediate contraries (&wa 

&an;a), in an echo of the Peripateuc semantic scheme, and called the syiiogisrn from a negaced 

conj unction 'quasi-dis joined  los &&9&05)', which signais the semanac relationship berneen 

negaced conjunctions and disjuncûons. His List also indudes a speciai type of syiiogism reserved for 

non-conrradictories, which he termed 'paradisjoined ( r r a ~ d i s ~ ~ & v o s ) '  and formulated with the 

operator 'or'.49 Thus, just as with the list above, certain aspects of the Peripatetic semantic scheme 

of division remained, but as secondary to a Stoic syntactic scheme. 

PhiIoponus, a student of  Ammonius's, also composed a list of types of hypothetical sflogism 

that again illustra tes how later cornmentators extensively assimiiated the S toic indemonstrabIes to 

Peripatetic hypothetical syllogistic.' His lis& fiom his own commentary on the Pnor Ana&icr, 

exhibits aii of the Stoic syntactic features of the fùst one that 1 discussed: the division of 

hypotheacal syiiogisms into schemata correspondhg directly to the Gve Stoic indemonstrables in 

the proper order, the formulation of each major prerniss with the appropriate logicai operator (even 

CO the point of speci@ng that a sentence is a disjuncaon in virtrre ofthe logical operator 'or'), and the 

independence of the syiiogism from the negated conjunction. Philoponus also rejected the 

independence of the syiiogism to irnpossibility as weii, on the same grounds that it is a series of 

hypotheticai and categorical syiiogisms.5' At the same tirne, his list also e-&ibis a i l  of the same 

semantic, Penpatetic-Like features of the first one that 1 discussed: the classification of the syilogism - 

a --\non., In &mm, sil-xii-16. 
49 These last wo terms, despite ch& Stoic appearances, are not in the list of propositions in Diodes, cpdDiogenes, 

7-73-75. They do, howet-er, appear in Gaien's Insr. hg., 5.1; here Gden used '&mq O i ~ r 0 2 '  and 'xasazA+ra 
8r&@iwS s)~nonpousIy to identifÿ sentences expressing incomplete as opposed to cornpletc incompaùbility, and 
'r;crpd~&v~&~v' to i d e n e  sentences utpressing no incompatibility but ofwhich at least one paa must be m e .  
Galen is the &est source for the fonnu tean; the ktter te- however, goes back to the hrst cenniry .W. (See 
Frede, Die ~ ~ ~ r i c b e  Log4 pp. 98-20.)  Beause both of these tenns O derive from the Stoic terni '&rF.n;.ro>', Cui 
do not go back to the eady Stoa but only to the tint nvo centuries AD, Ci] tmnsgress agakt the Stoic division of 
complcv propositions by main opentor (both taking 'or' like the disjunction), ;md (ïv) are instead dishguished on 
a more semantic basis, theh introduction may w d  have resdted from the syncrebm of Pexipateuc and Stoic logic 
t h t  1 have vgued began to occur just bcforc or around this tirne. 

SJ Philoponus, In An. pr., pp. 2.44.1 -236.1 1. 
Ibid, 246.15ff. 



from a negated conjunction as a -'disjunction (&&(~Eu{I;)', the complex distinction benveen som of 

contradictories, and the proper distribution of these various sorts benveen the syiiogism from a 

negated conjunction and the syiiogisms fiom a disjunction. Addiaondy, Philoponus dassified 

conditional sentences as relations of entaiknent and c d e d  disjunctions (but not negated 

conjunctions) by the name 'separaâve'. 

Hence, i t  is now easy to see why, as 1 uted at the beginning of this chapter, Philoponus had 

written just a bit eadier in his c o m m e n t .  that not ody  Theophrastus and Eudemus, but aiso the 

Stoics, had composed lengthy treatises on the subject ofhypotheacai syiiogistic. As his list indicates, 

he was mosdy unaware of die original differences beween Peripatetic hypothetical syiiogisac and 

the S toic indemons trables. In fact, he was so far removed fiom the logical theory of both of the 

schools that he could even daim that bis fourth and fifth modes of hypotheacal syilogism are in a 

sense reducible to the third mode: 

Now, it shodd be seen that we can make both the fourth and fifth modes from a negated 
conjunction: in this way, 1 Say that the diagonal is not both commensurable and incommen- 
surable with the side, and that the one line is not both e q d  to and bigger and smaller than 
the other line. 1 Say, then, that when we formulate it Li d i s  way we make the rhird mode 
- except that it is superfluous to formulate it in this way when it was possible to formulate 
it separatively. So, the hypo theacal modes are certainly m a t e d y  disMguished as we have 
divided them akeady [ i e . ,  into those Gom a relation of entailment and those from a 
disjunction], and next by the figure of the inference itself and of the formulation. If this is 
the case, it is also no wonder that we say that the fourth and f i f i  modes, which are noc 
materidy distinguished, are the third mode, since we rnay formulare them with a negated 
conjunca~n.~' 

Neither a Peripatetic nor a Stoic would have made this claim: on the Peripatetic view, the logical 

syntax of a statement or a syiiogism is not the criterion for distinguishing it from other statements 

or syllogisms; on  the Stoic view, the five indemonscrables are not interreducible. Thus, Philoponus's 

list of types of hypothetical syiiogisxh is an amalgam of Peripatetic and Stoic theory that neither 

school would have recognized as sound. It esemplifies, then, just how distant the hj-pothetical 

syllogistic of his ame was from that of early Peripacos, as weii as the culmination of the trend 

towards Stoic syntactic fomalism that Peripatetic hypothetical syiiogisac had begin to foilow 



somecime benveen Theophrîsnis and Eudemus in the third cennuy BC and hlexmder of 

Aphrodisias and Galen in the second century AD. 

9. Philoponus was a contemporary ofBoethius's, who himselfproduced not just a List of types 

of hypotheacai syliogisms, but rather a full monograph on hpotheacal syllogistic. \Vith the general 

disappearance in the West of the books of the amient logicians and of their commentators soon 

afier Boethius's death in 524 AD, his monograph on hypothead syllogisac became the only fidl 

exposition of the topic to have sumived fkom ciassicd uitiquity. m a t  the characrer of Boetiuus's 

hypotheacal syllogistic was, and whether it was of the son that had uansformed under Stoic 

influence such as 1 have described here, are thus some of the questions whose answen are crucial 

for determining the extent to which Peripatetic and Stoic logic had come to blend in hter uicïquity. 

1 s h d  tum to them in the next chapter. 



Boe thius: On bypothe~caI sy/logism 

1. The single most extensive account of hypotheacal syllogisac that has survived from dassical 

antiquity, in either Greek or Latin, is the s ixth-cenr i  rnonograph On &othebial zy!Iogiim~ by 

Boethius, which is a f d  incroducuon to the subject in three books. In fact, not only is it the most 

extensive work of its kind to have survived fiom the period, it is dso the only work of its kind. 

Other surviving accounts ofhypothetical syUogisac are of wo shorter sorts. One sort is a piecemeal 

discussion of hypotheacal syilogistic in the context of a commentary on Aristotie's 

or Toplir, w-hich takes its order fiom the order in which Aristotle made his spare comnients on the 

subject. The discussions of hypotheacal syUogisric in Alexander's and Philoponus's commentaries 

on the Pior  An;l&zi-s are of this sort, for example. The odier sort is merely a list of types of 

hypothetical syilogism, uiith brief supporting discussion. Exarnples of such l iss include the nvo 

atmbuted to Ammonius, which I discussed in the previous chapter. As a sustained introduction and 

exposiaon, then, Boethius's monograph is presentiy unique. 

Even Boethius himself asserted his work's uniqueness in its dedicaaon: 

Dedicated to your wisdom, then, our labor - although long, yec sufficient for the endeavor 
- has refined what is found cursody and confusedly among evtrernely few Greek writings 
indeed, and in no LaUn w r i ~ g s .  Because you had entirely acquired hou-ledge of 
categorical syilogisms, you often soughr knowledge of hypothetical syliogisms, concerning 
which noching is wrinen by Aristode. Theophrastus, a man full of ali Iearning, only goes 
ttirough the elements of these things; Eudemus advances further dong the way to 
instruction, but in such a way as if he seems to have sown some seeds and yet not produced 
a harvest. We undenake, then, CO elucidate carefully and pursue in detail what has been 
either brie. discussed or  entirely omitted by hem, as far as u-e are able in virnie of our 
natural pow-ers and fondness foi  your fnendship.' 

In Boethius's own w-ords, his monograph was the first of its kind in his language, as \t-d as dearer, 

' Boethius, De b p .  grl, 1.1.3-4: "Quod igitur apud scriptoces quidem Graecos perquam rarissimes stectirn ntque 
confuse, apud Latinos var0 ndos reppeq id t u e  scienaîe dedicanim noster etsi diunimus, cocpti tamen effrc~x 
labor exco!uit Nam cum categoncorurn syUogismonrm plenissimc notitiam percepisses, de hypothe ticis syllogismis 
saepe quaerebas, in quibus nihil est ab ,ixistotcle conscripm Theophastus veto, vir ocnnis doctnrile Capa.., rerum 
tannun summas eusequinir, Eudemm latiorun docendi p d i w  vhm, sed in ut d u t i  quaedam suninarG sparisse, 
nuIIun tamen fmgk Mdeanir exrulisse provennun. Nos iginir, quannim Ïngenii viPbus et amicithe t u e  studio 
sufficimus, quae ab iliis vel dicta brebiter vel Fundirus omissa sunt, duadanda diligenter er subtiiitec perscqueadî 
suscepimus". 
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more careful, and more derailed than any of the rare Greek treaments of the subject, indudlig the 

work of hnstode's assoüates Theophrastus and Eudemus. As 1 indicated in the previous chapter, 

however, Boethius was at best wrong and at wont  deiiberately disingenuous in this assertion. 

Firsdy, close analysis of the Boethian c o p u  has suggested to scholars that Boethius either had not 

been able to acquise, or sirnply had not used, any Greek texts on logic kom the period before 

Porphyry, wïth the excepaon of Aristode's 0rgmzon2 Porphj-ry died in 309 AD; thus, for example, 

Boethius either did noc have or did not use the logical commentaries of Alexander or the 

introduction to logic by Galen, botb of which 1 cited extensiveiy in the previous chapter as sources 

for early Peripatetic hypotheacai syllogistic. The original treaments of the subject by Theophrastus, 

Eudemus, and odier eady Peripateâcs themselves, about &ch Boethius professed an opinion, as 

weil as any original Stoic material, were also probably unknown to him. At the same rime, close 

analy sis O f On b>ofhetica/giiogzj-min particular has led some scholars to think that Boethius followed 

a Greek source or sources in its composition to some degree, not least because the abrupt changes 

of topic and organizaaonal problems in the fîrst book suggest compilation of source marerial, 

perhaps in the form of scholia.' If these scholars are correct, it is possible that Boethius was 

ignorant or even disingenuous in his daims about Greek texrs on hypothetical syllogistic. 

Secondly, there may dso have existed Latin accounts of hypotheacal syiiogistic at the cime 

Boerhius vnote. His compatriot and contemporary Cassiodorus Senator recorded two: 

Now, if someone wants to know more regarding the modes of hypolhetical syllogisms, let 
hLn read the book by Marius Vixcto~us, who wrote On h ~ o t h e ~ c a I ~ y ~ ~ o g r i m . s  He s hould also 
know, since Tuiiius Marceilus of Canhage treated caregorical and hypotheacal syUogisms 
cautiously and carehilly in seven books, that they are very extensively discussed by various 
philosophers, . . . and also that hypotheacal syiiogisms have been treated by the Stoics in 
coundess volumes (collected by this man in his fourth and fifdi  book^).^ 

Although no copies of either of these works are presendy available pullius Marcellus of Carrhage 

is in fact otherurise unknown), the title of the account by Marius Victorinus suggests that i t  was 3 

' Bidez, "Boèce et Porph~re"; Shiei, 'T3oethius' Cornmentaxies on -htode"; Ebbesen, "Boethius as an -iPstotehn 
Commentator". Shiel and Ebbesen disagree about how lirnited Boethius's source or sources were - and e s p e d y  
whether or not his only source was a set ofschoiia in his copy of -lcistotle's O p n o n .  They agtee, however, following 
Bidez, that hiç source or sources were Porphyrian o c  post-Porph* 

' Stnker, "Zur Frage nîch den Qucllen von Boethiu' de &urhetirir ~yfh@mÜ"; hlaroth, 'Die Hypothetischen 
Syllogismen", pp. 421-36. 

' Cassiodorus, 23-13: "modos autem hypotheaconim syliogismonini siquis pleniuç nossedaiderat, legat libnim M ~ L Ü  
Victosini qui inscribinrr & Sy/hgümri Herba'ai.  saendm quoque quo& Tuhs Marcellus Cîrthaginensis de 
categorick et hypotheacis syliogkml, quod a diversis philosophis htissime dicnun est, septem libris caute 
suptiliterque cractavit. . . quod autem de hptheacis  syllogismis ab Stoicis innumeris voluminibus tracunun est, ab 
isto quarto et quinto libro coiiigeretur". 
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full exposition of hypotheucal syiiogisac Lke Boethius's work, and not merely a brief discussion. 

Tullius hlarceiius's book seems CO have been more than just a list of hypotheacal syiiogisms as weiI. 

Kevertheless, Cassiodorus's records are ofien unreliable or  even textudy corrupt; perhaps neither 

of these works ever existed in the form that he described. It chus remaùls undear how suspicious 

Boeduus's clah to originaiicy in Laün is, even if it is iikely that it was wrong with regard to Greek ' 
Ail the sune, Boeduus's monograph has long been unique -but not because it necessdy was 

when he u-rote it. Rather, it seerns to have been the ody  treatise on hypotheucal syllogistic in either 

Greek or L ~ M  that sumît-ed, not only to the present, but even through the few cenuries after 

Boerhius's death in 524 AD, and chus through the transition in the L a M  West kom late màquiry 

to the early Middle Ages, during which Greek learning became Puly scarce. In other words, it has 

been the only available full inuoduction to hypocheacal s)-llogisac fiom dassical antiquicy since the 

end of clascical anciquity iinelf. On hpotbedcai gfiogzimsis therefore a crucial source of information 

about the nnture of hypotheacal sflogistic during the later penod of classicd antiquity, as well as 

about the influence of ancient logic during the eady Middle hges. For my purposes, then, it is a 

crucial source of information about the conflation of Peripateuc and Stoic logic during this 

transitional cime. 

2. In 1951, Karl Dürr published the fist  modem study devored enarely to On b~pothe>ricaI 

g/.ogim~x, in which he concluded that "it seems unmistakable that chis Stoic logic was not the mode1 

of B~ethius".~ By 'this Stoic logic', Dürr meant the system thar derives from the five basic 

indemonstrable arguments. He provided thee reasons for his conclusion: O Boethius mentioned 

the Peripatetics by name in On bypotben'caf sy i iogkq  but not the Stoics, (ii Boethius did noc include 

the third indemonstrable - that is,-the argument schema from a negated conjunction - in his 

account of hypotheacal syliogisac and it would be incorrect to assume that he thought of it as 

superfluous to Stoic logic, and (iii any similaricy between Stoic logic and Boethius's account of 

hypotheacal syiiogistic is due merely to the fact that both detive from eady Peripatetic hypotheticd 

syllogisuc. Dürr then conduded, <'ALI of these facts suggest acceptance of the view that the work 

See also the brief account o f  hypotheticai syllogisms from the probabIy = t h - c e a q  Capella, 4.41.122, and the v c q  
brief and p d  list of hypotheticd syilogisms in Cicero, Top., 13.53-54, the htter of  which Boethius knew. Boethius 
might have reasonably considered these w o  as not properiy u;odrs on hypothetical syllogistic, howevec. 
Di&, The Pmpo~itionalLogir o/Baethi~~, p. 1 1. 
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of Boethius was not direcdy influenced b y the propositional logic of Cwsippos". ' 
Now, Dürr was sur+ correct in the strictest sense: Boediius was not direrb influenced by 

Chrysippus or the Stoia. Indeed, as 1 indicated, Boethius probably never even read a single Stoic 

book on logic. Boethius also cenainly did not take Stoic logic as a model in the way Dün seems to 

have meant - thnr is, by merely reproducing and c o r n m e n ~ g  upon the five indemonstrable 

argument schemata. Nonetheless, each of Dürr's reasons for conduding that Stoic logic was not 

Boethius's model, or a direct innuence on Boethius, is misguided in precisely the way &at at least 

opens the possibility that Boeduus's hypotheucal s yilogisac may indude elemena that came indirect4 

from Stoic logic, as foilows: 

O Dürr was correct to note that Boethius did not mention the Stoics in On bypotbeticaf ~y/.ogrim; 

as 1 have pointed out, Boediius aimost certainly never read any Stoic texa. However, he also aimost 

certainly never read the texu of IWO of die three Peripateacs whom he mentioned in the work 

Theophrastus and Eudemus. (?le durd is Mstode.) bforeover, he nowhere menüoned the authors 

or the ades of whatever Greek texts he did see, if any, which seem to have been no older than from 

the very end of the third century AD. Now, mention oEABstode, Theophrastus, and Eudemus, but 

not the Stoics, does indeed suggest that Boethius's sources were in the Peripatetic tradition and not 

the Stoic. However, as 1 have shown in the previous chapter, the hypotheacal syllogistic that had 

originated in the Peupatetic tradition had aiready begun to rake on a Stoic cast at least as early as 

the beginning of the third cenniry AD, before Boethius's Greek sources would have been writing, 

and was rhoroughly mked with Stoic theory by the beginning of the skth century AD, when 

Boethius hirnself was wriang. ALI or some of Boethius's later, neo-Peripatetic sources may thus have 

conflated Penpatetic with Stoic theory, uansmitting it in mked form to Boethius. - 
(ïuï Dürr was also correct to note that an inference schema conesponding to the Stoic third 

indemonsuable does not appear in On b~othedca~gffogri~s However, as 1 showed in the previous 

chapter, the fact that paracular schemata appear or do not appear in a given list or account of 

hypotheacal syllogisms proves very Litde about the origin of the List or account Both the early 

Peripatetics and the Stoics concerned themselves with the same kind of reasoning, but in very 

different ways. In their hpothetical syllogistic, the early Peripatetics divided hypotheucd 

statements on a semantic basis, according to which one son of hypothetical statement expresses a 

' Ibid 
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relaaon of enrailment (à~ohou8iu) in th3t it expresses thar sornedung is, given that something else 

is, and anodier sort expresses an incompatibiliy in chat it expresses that something is, given 

that something else is not (or Mce rersa). Hypotheacal syilogisms in tum belong to one of nvo 

corresponding som in Wnte of having a major premiss that expresses eitha a relation ofentailment 

or an incornpaability. In their theory of die five indemonstrables, however, the Stoics divided major 

prernisses and syliogisms on a syntactic basis instead - that is, on the basis of certain sentencial 

operators, such as 'if and 'or'. Confusion of Peripatetic hypothetical syllogisac with the Stoic five 

indemonstrabIes on the part of iater, neo-Peripatetic commentators consisted precisely in confüsion 

of these IWO d i f f e ~ g  cnteria for division, which in tum led to conflation of types of syiiogism. 

Thus. whether Boerhius's account of hypothetical syllogistic is Peripatetic in character, or Stoic in 

character, or both, depends more on the way in which he dassified hypothetical satements and 

syiiogisms, and less on whether or not his syUogisms appear on some iist or another. Furthermore, 

as  1 shail discuss in the next chapter, Boethius did indeed consider an inference schema 

corresponding to the third indemonstrable in a cornmentary that he composed on  Cicero's Topic~. 

(Li? For these reasons, D ü d s  exphnation for the sUNl&ty beween Stoic formal logic and 

Boechïus's account of hypotheacai syilogistic is also misguided, for he clairned that borh "w-ere 

comected with" the hypotheacal syiiogistic of the eady Peripatos. Regarding the Stoic comection 

to the early Peripatos, he wrote: 

That there are important resemblances benc-een ~ h e  Stoic and the Peripatetic Iogic is shown 
by the fact that Ioannes Philoponus rehrs to the Peripatetics and Stoics and compares the 
tenninology of the w o  schools when he is concerned widi hypotheticai syilogisrns. It can 
also be nociced that Scholz, in his Hlifov of Las2 points out that Theophrastus and 
Eudemos anticipate the Stoic theory of hypothetical and disjunctive syilogisms. 

As 1 have demonsuated in the previous chapter, this view of the relationship between Stoic logic 

and early Penpatetic hypothetical s$ogistic is rniswhn. Phdoponus's account of hypotheticd 

s$logisac, espeûally, is so much a conflation of Stoic and early Peripatetic theory that neither school 

viould have recognized it as sound. Thus, the daim by Heimich Scholz, orïginaung with Car1 Pnnd, 

that Theophrasms and Eudemus anticipated the Stoic "theory of hypotherical and disjunctive 

syliogisms" @y which he must have meant the indemonstrables), is simply ~n founded .~  

Moreover, while Dürr's complemenq  clairn that the hypotheticd syllogisac of the early 
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Peripatos influenced Boechius is beyond doubt, his reasons for having made dis  daim are nor 

Dürr pointed out that Boerhius's hypothecicai syilogistic indudes syliogisms whose &t premiss is 

a conditionai, syliogisms whose hrst premiss is a disjunction, and syilogisms that are similar to the 

totally hypotheacai syiiogism. Now, Dürr was correct to note that Aiexander had comected 

Theopbrastus to the theory of the totally hypochetical syiiogism, and chat Boethius's account of 

syiiogisms arising from what he caiied "intermediate connective statements" bears sorne 

resemblance to the cheory of the totaliy hypotheacai syLlogism." However, according to Dürr, 

Boethius's other s~Uogisms alsa have a Pezipaceac origin because the list of types of hypothetical 

sylIogism that Alexander reported indudes them, and because this list enumerates the early 

Peripatecic hypothctical syiiogisms. Once again, as I have demonstrated in the previous chapter, this 

view (originating again with Prantl) is mistaken. Even Alexander contlated Penpatetic and Stoic 

theory to some degree, so that his Iist of types of hypothetical syilogism is noc purely Penpatetic in 

character, even though it does not indude any type that the early Peripatetics did noc discuss under 

some description. (The exception is the syiiogism from a negated conjunction, which is properly 

Stoic, but on whose inclusion Aienander hedged. D W  uncriàcaiiy ascribed even this syllogism to 

the early Peripatetics on the grounds chat it appears on Alexander's list) 

Hence, I conclude thar, wMe Dün's claim that the Stoics did not direcdy influence Boethius 

is surely righh there is no reason to think chat Stoic formal logic could not have indirectly influenced 

Boethius in ways of which Boethius himsdf was not aware. Indeed, the very reasons that Dün: 

marshaled to prove his daim suggesg upon examinauon, ways in which this influence might in fact 

have occurred. Boethius wrote his work long after early Peripatetic hypotheacal syiiogistic and the 

Stoic five indemonsuables had begun to blend; moreover, whatever sources upon which he relied - 
aimost surely did not predate the t h e  when Peripatetic hypotheùcai syilogistic began to lose some 

of its peculiarly Penpateuc character to Stoic theor). as a result. 

3. In 1969, Luca Oberteiio published the second and only other modern study devoted enàrely 

to On rSpotbetiiaIgdZogri~n~ in which he d so  took up the question of the possible influence oEStoic 

logic on Boethius's hypothetical syilogisac. Controverting Dürr, Obertello concluded that ". . . in 

'O Diirr, The PmporitionaiLogir ofBor~bi~z,  pp. 69. 
" Boethius, De &. $, 1.G.2-3 and 29.1-3.6.5 
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Boethius's logicai thoughr, as manu efements of the Peripatetic tradition as of the Sroic are found. 

It could not have been othenvise". '' It could not have been othenvise, accordkg to him, because 

Boethius's circumstances necessitated that he draw on a logical theory that was already a b1end of 

the Peripatetic and the Stoic. As Oberteiio wrote: 

One thing is dear, at any rate: thab Like what happens in the wriàngs of the commentators 
contemporaneous to him, for example in John Philoponus, Boethius sers out in the De 
b>otbetinj lyiiogr>mt's a doctrine chat cannot be classified either as purely Aristo telian (or 
Penpacetic) oc ns purely S~oic. '~ 

However, because Obcrrdo lacked any account of the condation of Penpateac and Stoic theory 

that he thought conmbuted to the mked hypotheticai syliogistic in both On lypotbeticaLsyihgin.rand 

the work of other cornmentaton such as Philoponus, he conduded that there were traces of Stoic 

logic in Boethius's monograph for nnro inadequate reasons. 

Fistly, Obertello pointed out thac, while Boethius had most often used letten as variables when 

f o r m u l a ~ g  logical schemnta, he had somerimes aiso used ordinal numbers. '' The use of numerical 

variables is tradiaondy Stoic, whiie the use of alphabetical variables is tradiaondy Peripateac; more 

Lnportandy, Stoic numencal variables stand for whole sentences while Penpatetic alphabetical 

variables stand for terms. Now, Obertello conduded fiom these considerations merely that Stoic 

logic had made some appearance in On b~orbcbcaZsy//ogi.rm~ and not that it had necessarily exerted 

an? great influence. T o  his mind, use of numericd variables shows that Boethius knew of Stoic 

logic, but it does not show that ttiis knowledge was an important influence on Boethius's work. 

Obertello's caution was weU-founded; Boerhius's infiequent use of numerical variables does not in 

inelf prove any great influence, especidy since Boethius \vas w r i ~ g  at a time when the differences 

bemeen Peripatetic and Stoic logic seem to have blurred to a large extent In iact, as Obenelio 

recognized, Boethius's regular use of - alphabetical va.ciables for predicate tenns demonstrates that 

he did not think of his hypothetical syllogistic as a logic for sentences. " This caution nonvithsund- 

ing, however, Oberteilo was wrong to conclude that Boethius knew of Stoic logic because he 

" Obenello,AAf. Sewino B o e ~ ô :  De hypotheticis syllogismis, p. 57: ". . . ne1 pensiero logico di Boezio si uovano canto 
demena d& mdizione peripatetica, quaato di quella stoica. Non poteva essere aitrimenti". 

15 Ibid, pp. 153-54: "Una cosa cornunque è ceru: che, a somigliaaza di q& che avvÏene negli scritti di cornmentaton 
a lui contemporanci, ad esempio un [q Giovanai Filopono, n d  Dt islpotheti& grlbgirmk Boeuo espone una d o t k  
che non pu8 essere classificata né corne punmmte aristotelica (O peripatetica), né corne puramente stoica". 

'' IM, pp. 14748. 
" Gken h t  Obertdlo recognized this point, I do oot uridcrsturd his cadies claim that "La logica stoica è u m  logicî 

proposiponaie, e in questo senso, genericamente, si pub ben &e che essa ha un punto s o s t a d e  di contano con 
h donrina boeiam dei sillogismi ipotenci" - see ibi., p. 146. 
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sometimes used numericd variables, for this iimited use does not confirm that had hou-ledge of 

Stoic logic in any significanc sense - let alone any sense chat is relevmt to his treaunent of 

hypothetical syilogistic. It is open to question whecher or not Boechius even knew- of the different 

histories and connotations of the two kinds of variables. Perhaps he merely copied the use of 

ordinal nurnbers as vaaables from certain scholia or texts, the authors of which may also themselves 

not have been aware of the connotations of such use. In fact, it is not even clear from the passage 

that Oberteilo cited, in which Boethius used numericd variables, that Boethius used them like the 

Stoics did - nameiy, to stand for a sententid item. In that passage, Boethius wrote ' esrpnnrnzmi and 

'est ~ecundunr', which are arnbiguous phrases; both 'the Eirst is (the case)' and 'it is the second' are 

grarnrnaacdy acceptable translaaon~.'~ 

Secondly, and more to the point, Obenelio took issue with one of the arguments that Dürr had 

advanced to show that Boethius was not under Stoic influence: 

W'e have said above chat Boethius did not use the third indemonsuable in any way. 
According to Dürr, this would indicate that he did not use as his source Chqsippus's logic 
- chat is, Stoic logic. In any case, the perempto~ess  of this judgement nonvichstanding, 
it must be recognized that numerous elements of Stoic doctrine regruding the indemon- 
suables passed into Boethian logic, in which inference schemata are in fact found that 
concern the &st, the second, the fourth, and the fifth indemonstrables. 

. . . T h e  fact remains that Boethius demonstrates, even if impliùcly, that he knows chis part 
of S toic logic. " 

This argument, however, is as misguided as Dürr's own. Dürr, on the one hand, had wanted to 

reason from the absence of a pdcu l a r  inference schema appearing on the list of Stoic indemon- 

strables directiy to the claim that Stoic logic had not influenced Boethius. Oberrello, on  the other 

hnnd, wanted to reason from the presence of severai inference schemata appearing on  the list of 

Stoic indemonstrables directly to the daim that Stoic logic had influenced Boethius. As 1 have 

rnentioned above in my own treaunent of Dürr's argument, whether or not pamcular sjdogisrns 

appear on one iist or another proves very iittle about the tradition, either Peripatetic o r  Stoic, to 

which the syUogisms belong. Early Peripateac hypothetical syilogisric differed from the Stoic £ive 

Boethius, De M. y/., 1.4.4. 
Obeneiio, AM- Setirrino Bot,io: De hypothetigs syiiogismis, pp. 148-49: ".-\bbi;imo deno sopm che Boezio non us3 
in dcun modo il terzo iudimostrabiie. Secondo il Dürr, questo indicherebbe che egli non usa corne su3 fonte la 
logica di Ckippo, cioè 1î logica stoicx E tuttavia, nonostante h perentouetii di questo giudizio, b i s o p  riconosccre 
che numerosi dementi delh domina stoici &ca gii indimostnbili sono passaa nelia logica bo&, n d a  quale si 
ritrovano infam schemi d'iferenza che rjguardano ii p k o ,  il secondo, il quarto, e il quinto hdimosujbiie- . . . Su 
di fano che Boezïo dimosrra, anche se implicitamente, di conoscexe questa parte d& logica stoica". 
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indemonstrables more in the way in which it dassified and accounted for certain patterns of 

reasoning, and less in the patterns of reasoning themselves. 

ALL the sarne, 1 have no quanel with Obenelio's daim that Boethius was wnting at a time when 

Peripatetic logic and Stoic logic had become conflated to some extent In the previous chapter, 1 

gave an account of this conflation with respect ro Peripatecic hypotheticd staternents and 

hypothetical syilogistic on the one hand, and Stoic complex propositions and the five indemon- 

suables on the other. Obenello's arguments fail, in fact, precisely because he did noc have such an 

accounr. Furchermore, 1 have no quarrel with the daim diat Boethius's hypctheticd syllogistic in 

particular exhibits this conflation of Peripatetic and Stoic logic, for dose examination of it reveals 

that Boethius, Lke other commentators before hirn, did not M y  appreciate the distinction benneen 

the early Peripatetic semantic account of hypotheticai smtements and the Sroic syncactic accounr 

of complex propositions. 

4. Boethius sensibly 

hypo thetical staternents. 1 

began his discussion of hypotherical syllogistic bp 6rst discussing 

use the word 'statement' to translate Boethius's word 'pmposih'd, rather 

than the cognate word 'proposition', for four reasons. Firsdy, I have so far resenred the word 

'proposition' for the Stoic term '&&~'. Secondly, 'pmporitid u-as a qpical L ~ M  aanslaaon for the 

Penpateac terni 'np&aoq', which 1 have thus far rendered as 'statement'. Thirdly, Boechius seems 

to have consùously used 'pmpo.dd in this latter sense, as he consistently used i t  for ' Z~~TCWI; '  in his 

tran~laaons.'~ Findy, he regularly cded the major premiss of a syilogism a pmpo~irio, reflecting the 

Peripateac pracace of calling it a n&rwt~, but not the Stoic pracace of  ca lhg  it a & E ~ M K ~ U  or a 

However, in various places throughout On h~;boihe~t'ra/gifogrim~ as weil as in other works such 

as his cornmencary on Cicero's Topics, Boethius used the word 'enundatid apparendy synonymously 

with 'pqodid.  The dehition of 'pmpositid in his monograph On the fopica/dz~ere?~ce5confirms that 

he in fact thought of the rerms as synonyrnous: 

Apropontio is a sentence that signifies sornething m e  or fdse, as when someone says that 
the heavens are sphericai. Ir is also called an enunn'atio and apm/oquiumm 

'' Nuchchans, Tbconer ofrbe Pmpn'doon, p. 131. 
l9 Boethius used 'pmpon'tio* in iri wwly throughout the second and t k d  books of On 4ptbelicaI~yfbgi1m1, for example. 

For the Stoic ternis see, .iiexander, In An. Pr., pp. 262.30-31; Galcn, Imt  hg., 7.1. Gaien wrote thrt the Stoics used 
the latter term because the syiiogism is built upon the major premiss iike a ship upon a keel ( 7 h l ~ ) -  

3 Boethius, Dr q. a!$, 222-23: Tmpositio est oratio venun fdsumve sigdcanç, ut si quis dicac 'coelum esse voiubilc' 
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Regardmg the term ')ro/oqui~m?, the Latin doxographer Aulus Geilius had wrinen oves thsee 

centuries before Boethius: 

In generai, whatever is said by means of a full and complete thoughc in words, so that ic  
necessady is either m e  or faise, is cded  an &&pu by the logicians, a pmloquium by Varro 
(as 1 have said), and apmnunn'atum by Cicero - which tenn, however, he dowed hirnseff 
to use jusc so long as "und," he said, "1 h d  a becter one"." 

Cicero did indeed search for a better term; in his On*, he explicidy translated '~;opaY by the term 

'enunriorid." The terms ;bm/oq;~iun/ and 'enrrntilrfid, then, which Boethius construed as synonymous 

with 'pmpo~iad, Grsr came into use to translate the Stoic temi '&Eiupa' and nor the Peripatetic term 

'n+wt<'. F e  term 'pmpo~M does not itself seem to have been a candidate for uanslating 

'&~;wpu' ;  Lann writers concemed with cransiarion typicdy used ;bmpo~+lid only in Peripatecic 

contexts.9 Indeed, Geiiius's definition of '&{iupa' is a paraphrase of the canonical Stoic 

definition." Now, as 1 showed in the previous chapter, there were originaliy important differences 

between Peripatetic hypothetical statements and Stoic cornplex propositions, so chat a carefd 

cornmentator such as Galen made sure to c d  the former r p o ~ & c r a g  and the latter &&ura.'j 1 also 

s howed chat Ia ter, less care ful commentacors bIuïred these differences, con f l a ~ g  Peripateric and 

Stoic theory. It is not enough that Boethius construed the terms 'proporind, Iprv/oquizm?, and 

'enuntruh'd as synonyrns to show that he was also party to this conflaaon of cheory, as he may only 

have either confused or foiiowed in the confusion of L ~ M  usage char was already about five 

centuries oId.'l However, it is enough to lead me to translate 'pmporirid as 'statement' (and also as 

'major premiss' if the context demands) and 'enmtzatid as 'proposiaon'. Such a scheme of 

transIation di, at the very least, rnirror Boethius's own use of nt-O different words, and will be ail 

the more proper if independent evidence does indeed show that he was party to a conflation of 

Peripatetic and Stoic theory in the p revious chap ter. '' 

[kj; b e c  et enuntiatio et proloquium nuncupanu". 
" Geiiius, 16.8.8: "omnino, quicquid itî dicinu plem atque perfecta verbonun sententia, ut id necesse sit aut verum 

aut falsum esse, id a dialecticis app&tum est, a AL Vanone, sicuti dki, pmhquium, a AL autem Cicerone 
pmnrrntiarm, quo die tamen vocabulo tantisper uti se adtestam est, 'quoad melius' inquit 'invenero'". GelJius's quore 
is Gom Cicero, TWC. &p., 1.1 4. 

-9 - Cicero, Dr fat., 1.1 and 10.20. He &O used 'e~~~~ntiafrrm' spnonymousIy - see 9.19 and 12.28. 
" Nuchclmans, Tbeorirr ofthe Pmpntion, p. 119. 
'' Diodes, oprrd Diogenes, 7.65. 
'5 See, for example, Galen, Imt. hg.., 3.4. 
?b Gabnëi XucheLnms has detected a conflation of Peripatetic and Stoic temllnology ducing the course of late 

aatiquiy, beginnjng eveo in Greek - see his Theonk of the Pmpontion, pp. 89-90 and 105-1 18. 
" In the nuo cases in On &uthetica/sy/Lgirms in which Boerhius used the expression 'rnuntiatapmpo~itio', the pnrtiuple 

'rnmtiold is not technicd; nther, it mcans 'urpressed' - see iiis Dr lJvp. lyL, 1.21 and 2.1.2 
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Now, according to Boerhius, every statement is eicher categoncal or  hypochetical. Categorical 

statements are of the farniliar form 'A is B', in which something is predicated of another h g .  For 

hypothetical statements, on the other hand, Boettiius provided four characterizations, as foUows: 

(1) Hypotheacai statemenes express that something is, if something else is: 

A hypotheacal statement is one that dedares, together with some hypothesis, that 
something is, if another thing is - for insonce, when we Say, 'If it is day, it is iight'." 

(2) Hypotheticai statements consist of cacegoricd statements, whiie categorical statements are 

simple: 

On the one hand, a categoricai statement is simple, but a statement will not be able to be 
hypothetical unless it is composed fiom categoricai sutemenm. For example, when we Say, 
Tf it is day, it is Light', ?t is day' and 'It is light' are nuo categorical - that is, simple - 
s taternent~.~' 

(3) Hypotheacai statements have their own proper force that differs from the force of 

categoocal statements, in that it rests on a hypothesis rather than on a predication, even with regard 

to the same terms: 

For, in the case of some statements, the categorical statement does not seem to differ from 
the hypothetical statement, except only in the mode of the sentence. For instance, if 
someone daims 'A hurnan is an animal', and if he asserts again, 'If it is a hurnan, it is an 
animal', these statements are different in the mode of the sentence, but do not seem to have 
signified different things. We musc £ k t  Say, then, that the categoricd statement contains 
ics own force, not in Wnie of a hypothesis, but in vimie o f a  predication alone. But, in the 
case of the hypotheticai statement, the grounds for the entailment are derived from a 
hypothesis." 

(4) Hypothea'cai statements express that something is or is not, if something else is or is noc 

" Ibid, 1.1 -4-5. He dso provided the aiterna tive LM ternis 'predica tive @rmdiutiva)' and 'suppositional (conditio~;uh)'. 
Because we use the Greek words in English just as Boethius u s d y  did in LM, 1 shall continue qlth 'categotical' 
and 'hypotheticai' nther than 'predicative' and 'suppositiod, even in uadslation. 'Condit iod is a parficularly 
inappropn;ite transhtion for 'ion&tionaLY, gien both the modem technicd sense of the te- and the fact that 
dis junctio ns are, for Boethius, prup~tione~ conditionah (sec below-). 

" IM, 1.1.5: "Hypo theaca est quae cum quadam conditione denunGt esse diquid si h e n t  &ud, w.lua cum ita dicimus: 
'si dies est, lux est"'. 

Yi Ibrd, 1.1.6: ''Rursus praedicativa simplex est propositio, conditionaiis ver0 esse non poterit, nisi eu praedicati\;is 
propositioaibus coniunganu, ur cum dicimus: 'si dies est, lux est', 'dies est', atque lux es?, duae sunt praedica~~ac, 
id est simplices, propositiones". 

JI  Ibid, 1.1.6: 'llidccur erùm in aliquibus pro positioriibus nihil ciifferre praedicaava propositio a conditiondi, nisi tantun 

quidem orationis modo; velut si quis ita proponat: 'homo animal est', id si ita rursus enuntiec 'si homo est, animai 
est', hae proposiuones o n  tionis quidem modo divusae sunt, rem ver0 non videntur s~gatticasse diversun. P k u m  
igitur dicendum est quod praedicati\q propositio vim suam non in condiaone, sed in sob  pmedicatione constituit, 
in conditiondi vero consequentiae ratio ex condiaone susapinu". 
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The statements chat do indeed differ frorn simple statements [rr. hypotheticd smternents] 
are the ones when somediing is said to be or not to be, if something else either is or is n o t  3' 

Boethius's complete d e f i a o n  ofthe hypotheticai statement ernerges fiom these four characteriza- 

tions taken together. For him, a hypotheticai statement is a complex or non-simple statement that 

signifies, in vime of and together with a hypothesis, that sornething is or is not, if something dse 

is or is not. 1 construe the first characterization as a compatible abbreviation of the fourth; Boethius 

certainly aiiowed for hypo thetical statements with negative elemen ts on ei ther side. 

At first glance, this dehnition appears Penpateac in character. As I menaoned above, the e d y  

Peripacetics designated as hypotheticd the kind of statement that signifies either a relation of 

entailment - that is, that something is, given that something else is - or an incompatibiiity - that 

is, that something is, given that something else is not (or uice uerza). Boethius's definicion seems to 

fit closely in this uadition, especiaiiy in respect of characte~aaons (1) and (4). However, a more 

detailed examination of each of the four characterizarions above dernonstrates that, wWe the 

definiaon does indeed fit into the Peripatetic tradition in a broad sense, there are yet major 

discrepanûes between the original e d y  Peripatetic account of hypotheacal smtements and 

Boethius's own. 

5. In accordance with Boethius's second characterization, hypotheacal statements consist of 

categoricai statements; in the hypothetical statement 'If it is day, it is light', the two components are 

each categorical. Categorical statements are of the form 'A is B'; thus, die most general form of a 

hypothetical statement seems to be 'If A is B, C is D'. It seems, in other u-ords, bat only in the 

particular example ?fit is day, it is light' and others like ir are the nvo subject terms are the same 

(assuming the impersonal consmicaon counts as having a subject), for nothing in Boerhius's 

definition d e s  out chat the nvo subject rems might diffrr. Indeed, Boethius himself at one point 

presented the statement m e n  Gre is hot, the heavens are spherical' as an esample of a hypothetical 

statement." (Boediius explicitly took 'when (runi)' as equivdent to 'if (rr)'?? But, if the subjecr 

terrns of the component parts ofa  hypothetical statement may dîffer, then nothing in Boethius's 

'' Ibid, 1.2.7: "quae vero a sirnpliubus diffenint f i e  sunt, qundo aliquid dicitur esse vd non esse, si quid \-el hext 
vei non fuent". 

" IM, 1.3.6. 
" Ibd, 1.3.1. 
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definition d e s  out that hypotheacal smtements express relations hem-een categoricai statements 

themselves and not benween predicate terms. Thus, one of w o  condusions may foilow: either early 

Peripatetic hypotheacai syliogistic was a logic for sentences, or Boethius or one or more of his 

sources had rnisconsuued eariy Peripatetic hypotheacai sflogistic as a logic for sentences. If the 

latter follows, perhaps Boethius or his sources did so under the influence of Stoic logic, which was 

indeed a logic for sentences - that is, for &&pura. 

Now, 1 have argued in rny fkst chapter that the original early Peripatetic hypothetical syllogisac 

was not, in fact, a logic for semences, and could even accommodate, without invoking a logic for 

sentences, most hypotheses r e l a ~ g  categoricai statements whose subject terms differ. However, 

1 s h d  not condude merely on  the basis of Boethius's example statement, When hre is hot, the 

heavens are spherical', that he or  one or more of his sources had misconstrued early Peripatetic 

hypothetical syllogisac as a logic for sentences, or that they were under the influence of the Stoics 

in doing so. This example statement is just a single case; in al1 other cases he dowed only the 

predicate cems to vary, so that the most general form of a bypothetical scatement is T f A  is B, h 

is C'. Nonetheless, the scattered appearances of these aberrant esamples, both in Boethius's work 

and in the work of other commentators, as weil as the use of impersonal constmctions such as ?t 

is day' and 'lt is light', w-hose grarnmaticd subjects stand for nothing cleariy identifiable, are 

notewor~h~. '~  For they may at least indicate that some neo-Peripatetic commentators, induding 

Boethius hirnself, were losing or  had already lost touch with a purely Peripatetic logic, in tt-hich the 

atomic units are terms and not sentences. If so, it is perhaps connected with the fact that they also 

were losing or had aiready lost touch with the differences between Stoic indemonsuable arguments 

and Peripatenc hypothetical syUogisms." Indeed, the sentence 'If it is day, it is lighf is so cornmon 

an example in Stoic accounrs of  complex - propositions and of the indemonsuables chat it often 

serves scholars as an indicator of  possible Stoic fragments or testirnonia. 

Boethius's third characterization of the hypothetical statement, by contrast, shows a more dear 

discrepanq between his hypotheticd syllogistic and that of the early Peripatos. According to t h i s  

characterizauon, the locus of the force of a hypothetical staternenc is a hypothesis and not a 

3s I have in mind here Barnes's report of a totaiiy hypothetical syiiogism the component parts of  &ose hypothetical 
st3 tements have difiering sub ject terms. See the discussion of the t o d y  hypothetical syiiogism in the k t  c h p  ter. 
Christopher Martin has argued that Boethius had no notion of proposiaonllity. If so, then wbtever h e  or his 
sources might have had in mind by inuoducing statements such as T'+%en fke is hot, the hcak-eas are sphencal', he 
himseif could not have thought of  bis hypotheacd syiiogistic as a logic for sentences. Sec Martin, "The Loge of 
Negation in Boethius". 
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predicaaon, which is instead the locus of the force of a categoncal statemenc As Boethius 

elaborated: 

\mat is set as subject in a categorical statement seems to cake as its name whac is set as 
predicate in the same starement, as foilows. When we say 'A human is an animal', for 
exarnple, the subject is 'human', the predicate is 'animal', and human takes its narne from 
animal, because human itself is daimed to be &al. But, in the statements that are c d e d  
hypotheacal, the same mode of predication does not exist For one &g is noc predicated 
of another t h g  at d; rather, it is only that one thing is said to be, if another thing is, as 
when Ive say 'If she has given binh, then she has slept with a man'. For here it is nor said 
that to have given birth is w-hat it is CO sleep with a man; radier it is only daimed that there 
could never have been bkth d e s s  there had been intercourse sith a man. 

. . . In the case of catcgoùcai sutemena, then, \rie dl see that hurnan icself is animai - that 
is, it derives for itseif its name from animal. But, in the case of hypotheticai statements, we 
understand that, ifthere is a certain thing that is called human, then it is necessary that there 
is a certain thing thac is cded animal. So, the categoricai statement makes it dear that the 
t b g  that it sets as subject takes its name from a thing sec as predicate, but the hypotheacal 
statement has this meaning: something accordmgly in fact is, if somedung else is - even 
if neither takes the name of the ~ t h e r . ~ '  

It is ciear from diis passage that, for Boethius, a hypothetical statement has its force in some 

relationship beween the things named by the predicate terms of irs pans, even if these things may 

nor aiso stand to one ariother in the reiation of predication. It is the causai but not predicaave 

relationship between intercourse and birth, for instance, that lends force to the hypodieacal 

statement 'If she has given birth, she has slepc &th a mm'. Even in the case of the hypodieacd 

statement 'If i t  is a human, it is an animai', the taxonomie relationship benveen human and animal 

alone lends force to die statement There is no predicative force such as there is in the categoncal 

statement 'Every human is an animal', for when someone utters 'If ic is a human, ic is an animal' 

there simply is no assertion that to be an animai is, or is part of, what i t  is to be a human. 

Since a hypodieticai statement has its force in vimxe of a hypothesis, dien, a hypothesis must 

be for Boethius whatever non-predicative relaaonship eùsts between the things that the predicate 

" Boehius, De bp.  &, 1.1-7-2.2: ". . . quod in pnedicativa ppmpositione subianir, üüur svrapere nomen vide nir quod 
in eadem proposiaone pmedicanu hoc modo, ut cum dicimus: 'homo anirml est'. 'bomo' subiectum est. 'animal' 
pnedicatum, et homo lniawlis suscipit nomen. curn ipsc homo a d  esse proponirur. At in his proposirioiiibus 
q u e  condiriondes dicunnu non est idem praedicationis modus; neque enim omniilo aituum de altero pnedicanu. 
sed id tannun diutur esse lltenun fuerit,  velu^ cum dicimus: 'si peperit, cum \?Io concubuit'. Non cnim ninc diunir 
ipsum peperisse id esse quod est cum \uo conmbere. sed id tantum proponitur quod praus numquam esse 
potuisset nisi hisser cum viro concubinu. . . . in pnedicrtivi igitu id spectabimus quod ipse homo animal sit, id 
est nomen in se susapht animdis, in condit iod ver0 ïiiud intellegimm, quod si herit diqua ces q u e  homo esse 
dicatur, necesse sit diquam rem esse q u e  animal nuncupehu. Itaque pncdicrtiva propositio r e m  quam subicit 
pnedicatae rei susapere nomen dedanr, condirio& veto pmpositionis haec sentencia est, ut ita demum rit aliquid, 
si fuent alterum, etiamsi neutnim aiterius nomen excipiat". 
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terms of the component parts of a hypodietical sutement name. The definition of the hypothesis 

that Boethius provided confïcms rhis point; according to him, a hypodiesis is a relation of 

consequence (cor~req~(enn'(t), expressed in a conjuncaon (coniundo) or a disjunction (dinknrfi'o)." Now, 

Boethius was following at least partiy in the Peripatetic tradition in the ternis of this dehicion, 

which he arrributed to Eudemus (in aii likelihood, at second-hand at the least). As 1 mentioned 

above, the early Peripatetics had recognized some hypothetical statements, which they had cded  

continuous as espressing a relation of endmen t  ( & K O ~ U ~ ~ U ) .  In his version of the 

de hnicion, Boethius used the Latin temi ' consepenhi?, which, likc the similar Greek tesm cti~o~ou@;a', 

derives fiom a verb that means 'CO foliow upon'. He aiso cded  =bac expresses this relation by the 

Lacin term 'coniunrtid, which, Lke the Greek term 'meh5 ' ,  connotes a joining or b ~ g i n g  toge ther. 

Yet Eudemus and the ocher early Peripatetics had also recognized a second sort of hypothetical 

statement, which they had c d e d  separative (&arp~m&), as espressing an incompatibili- @hm). 

Boethius, however, made no expliut mention of the relation oiincornpatibilig in his definition of 

hypothesis, even if he did mention that, in addition ro the conjunction, the disjunction also 

expresses a relation of consequence. For this reason, his r e m  'consequenh2 cannot mean the same 

the early Peripateac term '8~ohv8ia', despite appearances. Rather, it seems to mean whatever 

relation povers any given hypothetical syllogism, whether a relation of entailment or of 

incompatibili ty. 

Consideration of Boethius's first and fourth characterizations of the hypothetical statement 

uncovers a hrther discrepancy benveen the theory chat he reported and the original theory of the 

early Peripatos. In accordance with the first characterization, hypotheacal statements express that 

something is, if sornething else is; in accordance wich the fourth characteritation, thep express that 

somerhing is or is not, if something else is or is nor Again, these two characterizacions appear CO - 
have originated in the early Peripatetic account of hypothetical suternent~. '~ An esaminauon of the 

way in which Boethius actually divided hypotheacai statemena, however, suggesrs that they 

nonetheless do not play the same role in his account of hypocheticai statements as they do in the 

Ibrd, 1.2.5. 
However, Boethius's use of  the logicai particle 'if' in this context (wbicb he repeated in every case - see ibid, 1 .LI, 
1.2.2, 1.2.3, and 13 .1 )  is probably less cLcumspect a formdation than would have satisfied the most careful eady 
Penparetics. -4s 1 discussed in the prevïous chapter, the eady Peripatetic account ofhypotheticd statcments favos 
the geniave absolute construction: '&-en that somcthing dse is (or is not)'. This fornuhaon is suited to the 
semantic =nue of their division of  hypothetical statements. AU the same, Boetbius's is not resmctive, for he 
ceaainly alIows for a hpthetical statement whose main opentor is 'or', as 1 s h d  presently indicate. 
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early Penpareac, if rhey play any role at ail. For, had Boethius been closely followlig the early 

Peripatetics, he would have used his first and fourth characterizaaons as the bîsis for a semmtic 

division of hypotheucal statements, distinguishing statements that express that somethïng is, if 

something else is, and thus express a relation of entailment, from others that express that something 

is, if something else is not (or mie uenaj, and chus express an incompatibility. 

In keeping with his omission of the relation of incompaability from the definicion of the 

hypothesis, however, Boethius did nothing of the sort. Instead, he classified some statements that 

express an incompacibiliv rogether with statements that express a relation of entaiimene 

For example, when we say ?fi t  is a humm, ir is an animal', 'If it is tenary, it is odd', and 
other statements of this sort, these statements are always set out with a conjuncûon, for 
these statements are set out so that if some given thing is, something else foilows. And 
when we Say 'If it is a human, it is not a hone', this statement is set out negaavely, by 
contrast, in the same mode in which the above statement \vas set out a fba t ive ly ,  for here 
'If ir is this, it is not &a< is said, and so on iri this way.* 

Accordhg to him, then, hpothetical statements "set out negatively", such as 'If it is a human, it is 

not a horse', belong to the sarne dass of hypotheucd sutement as die statement ?fit is a human, 

it is an animal' - namely, the conjunctive dass. The early Peripatetics, by contrast, understood the 

former sort ofstatement as expressing an incompatibility and therefore separative, and the latter sort 

of statement as expressing a relation of endmen t  and therefore CO~MUOUS.  Boethius c o n ~ u e d :  

Now, there are also hypothetical statements through disjuncaon, like so: 'Either it is this, 
or it is that'. This statement must not be seen as the sarne as the one above, which is 
expressed as 'If ir is this, it is not char', for the latter statement is not through disjuncüon, 
but rather thcough negaaon. Now, every negation is indeterminate, and for this reason can 
come to be between contraries, beween things mediate to conmanes, and benveen 
disparates (I c d  disparates things that are merely different from each other, );et not 
incompatible on account of any contrariety- for instance, ea.rth, £ire, clodiing, and so on). 

. . . But, in the case of statements-that are through disjunction, it is necessary that one thing 
is always dairned to be, as foilows: 'Either it is day, or it is night'.4' 

40 Ibid, 1.3.1: "Hae semper curn coniunctionibus proponuntur, ut curn dichus: 'si homo est, animai est', 'si ternarius 
est, &par est', vei caetera huiusmodi Haec enim ita proponuntur, ut si quodiibet illud herit, aiiud consequanu. Vel 
cum dicimus: 'si homo est, equus non est', m u s  haec eodem modo proponinrr in neptione, quo supenor in 
afhrmatione proponebaw, hic enim dicinu: 'si hoc est, dud non est'; et ad hunc modem caeterae". 

'' Ibid, 1.3.2-3: "Fiunt veto propositiones hj-potheticae e h m  per disiunctionem ita: 'aut hoc, aut illud est'. Nec eadern 
videri debet b e c  propositio q u e  superior, q u e  sic enuntiatur: 'si hoc est, illud non est'; haec enim non est per 
disiunctionem, sed per negationem. Neptio vero omnis infinita est, atque ide0 et in contra&, et in c o n ~ o r u r n  
medietatibus, et in disparatis fieri potest (dispanta autem voco, q u e  tantum a se diversa sunt, nuiia contrarietate 
pugnantia, ~ J u t i  terra, ignis, vestis, et caeten). . . . at in ea quae disiunctione fit, dteram semper poni necesse est hoc 
modo: 'aut dies est, aut nox est"'. 
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Boethius's second, disjunctive class of hypothetical statement, then, consists only of those 

statemen ts that express what Galen had centuries earlier cded  complete incompatibility (ruLia 

piXrl), which 1 discussed in the previous chapter. Thar is to Say, Boethius's disjunctive dass consists 

only of statemencs that concem what can neither simultaneously be the case nor simultaneously not 

be the case. Statements that express what Gaien had in tum called incornplete incompatibilicy 

( a t f i r j ~ p c & ) ,  which concem what cannotsimultaneously be the case but which c m  simdtaneously 

not be the case, instead belong for Boethius to the conjunctive dass of statement They are dirough 

negation (perneplaonem) rather than through disjunction, and are proper to conmacies (e.g., white and 

black), thligs mediate to conaaries (e-g., red and blue), and disparates (e.g., fire and dothing). For 

the early Peripatetics, by contrast, hypothetical statements expressing incompaabiliry of uiy sort, 

whether complete or incomplete, belong to the sarne dass of separarive statement The q-pe of 

incompatibility that a statement expresses is inelevant to the fact that it expresses rhat one thing is 

given that anocher thing is not, or iin uers4 and is therefore separaave. 

Now, die conjunctive and disjunctive classes exhaust beween them aii hypoiiietical statements, 

according to Boethius: 

Every hypotheticai statement, then, is either chrough comection (and 1 assert that the mode 
that is th.rough negaaon is also through a comection) or through disjunction, for each of 
these modes is composed from simple ~tatements.~' 

(His usage both here and elsewhere shows that the m-O terms 'conjunction ( roniznh) '  and 

'comection (conexo)' are synonymous in their technical sense.) On Boethius's account, then, just 

as on the early Peàpatetic account, there are only w o  sorts of hypothetical statement. However, 

Boethius's nvo sorts cut across those of the early Peripatetics, as 1 have demonstrated; more 

importandy, they do so precisdy because Boethius nowhere used his £ksi and fourth characteriza- 

aons of the hypothetical statement as a semantic basis for a division of hypotkkeacd statements, as 

the early Peripateacs did. In fact, he did not use them in his division ar d. 

In his account of the hypotheticd statement, then, Boethius deviated from the early Peripatetics 

both in ornithg mention of the relation of incompatibility from his definition of hj-pothesis, as 

examination of his third characterization shows, and in omitting the peculiarly Peripatetic semantic 

criteria for dividing hypothetical s tatements, as examination of his frsr and fourth chancterizaaons 

'' Ibid-, 1.3.4: "Omnis iginir hpthetica propositio vel per conexionem fit @et conexionem ver0 duai quoque modurn 
qui per negationem fit esse pronudo), vel per disiunctioaem; uterque enim modus ex simpliubus propositionibus 
comparanrr". 
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show. 1 contend that these omissions are the direct result of the fact that Boethius had subsùtuted, 

or foliowed some source in substicuting, Stoic syntacac criteria in place of  the Peripatetic semantic 

criteria, according to which hypothetical statements are comective only because 'if is their main 

operator, and disjuncùve only because 'or' is. In combining a definition of hypothesis and of the 

hypothetical statement that derives fiom the e d y  Peripatetics with a division of the hypotheacal 

statement that derives from the Stoics, then, Boethius was indeed party to the conflation of 

Peripatetic and Stoic theory that 1 described in die previous chapter. He was following in a 

Peripatetic tradition that hîd, by his tirne, become so infused with elemena of Stoic theory chat 

Boechius failed to recognize the original basis for the e d y  Peripatetic account of hypotheacal 

statements. 

6. Five aspects of Boethius's account of hypotheacai statements and hypothetical syllogisms 

provide e~ldence for my contention. Firsdy, 1 subrnit Boerhius's terrninology for %es of 

hypotheacal statemenc 'through connecrion (per rotmionen;)' and 'drrough disjunction (per 

diriunrtioneni)'." The terms 'conexum' and 'd inkndd were standard L ~ M  trandaaons for the propedy 

Stoic terms 'ov~&vor' and ' 8 ~ c ~ ~ o v ' ,  respecavely; again, Geiiius reported diis usage, and 

Cicero also employed these terms in rhis way when discussing the S t o i ~ s . ~  Nanualiy, these Stoic 

r e m s  refer to types of proposiaon char differ from one another on the basis oflogical syntax; for 

the Stoics, a disjoined proposition is one whose main operator is 'or' and a comected proposition 

is one whose main opesator is 'if. Nonetheless, jus t as Boethius's synonyrnous usage of '#mpo.~Ylid, 

'pmhquiud, and 'enunriarid does not by itself prove that he was under even indirect Stoic influence, 

neither does his usage here by iaelfprove the same. As 1 have indicated, Boethius in aii lilcelihood 

did not read Stoic or early Peripatetic logical texts, and he may only have been confusing terms 

already five centuries old. However, a case is building that he was ignorant of the ciifferences 

between Stoic and eariy Peripatetic temiinology at least in part because he was ignorant of the 

" Boethius's alterna\-e term 'coninnr~io' is sornewht smnge in this context, for 'coni~~nrfnm' was a standard tnnshtion 
for the Stoic term 'mfimA31Lj'vov', or conjoined proposition (see Gellius, 16.8.10). Foiiowing Cicero, Boethius 
himselfused the word to mean 'conjunction' in this sense in his commentary on Cicero's Top& a point that 1 shall 
raise in the nexc chapter. 'Co~u'unCa'o' codd  &O mean 'co~ectivc'  in the g-ucd sense. 1 know- of no other 
author who used 'coni~nciro' as a technicd temi for a conditiod sentence; however., both Cicero and -+ugustine used 
it for cornplex or molechr  sentences in generd - see Cicero, Dc ora& 238.158; ,+ugustine, De dicf., p. M. 
Geiiius, 16.8.9; Cicero, De fat., 6.1 1-8.16,p~im. Cicero used 'concx~~m' and 'qnodronedit~r' in this way when discussing 
Clxysippus's respoase to Diodorus Cronus's h h s  ter Argument; he also used 'drnnndio' in a lis t of seven modes of 
argument tbat derives from the S toic indemonstnbles - sec his Top.., 14.56. 
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differences bem-een Stoic and early Peripatetic logic. 

Secondly, and more strongly, 1 submit Boethius's M e r  division of c o ~ e c u v e  hy+pothetical 

staternenu into four modes, according to the combinations of their component categorical 

scatements. 1 have already indicated chat the hypothetical statement through negkon, such as 'If 

it is a hurnan, it is not a horse', faiis under the class of co~ec t ive  statements on Boetfuus's view-. 

In fact, he construed every possible combinaaon of affirmative and negaave statemeno with the 

operator 'if as a statement: 

Because every simple statemencis either affinnarive or negative, hypotheacal statements c m  
be made in four modes duough connection: either from NO affirmatives, or from m-O 
negaaves, or from an affirmative and a negative, or from a negaave and an affimiative." 

For Boethius, then, the hypothetical statement through negaaon is merely one of four modes proper 

to the connecrive hypothetical statement Now, on the eady Peripatetic account, two of these other 

modes, those from nt-O affirmatives and w*o negaaves, express a relation of enrailment; the final 

mode, from a negauve and an affirmative, expresses an incompatibiliv. However, the incompatibil- 

ity that it expresses is different h m  the one proper to the hypothetical sratement through negation. 

In the latter case, the incompaubility c m  be incomplete; lf it is a human, it is  not a horse' relates 

wo predicate rems that can simdaneously f d  to apply to one and the same subjecr In the former 

case, on the other hand, the incompaability musc be complete; ?fit is not A, it is B' holds only if 

A and B cm neicher simulraneously apply to one and the same subject nor simultaneously fail to 

apply. The only pairs of predicates of &ch one must apply if the other does not apply are pairs 

of irnmediate contraries or concradictories, such as day and Mght, or hurnan and not-human. 

hfediate contraries such as white and black, things mediate to contraries such as red and blue, 

disparates such as fi re and clothing, and dungs that siand in a relation of entailment such as human 

and animal, are ali unsuitable. 

However, as 1 indicated jusr above in the course of discussing Boethius's division of 

hypothetical statements, Boerhius differentiated beween the statement through negation and the 

disjuncuve statement exacdy on the gounds that the dis junctive statement musr express complete 

incompatibilicy. Indeed, this distinction beween statements that express complete incompatibilicy 

and those that do not might have seemed at hrst glance to be the very criterion for his division of 

Boethius, De lp. gf ,113.5: "quon& omnis simplex propositio vel affurmtiva est vel negativa, q u m o r  modis per 
concxionem fie9 hypocheticae proposiaones possunt, aut enim ex duabus a f b t i v i s ,  aut ex duabus negativis, ?ut 
ex a f h u v a  et negativa, aut ex negativa et a f ~ u v a " .  
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hypothetical statemenrs into the disjuncave and die comective. Yec, because comective statements 

of the form 'If it is noc A, it is B' express complete incompaability, it follows rhac Boechius did not 

ernploy this criterion, despite appearances. Now, stricdy-speaklig, Boethius did not expliàtiy claim 

that comective statements cannot express comple te incompatibility; he merely claimed tha t 

disjunctive statements mwt. Hence, the fact that Boethius countenanced c o ~ e c ü v e  smtements of 

the form 'If it is not A, ic is B' technicdy does not constitue any violation of his own rule. 

Nonetheles, it does foiiow- that his criteria for ditlding hypothetical statements into the connecrive 

and the disjunctive must be syntactic, since the two sorts of statement differ fiom one anorher in 

no other relevant way. On Boethius's account, then, a hypothetical statement is connecuve just 

because ics main operator is 'if, and disjunctive just because its main operator is 'or'. Boethius had 

indeed conflated Peripateac and Stoic theory." 

A third piece of evidence for my contention is a syntactic resmcuon chat Boerhius placed on 

the formulation of hypotheucal staternents through negation: 

In the case ofstatements chat are through disjunction, it is necessq  chat one thing is always 
claimed to be, as foiiows: 'Either it is day, or it is night'. However, if we ccansfer to the 
disjunction everyhing that is properly said through negaaon, the d e  does not mm out to 
be the case. For, what if someone were to Say: 'Either it is white or black', 'Either it is white 
or red', Zither ic is a discipline or a human'? For it cm turn out that it is none of these 
~hings.~' 

In effect, Boethius did not allow the hypothetical statement through negation to cake 'or' as its main 

operator. His erplanaaon for this restriction is precisely that a statement such as 'Either it is white 

or  black' would thereby councas a disjunctive statement, but for the d e  that disjunctive statements 

must concern things chat are compktely incompatible. Since the colors white and black stand 

instead in the relation of incomplete incompatibility, the only sense in uihich 'Either it is white or 

black' would count as a disjunctive statement is syntactic - that is, simply because its main operxor 

is 'or'. Hence, in general, a hypothetical statement is disjunctive on Boerhius's account if and only 

AWos 'cfar6th took Boethius's fourfold division OC the connecrive sutement as evidence chat e d y  Penpatetics such 
as Theophrastus had done the same, on the erroneous grouads du t  it accords completely vtith Gden's dehition 
of the hypo&etical sutement As 1 showed in the previous chpter, according to this e d y  Penpateric defnition, 
a concinuous smtement expresses only chat somechïag is gk-en b t  something else is. -1 sutement chat expresses 
h t  something is not givea t h t  something is (or rice m) belongs rather to the sepamcive dass of hypotheticd 
sutement Thus, despite ha\+ Gaien's d y  Peripateuc dehnitioa to hand, hk6th followed Boethius in c o n f l a ~ g  
Peripacetic and Stoic theo y- see bis Ibn Sima und dir Pen;batctikbc ,Auz~agenh~'k': pp. 3940.  

'' Boethius, De &. $, 1.3.3: "in ca q m c  disiuncrione fi5 aiteram semper poni necesse est hoc modo: 'put dies est, aut 
nox est'; quod si cuncu ea q u e  per negationem dia  coavenit ad disiunctionem tnnsferamus, ratio non procedit. 
Quid enim si quis dicac 'out dbum est, nut nignrm', but album est, aut mbnun', 'auc disciplina est, aut homo'? Geri 
enim potest ut nihil h o m  sir". 
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if its main operator is 'or'. The d e  that it concems only things standing in the relation of complete 

incompatibility yet holds, but is secondary. 

Now, this account of the disjuncave smtement is the same as the canonical Stoic definition of 

the disjoined p r o p o ~ i a o n . ~  It is objectionable on the eariy Peripatetic account of hypothetical 

statements not only because the eady Peripatetics considered any statement expressing incompnabil- 

iv,  whecher complete or incomplete, to belong to one and die same separative dass of hypothetical 

sratemenb but also because it picks out a class of statement according to logicai syntax. For the 

eariy Peripate tics, however, a satement is separative because it expresses that somediing is noc given 

that something else is (or vicc uma), even ifits main opecator is not 'or'. Thus, Boethius, or  someone 

before him, unwitringly substituted the canonicai Stoic account of disjoined propositions for the 

canonical eady Peripatetic account of separative sratemuits, conflating the MO." 

The manner in which Boethius's confiation of &y Peripatetic and Stoic theory transfea from 

his account of hypothericai statements to his account of hypotheacai syllogisms is a fourrh piece of 

evidence for my contention- Boethius divided hypothetical syllogisms into the connecuve and the 

disjuncave in respect of the type of hypotheticai sratement that sentes as major premiss. Since 

hypothetical statements divide on a syntactic basis, it foilows that hypotheticai syilogisms divide on 

a syntactic basis as wel. The syllogisms that Boethius consmcted from the comective statement 

'If ir is nor A, it is Bi, which expresses complete incompaubilicy, provide an iiiusuaaon. After noang 

thac one valid syllogism kom this statement is 'If it is not A, it is B; but, it is not A; therefore, i t  is 

B', Boethius explained: 

However, if you tum it around and assume thar B is - that is, the consequent - it mill not 
be necessary that it either is or is not what is antecedent But an example of this case cannot 
be found because of the Çact that, if the statement is set out iike so: Then it is not A, it is 
B', noching seems be mediate between A and B. Radier, in these cases, if it s-ill noc have 
been the one, it is imrnediately iiecessary that it is the other; and if it wiu have been the 
other. it is immediately necessary that it is not the one. sa 

See, for example, Seutus, &.r. inrt., 2.191; Diodes, crpldDiogenes, 7.72; Gellius, 16.8.13-14. See ais0 Frede, Dirrtoizcbc 
Logik, p. 91-96. 

" 1 have pointcd out in the previous h p t e r  chat the logicians rri the c i d e  of - h o n i u s  diffecenciated beween the 
syiiogism Lom the negated coajunction and the disjoined syllogktns on the gound chat the disjoined syiiogism is 
suitable onlp for irnmcdiate contraries and contradictones. P&ps tiey, too, are following whomever subsritutcd 
the Stoic account of  the disjoined proposition for the Peripatetic account of the sepamive statemeat 
Boethius, De &. gf,2.2.3-4: "quod si convertas et sumas essc b, id est quod sequitu, non neccsse erit vei esse \-el 
non esse id quod pnecedit Sed huius utemplum non potest in\-eniri, eo  quod si itî propoain~, ut 'cum non sic a 
sit b', nihil essc medium v i d e a u  inter a atque b; sed in his si dtcrum non fuerit, statim necesse est esse dterum, et 
si alterum fueat, s t a h  aitenun non esse necesse est". 



Boethius, in otiier words, could not h d  a counter-example to invalidate the inference 'If it is not 

A, it is B; bu5 it is B; therefore, it is not A'. He had the same difficulcy with the inference 'Ifit is 

it  is B; but, it is A; therefore, it is not B'. In consequence, admined that there 

four valid syilogisrns from the comective statement 'If it is not A, it is B': rather than the expected 

w o  corresponding to modk ponens and m o d ~ ~  toi'iem, there is also one from the affirmation of the 

consequent and one from the denial of the antecedents' Now, Boethius had eariier undenaken 

prove that af5miing the consequent and denylig the antecedent are, in generai, invalid inferential 

moves; nevertheless, he made a speciai exception for syllogisms kom the scatement 'If it is not A, 

ir is B'.52 The reason for Boeduus's difficulty, however, is precisely that this statement expresses 

complete incompatibili~ Like a disjunctive statement, so diat it may never be the case thac something 

is neither A nor B. Its syiiogisms are thus simdar to those €rom a disjuncave staternent, as even 

Boethius himself noted." Yeb Boethius's willingness to aliow for a special case, instead of 

classif+g 'If it is not A, i t  is B' and its four syilogisms as disjunctive despire the operaror 'if, 

c o n h s  that his criteria for dividing hypothetical syiiogisms are purely syntacac. 

As a f i f i  and final piece of evidene for my contention, 1 submit Boethius's treacment of the 

disjunctive hypotheucal ~ ~ U o ~ i s r n . ~  As 1 mentioned just above, Boethius was aware of the similarity 

berneen the connective statement 'If it is not A, i t  is B' and the disjunctive statement In fact, d i s  

similarity formed the very Coundation ofhîs treatment of disjuncave syliogisms. He u-rote: 

The syiiogisms that are posed in disjunction wke cheir modes and forms from, and seem to 
be comected to, the syiiogisms that are posed in conneccion and that we said above are 
made from those statements that are cornposed of ouo simple statements. Thus, if I MLL 
have demons trated the similarity of statements that are set out in dis junction to those that 
are set out in c o ~ e c t i o n  and are composed of simples, it is necessary that there are also as 
many modes and sorts of condusions in diose statements that are expressed dvough 
disjunction and that are shown to have the same force of connection, as there are in each 
of those statements that are made through c o n n e c t i ~ n . ~ ~  

Boethius's plan is clear: a dernonsaauon that disjunctive statements have the same force (Mr) as 

Ibid, 23.4 and 6. 
" Ibid, 1.4.3-6. 
'' Ibid, 2-25. 
Y Ibiu!, 3.10.3-1 1.5. 
55 IbriL, 3.10.3: "Hi vero qui in dkiunctione sunt positi illis vidennrc adiuncti, eonunque modos fonnasque S U S U ~ ~ K I M  

quos superius in conexione positos ex his propositionibus ficri diximus quae duabus simplicibus iungerennir. Si 
@tu in disiunctione proposimnun propositionum ad eas similitudioern demonscraverim que  in conexione positae 
eu simplicibus copulatae sunt, quot modi qualesque condusiones sunt in maquaque iiiarum q u e  per conevionem 
fiunt propositionum, tot ethm in his esse necessc est q u e  per disiunctionem pronuntbme eamdem vim conesioni 
habere monsuanrur". 
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certain comective smtements is a demonsmtion that disjunctive syiiogisms reiterate certain 

comective syNogisms and are thus the same in nurnber and kind. He implemented this plan by first 

noting thac, just as in the case of the connective statement, there are also four rypes of disjunctive 

statement correspondhg to the various combinations of affirmative and negative categorical 

statements. He then paired every type of disjunctive smtement with the type of connecave 

statement that has she same force, as foUows: 

'Either it is A, or it is B' has the same force as 'If it is not A, it is B' 
'Either ic  is not A, or it is not 8' has the same force as ?fit is A, it is not B' 
'Either it is A, or it is not B' has the same force as Tf it is not A, it is not B' 
'Either it is not A, or it is B' has the same force as ?fit is A, it is B'. 

Boethius then showed that the inferenad moves from each statement in a given pair are the same, 

so thab for example, the same four syliogisrns arise from each statement in the fùst pair, as foilows: 

'Either ic is A, or it is B / If it is not A, it is B; but, it is not A; therefore, it is B' 
'Either it is A, or it is B / If it is not A, it is B; but, it is not B; therefore, it is A' 
'Either ic is A, or it is B / If it is not A, it is B; but, it is A; therefore, it is not B' 
'Either it is A, or it is B / If it is not A, it is B; bu5 it is B; therefore, it is not A'. 

By parîty of reasoning, the same holds for the other pairs. 

Two feames of this treaanent are important co my contenaon. Firsdy, the equivalence of force 

benveen the four types of disjunctive statement and the four cypes of connective statement 

consticutes a violation of Boethius's own d e  chat disjunctive statements must express complete 

incompatibility, for comective statements need n o t  Boethius, however, appears not to have 

nouced. He expiidtly wrote of the disjunctive scatement 'Either it is not A, or it is not B' chat it 

concerns diings that cannot simultaneously be die case even f i t  is not necessary that one of them 

is in fact the case - that is, that it expresses incomplete incompatibility. He also wrote of the 

statements 'Either it is A, or it is not B' and 'Either it is noc A, or it is B' that they concern things 
- 

chat "hang on (czdhamm)" each other - that is, that they express a relacion of entaiimenr " In 

keeping with these readings, Boethius proposed the statements 'Either i t  is not white or it is not 

black', 'Either it is an animal or it is not a hwnan', and 'Either ir is not a hurnan or it is an animal' 

as exarnples of disjuncave smtements, none of d u c h  expresses complete incompaubilicy. Thus, 

if the fact that some connecave statements c m  express complete incompaubilicy scudes any 

distinction between comeccion and disjunction on a purely semantic basis, then the fact that some 

56 Ibid, 3.10.7,3.11.2, and 3.11.4. 
'' Ibid, 3.1 1.2,4, and 5. 
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disjuncave statemencs c m  faiito express complete incompatibility makes very dear that the criterial 

distincaon becween them is syntactic. bforeover, as 1 have mentioned, the requirement that a 

disjuncaon express oriy complete incompatibiii~ - that is to Say, that 'or' means just this very 

relation of complete incompatibility - is canonicdy Stoic. Boethius's example disjunctive 

statements, then, are not acceptable Stoic disjoined propositions. At the same cime, however, they 

are acceptable Peripatetic hypothetical statements. The latter nvo express relations of entailment 

and are thus conanuous, for something is an animal given that it is a human, whiie the 6rsc 

expresses an incornpiete incompatibili y and is chus separative, for something is not black (or white) 

given that it  is white (or black). In so violaring the Stoic account of disjunction that he himself had 

adopted, Boethius not only appears to have been unawaxe of the tension benueen Peripatetic and 

Stoic logical theory, he also demonstrated his ignorance of and distance from both. ja 

The second important h m r e  of Boethius's rreament of disjunctive hypothetical sgllogisms is 

char he even ueaced them as aa independent sort of sflogism. fYo early Peripatetic would have 

done so, for in the context of the early Peripatetic semantic division of hypotheticai syllogisms, the 

fact that Boerhius's disjunctive syiiogisms in a sense reiterate his conneccive syllogisms makes them 

needless. On the early Peripatetic account, the significant distinction is noc benveen Boethius's 

connecave and disjunctive syiiogisms, but rather benveen those comective and disjunctive 

syllogisms that tum on a relation of entailment, and those chat nim on an incompatibility. To  have 

a set of connecave syilogisms that take their inferential force from both a relation of encailment and 

incompatibility anda set of disjunctive syiiogisms that do exactiy the same is simply redundant On 

Boethius's account, however, there is no such redundancy to die disjunctive syiiogisms, for his 

division beween connective and disjuncave syilogisms is wholly syntactic: a syiiogism is connective 

if and only if the main operator in its - major premiss is 'if; a syilogism is disjunctive if and oniy if the 

main operator in its major premiss is 'or'. Thus, despite the fact chat it is not possible to deduce, 

by means of a disjuncave syiiogism, any conclusion that is also not deducible by means of a 

connective syilogism, the disjunctive syllogism and the connecuve syilogism are nevertheless 

d i s ~ c t .  In this way, then, Boethius's hypotheacal syliogistic is far from its early Penpateac origins, 

for Boethius's syntactic division of hypothetical statements led him to a division of hypo thetical 

je Immedktely after presenting this account of disjuncave syiiogisms, which esplicitly rcquires some disjunctive 
statements to fd to express any incompatibility at aii, Boethius rcasseaed part ofhis restriction on such satanents, 
untiog that the)- concem things chat caanoc simultaneously be the case (see ibid, 3.11.6-7). 1 have no choncable 
interpretation O f this passage. 
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syUogisms chat had no place in the logic of the eariy Peripatos. 

7. O n  the basis of these five pieces of evidence, 1 conclude chat the discrepancies between the 

hypothetical syilogistic of the eady Peripatos and that of Boethius's O n  bsotbetirPi syllgzin~iare 

indeed due to a conflation of Peripatetic and Stoic theory. In adopring a Stoic-like division of 

hypothetical statements, according to which the difference between the disjunccive statement and 

the comective statement is a matter of logical syncax, Boethius developed an account of 

hypothetical statements that deviated sharply from that of the eady Peripatetics, for whose own 

division logical syntax was not crucial. Thus, he was able to dassify statements such as 'If it is A, 

it is not B', which the eariy Peripatetics had understood as expressing incornpatibili~ and thus 

separative, together with statements such as ?f it is A, it is B', which the early Peripatetics had 

undentood as expressing a relation of entailment and thus continuous - and vire LVKU Moreover, 

this exclusive reliance on syntacac critena for dividing hypothetical statements led Eoethius to 

misunderstand the early Peripatetic account of the hypothesis, which he daimed to report itlithfdy. 

He omitted the relation of incompaabilicy from his own account of  the hypothesis, and he asserted 

that a hypochesis is a relation of  consequence (cun~eq~en&~) that is expressible in both a comection 

and a disjunction because, for him, comective statements duplicate disjunctive statements in respect 

of what they express. The early Peripatetic distinction benveen a relation of entailment and an 

ïncompaability thus lost any significance in Boethius's hypothetical syllogisac, leaving him - or 

perhaps one of his sources - with no reason to make a point of it in a de finiuon of the hypothesis. 

The proofs that Boethius provided to demonstrate that afGmiing the consequent and denying 

the antecedenr are invalid inferential moves support and extend this point. These proofs, which 

caused Boethius some difficulty in relation to syiiogisms from the comective statement 'If it is not 
- 

A, it is B', show that Boethius not only imported Stoic criteria for dividing hypotheùcal statements 

and syLlogisms into a Peripatetic context, but also that he was unaware of even broader differences 

benveen the two Iogics. For Boethius seems to have thought of his proofs as perfectly general: 

From these ehings, then, I judge that it has been dernonstrated that, in the case of the 
conjoined hypotheucal statement, if it is the Tst  it foiiows that it is the second; if it is not 
the second, it follows thac it is not the first. But, if it is not the tirst, it does not foilow that 
it is or is not the second. I t  is also clear that, if it is the second, it does not foüow that it is 
or is not the firstS9 

Ibid, 1.4.5-6: 'Zx Ex igiiginir demonsuanun esse ubitror, in coniuncta hypothetica propositione, si sic ptimum 
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Now-, Boethius was in one sense correct So long as the numerical variables ' k t '  and 'second' 

srand, in Stoic fashion, for whole sentences, afhmiing die consequent and den+g the antecedent 

are invalid inferential moves. That is to Say, no maner what the content of the sentences 'p' and 'q', 

the inferences ?f p, chen q; but, q; therefore, p' and 'If p. then q; but, not-p; therefore, noc-q' are 

simpl y invalid. 

For the purposes to which Boethius put his proofs, however, they are not perfectly general, as 

he discovereci in respect of syiiogisms Gom 'If it is not A, it is B'. In the passage above, I have 

translated 'e.rfprimd and 'ert~emndud as 'it is the firsi and 'it is the second' rather than 'the fint is' 

and 'the second is' because, as 1 have discussed, the manner of Boethius's regdar use of Peripatetic 

alphabencal variables for predicate terms shows that his hypothetical sylIogistic is not a logic for 

sentences. Indeed, he could not have sensibly accepted the vaiidiy of the syllogisms 'If it is not A, 

it is B; but, it is B; therefore, it is not A' and ?fit is not A, it is B; but, it is A; therefore, it is not 8' 

if he had used 'A' and 3' as sententid variables. So Iong as Boethius dowed for three fur~ler 

forrns of the conneccive statement besides Tf it is A, i t  is B', then, he was obiiged to provide three 

more sets of proofs to demonstrate the generafinvalidity of affimiing the consequent and denying 

the antecedent - that is, invaiidity in respect of d types of connecave statement encompassing atl 

combinacions of affrmative and negative categorical staternents. In other words, so long as the 

numerical variables '&sS and 'second' in Boethius's proofs stand, in Peripateac fashion, for 

predicate terms, rhree more sets of proofs are necessary. Hence, Boethius's failure to provide the 

necessary three additional proofs (which is impossible in any case, aven  the complete incompatibil- 

ity of Wic is noc A, it is B3 resulted fiom his failure to see che difference beween a Peripatetic logic 

for rems and a Stoic logic for propositions. His uncharacteristic use of Stoic numerical variables 

in the proofs that he did provide supports d u s  conclusion, for it suggests that either Boethius or one - 
of his sources took proofs of Stoic origin regarding the invalidity of  affimiing the consequent and 

denying the antecedent and applied them in a Peripareuc contest in which they do not belong. 

All the sarne, Boethius was aware of some of the tension in his account, for he tried to jusafy 

the deviant syiiogisms €rom 'If it is not A, it is B' by claiming that they are yet invaiid in some 

sense.* The manner of his justification, however, is in keeping with his unconscious confusion of 

consequi ut sit secundum; si non sit secundurn, consequi ut non sit prïmum; si vero sic primum, non consequi ut sit 
\-el non sit secundum. Nam et iliud appxet, si sit secundum non consequi ut sic vd non sit primum". 

10 Ibi'd, 2.2.4 and 2.3.6. 
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Peripatetic and Stoic logic. Boechius qwlified his admission of the syllogism from the nffmation 

of the consequent by dairning thac ir was valid as far as concerns the nanire of thuigs ( nahra nm), 

but no t as far as concems the hypothesis of the smtement ( condiho prcposirionh). In reiterating this 

qualification a few sentences later, he recast his d i s~c t ion ,  claiming that the syiiogism was not valid 

as far as concerns the combination of the statements (~~mp(en~pmpon'non~.) .  Later s a ,  when 

adrnitling the syLiogism Lom the denial of the antecedent, he recast die disanction a third cime, 

claiming that the sflogism was valid as far as concerns the terms (tenninz), but not as far as concerns 

the nature or f o m  of the combination (natura orfigura comp&onis). In each case, he supported his 

c h n s  by p o i n ~ g  out rhat, in che case of the statements 'If it is A, it is B' and ?fit is A, it is nor B', 

neither affirrning the consequent nor denying the antecedent are valid inferential moves. In the 

remainder of his discussion of these hypothetical sylogisms, as weli as othen like them (such as 

fiom 'If it is not A, then, when it is B, it is C'), he preferred to point to a distinction berneen terms 

and combination. 

The distinction that Boethius wanted ro make in these special cases cieady concerns, in some 

way, die distinction beween the structure of the statement 'If it is noc A, it is B', which is sirnilar 

to the structures of other connecave statements, and its terrns, which are different. That is to Say, 

the distinction turns on the fact that, insofar as the statement 'If it is not A, it is B' has the senfentzai 

structure ?f p, then q', it is simdar to other c o ~ e c t i v e  statements, and inso far as the only t e m  thac 

make it m e  stand in relaaonships of complete incompatibiiity, it is differen~ Taken merely as a 

conditional sentence without regard for the terms, then, it does not support inferences from the 

a f h a t i o n  ofits consequent and the denial of iu antecedeng as Boethius had expected Gom the 

proofs that he had given earlier; taken merdy as a statement that expresses complete incompatibility 

benveen its ternis. it does. Thus, even Boethius's attempt to justify the deviant syiiogisms from <If 

it is not A, it is B' rests on confusing a logic for sentences with a logic for terms. for the 

relationships in dich terms may stand support entailments that are invalid in a logic for sentences. 

Had Boethius simply classified the smtement 'If ir is not A, it is B' as disjunctive on semantic 

grounds like an early Peripatetic, or like a Stoic coupled his syntactic criteria with a sententiai logic 

on which the deviant syilogisms are simply invalid, he would have needed no justification. 

Indeed, the fact that he £ k t  formulated his justification as a distincaon benveen the hpothesis 

of the statement (condiriopmpo.rihoni3) and the nature of things (natmz renm) is especidy telling. For 

the early Peripatetics, a statement is hypothecical because of what it expresses, either a relation of 



entaiiment or an incomparibilicy. In his justification, by conuast, Boethius related the ide3 of the 

hypothesis to a statement's structure oc logical synts ,  and thus to the statement's main operatoc, 

irrespective of a relation of encailmenr or an incompatibiliy. Thus, not only did Boethius conflace 

early Peripatetic hypotheacal syliogistic with Stoic logic, he also gave little indication chat he was 

aware chat there had ever been any difierence between them. 

8. The single mos t extensive acco unt of hypothetical have survit-ed 

annquicy, then, is an unwicting and problematic confusion of Peripatetic and Stoic logic. In this 

respect, it is sirnilar to that of Boethius's Greek contemporaries in the cirde of Arnmonius, whose 

lists of hypotheucal syUogism 1 discussed in the previous chapter, and who aiso seem to have had 

idea of the differences h ypo the tical and the 

bles. Yet, Boethius also went on to discuss hypothetical syilogistic again, in his commentary on 

Cicero's Tcpic~, There, he wrotc: 

We have anaiyzed all the hypochetical syilogisms . . . M y  and copiously in the books that 
we have composed chiefly about their basics, from which the reader who has leisure-the 
CO open them will teceive full and complete instruction. However, since we have now 
undertaken to explain Cicero's Topic~, and since Cicero mentions some of their modes in this 
work, 1 think that 1 must discuss these seven hypothetical syllogisms briefly, and what theù 
nature and the arrangement of cheir statements is." 

Boethius, chen, seems to have thought of the shorter exposition of hypothetical syllogisms in his 

commenta- as merely an exuact frorn, or abridgement of, his On ~potbet icaI~yfhgi~mi  Whether this 

shorter esposition also shows evidence of the conflation of Peripatetic and Stoic theory that appears 

in the rnonograph is a question to which 1 shall mm in the next chapter. 

6' Boethius, In Cir. Top., 1 t 29C-D: "De omnibus quidem hypothe tias sy l lo~imis  . . . plene abundanterque digessimus 
in his libiis, quos de eorum prinùpaiiter kitutioae conscripsimus, a quibus incegnm perfectamque doctrham, cui 
resolvendi ilia vacuum tempus est, lector acapiet Sed qui3 nunc Ciceronis Topica sumpsimus euponeada, atque in 
his ahquonim 5t Tullius modorum meminit, dicendum rnihi brevitcr exktimo de his septem condiaondibus 
syilogismis, quz eorurn nahua sit, propositionumque contextio". 
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1. On 28 july of the year 44 BC, Cicero sent to his &end Gaius Trebaaus Testa a copy o fa  work 

that he caiied "the Aristotelian topics", which he had begun only about a week beforehand. ' As his 

name for ic implies, he devated the work to techniques for didecaca1 argumentation such as 

Aristode had discussed in his Tofics.' In the dedication, Cicero remlided Testa chat he had 

cornposed it at his Mend's repeated requests, for Testa had once happened upon a copy of 

hristotle's Topic~ on the shdves of Cicero's personal libr;iry and, afier finding Aristotie's w r i ~ g  

obscure, desired an introduction to help him understand i t3  It was not yet five months since the 

assassination of Julius Caesar, and about one and one-half years before Cicero's own execution. It 

was also over three centuries since Atiscotle had written the treaase that had interestecl Testa. 

Cicero dso  explained in the dedication that he had composed the introduction wMe on a 

journey by sea from Italy to Greece, and chus had not had the benefit of c o n s u l ~ g  either hcistotle's 

treatise or any other books.4 As a resulc, he had had to work from memory. Perhaps these 

conditions explain why Cicero's self-described Aristotelian work includes, under the topic from 

consequents, an tecedencs, and incompatibles (locus ex con~equentibu~ et  antecedentibm et rrprcgmnh%uj, 

a list of seven argument schemata chat not only do noc appear as such in Aistode's Topic~, but also 

very plainly derive from the £ive Stoic indemonstrables.' However, as is clear irom Cicero's full 

exposition, his "Aristoteiian topics" is redy  neither an introduction to, nor a commentary on, 

AristotIe's treatise. Cicero's topics do not dways correspond to hristotle's, and his account, which 

is more a list of topics with examples chan a theorecical treatment of the subject, generally lach the 

philosophical characrer of Aristotlë's. Cicero's work is instead a pracücal introduction to the 

subject, in the form of a compilation of techniques for g e n e r a ~ g  arguments usefd in a public 

setting, such as the courts in which he and Testa pracaced law. Moreover, in On the orotor, Cicero 

Cicero, Adfcun.., 7.19. 
Ibid,  7.20. 
Cicero, Top., 1-5. 
I b d ,  5 .  
Ibrit, 53-57. 
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had briefly presented v i m d y  the same List of topics as he would recount from memory for Testa 

eleven years later, in the s m e  order and under the same di~isions.~ Now, Cicero had wntten Os 

the oraior during a period that he spent pardy at his Tusculan idla, where Testa found Aristode's 

treatise on the shelves.' Cicero's memory in fact did not seme him badly; rather, he treated the 

topics differently than hristotie had. 

It seems char the ckcumstances of the cfiree centuries since Aristode had written his Topicrhad 

obscured knowledge of his doctrine to some estent. m e n  Testa asked Cicero to compose an 

introduction for him, Cicero had replied: 

1 urged either that you read them yourself, or that you learn the whole theory from a certain 
very learned orator. As 1 heard from you, you had aied both. However, the books' 
obscurity put you offrhem, and that great orator repiied that he did not know these works, 
which are, as 1 think, histotelian. 1 am indeed not in the least surprised that d i s  
philosopher is unknown to the orator, he is unknown to the phiiosophers themselves, 
escept to a very b.' 

Cicero Lived, in facq during the only period in Western Litellectuai history since Aestocie's death 

when Aristotle was not pre-eminent among philosophers. The revival of Peripatetic philosophy that 

would soon begin would not reach i a  apex untii Alexander composed his commentaries around the 

turn of the third cennrry AD, over five centuries after Aristotle's lifetirne and nvo after Cicero's. 

Moreover, the Stoics had corne ro dominate philosophy - and especidiy logic - during much of 

those inten-ening five centuries. The appearance of a list of Stoic argument schemata in Cicero's 

seIf-described ASstotelian work, then, may be an eariy predecessor to the more pervasive conflauon 

of Peripatetic and Stoic theory in the logical commentaries of the neo-Peripatetics, &ch 1 

discussed in regard to hypotherical syllogistic in my second chapter. ABstode's and Theophrastus's 

logic had been somewhat forgotten since their deaths, and the obscure style of the Aistotelian tests 

that had sunived made regaining thcse doctrines difficult Stoic Iogic could easily have confused 

the issues further, or at least demanded explanation in relation to Peripatetic logic. As 1 have 

indicated before, in his own commentaq on Aristode's Topicr, Alesander explained some topics as 

"fitting" the Stoic indemonstrables. 

Cicero, De orat., 162-173. 
' Cicero,AdA11ic~,4.13;Adfam., 1.9.23. 

Cicero, Top., 2-3: "vd ut cos per te ipse legeres vei ut totzm nuonem 3. doctissimo quodam rhetore acciperes, 
hortatus esszm, uuumque, ut ex te audicbam, es cxperu. Sed a libüs te obscuPtas feieat; rhetor autem die mgaus  
haec, ut opinor, Aristoteh se ignorare respondit, Quod quidem minime sum admiratus eum philosophum rhetori 
non esse cognicum, qui ab ipsis philosophis pneter admodum paucos ignoreW. 
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Even lacer, over eight cenmries a k  the cime when liestode wrote on the topics and over five 

after Cicero did, Boechius took up Cicero's text as a subject for cornmentq  itself: In the course 

of his commenta.ry, Boethius took Cicero's brief mention of the seven argument schernata as an 

oppomin i~  to discuss hypothetical syiiogistic: 

Since we have now undertaken to =plain Cicero's T'pics, and Cicero mentions some of their 
modes in it, 1 think that 1 must discuss these seven hypothetical syiiogisms briefly, and what 
the nature and arrangement of th& statements is.' 

Construing Cicero's seven schemata as modes ofhypotheacai syiiogism is novel; Cicero himself had 

not c d e d  them by thïs narne. Boethius's easy transition from a commentary on a work about rhe 

topics to a discussion of hypothetical sylIogistic, on the basis of schemata that resemble the Stoic 

indemonstrables, is a mark of  how much he conflated Peripatetic and Stoic logical theory. I have 

given a more detailed account ofsome of this conflaaon in the previous chapcer, in which 1 focused 

on Boethius's fùll exposition of hypothetical syliogistic, Oe hypothrtica/giiogrim.s In this chapter, 1 

s h d  mrn to the shorter treatment of hypothetical syilogistic in his c o m m e n t q  on Cicero's Topiez. 

In this work as weil, Boechius demonsuated that the conflation of Peripatetic and Stoic theory that 

may have begun as early as Cicero's tirne, and was certainly noticeable by Alexander's, had 

transformed eady Peripatetic hypothetical syliogistic into something quite different from its original 

2. Cicero's account of the topic from consequents, antecedents, and incompatibles has a 

threefold treatment, as its name suggests. For, as Cicero wrote, it is possible to draw the sarne 

conclusion in a particular case in three ways; for instance, it is possible CO conclude in three ways 

that a woman to whom someone has bequeathed d the silver therefore bas as a bequest the coin, 

as foiiows: - 

'If the coin is silver, it has been bequeathed to the woman; but, the coin is siiver, therefore, 
it has been bequeathed', or in this way: Wthe coin has not been bequeathed, the coin is not 
silver; but, the coin is silver; therefore, it has been bequeathed', or, in this way: Wot both 
has the silt-er been bequeathed and the coin not been bequeathed; but, the silver has been 
bequeathed; therefore, the coin has been bequeathed'. 'O 

'Boethius, In  Cir. Top., 1129C-D: "quia nunc Ciceronis Topicn sumpsimus cxponenda, arque in his diquonun bL 
Tullius modonun meminit, dicendurn mihi breviter existimo de his septem condiaoaalibus sjdlogismis, qua eonim 
na- sit, proposiaonumquc contextio". 

IO Cicero, Top.., 53-54: "Si pecunia signata ugtnnim est, l e p a  est mulien Est autem pecuni3 s i p u  argennun. Legata 
iginu est; an ilIo modo: Si numenta pecunia non est legata, non est numenta pecunia Irgennun. Est autem numerata 
pe& argentun; legata igitw est; an ïiio modo: Non et Ieganun acgcntum est et non est legm numerata pecunll. 
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However, had Cicero been dosely following Anscode's Topopics, he would not have classifed all of 

these forms of argument together under one topical heîding. Sening aside the fact thnc Cicero's 

examples tum on conùngent relaaonships benveen sentences, whereas itistotle's theory of the 

topics cums on necessary relationships bem-een predicates, Anstotie considered only the h s t  nvo 

forms of argument as belonging to a single topic, by which one exploits the necessary conneccion 

of things." The third form of argumeng by contrast, belongs to a different topic, from the 

contrariety of things.12 Nos-, Cicero u-as aware of the diseincrion benveen the third mode and the 

first and second, for he noted that what is consequent upon something is necessarilj* c o ~ e c t e d  *<th 

ir, and what is incompatible with something can never be comected with i tL3 Presumably, as 

Cicero's treaiment impiies, the third mode is fiom incompatibiiiv while the h s t  nvo are no t  Yet, 

Cicero's purpose in enurnerating the topics in this way utas a more practical one; as he implied, it 

makes no difference to his classificaaon (as it aiso wouid not CO a court of Iaw, he might have added) 

how many logical permutations there are by which one c m  reach the same conclusion using the 

same assumpuons said in different ways. 

Cicero also revealed a funher reason why someone rnight classify these three forms of argumenc 

together: 

Now, the logicians c d  this way of conciuding an argument - in which, when you have 
additionally assurned the 6rst Parr, what is connected follows - the first mode of inference. 
When ?ou deny what is comected, so that what will have been comected with it must also 
be denied, it is cded  the second mode of inferring. And when you deny that certain things 
are conjoined and assume one or more of them, so that what remains must be rejected, ie 
is cded  the third mode of inference.'" 

According to the logicians, chen, these three forms di belong to the same lisc oC"modes of inference 

(modi conrlusioni$" or "modes of i n f e n g  (modi conchdendi)". These logicians, whoever they are 

- 
Legatutn autem q e n t u m  est; legam igitur numerab pet- est". 
For the non-scntential character of the topics, see -iristaie, To?., 101 bl1 ff.; for &e topic from necessaq c o ~ e c t i o n  
of things, see ibid, 11 1b17-23. Xote, however, that ,iristode did not require the use ofany sentend opentors in 
f o r m u l a ~ g  topicd arguments - see mp discussion in the Eirst chîpter. 
Ibid, 1 13a20-32. Cicero's cxompk in fact belongs to the topic eqloieing the c o ~ e c a o a  of thligs, since it redy mdes 
on the c o ~ e c u o a  benveen the bequest of the silver and the bequest of the coin. His aphnc~tion of this mode, 
however, which 1 cite below, shows thît it c m  ais0 bdong to the topic exploiting the contmrie~ of things, such as 
in the case of %lot bath is Cicero a human and a stone; but, Cicero is a human; therefore, Cicero is not a stone'. ?bis 
dual character of Ciceto's third mode caused Boethius some difficultv, as 1 shaii discuss below. 
Cicero, Top., 53. 
Cicero, Top., 53-54: "Appellant autem diaiectia eam condusionem argumenti, in qua, cum primurn assurnpscris, 
consequinir id quod uuiucum est primurn coadusioais modurn; cum id quod a n n e .  est acg;iris, ut id quoque cui 
&rit annexum negandum sit, secundus is appellatu condudendi modus; cum autem diqua coniuncu ne-& et eu 
eis unum aut plun sumpseris, ut quod relinquitur toliendum sit, is tertïus appehtur coadusionis modus". 
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exacdy, are following the Stoics in this regard; these three modes of inference correspond to the first 

thee Stoic indemonstrables, in the proper order and formulated with the proper logical operators. 

Indeed, in own example of the third mode, Cicero even obeyed the Stoic injunction that the 

negative partide of a negated conjunction should precede the encire conjunction, so as to deariy 

indicate that the whole proposition cades the denial, and not merely one of its parts. '' Another 

reason why someone might classify these three modes ofinference together, then, is that the Stoics 

had done so. 

Further evidence that Cicero came under the influence of Stoic logic in his creaunent of dus 

topic are the other forms of argument that he cIassified together with the above three: 

There are many other remaining modes chat belong to the logicians, which consist in 
disjunctions: 'Either this or that; but, this; therefore, not that'; likewise: 'Either this or that; 
but, not this; therefore, that'. These inferences are valid for the reason that, in a disjunction, 
more than one part cannot be m e .  And of the inferences that 1 have written above, the 
former is caiied the fourth mode by the logicians, and the latter the fifth. 

Next, they add the negation of conjunctions, as foiiows: Wot both this and that; bue, this; 
therefore, not that'. This mode is the siuth, and the seventh is mo t  both this and thar, but, 
not this; therefore, that'. 

From these modes, coundess inferences arise, in which is nearly all Ld~tc iKl j . '~  

Cicero here provided the remaining two Stoic indemonstrables, as well as m-O other inference 

schemata. Again he formulated the indemonstrables with the proper logical operator and in the 

proper order. He also added the peculiarly Stoic claim that d logic or logical argumentation 

ARG MI^) derives fiom these modes of inference. Furthemore, Cicero once again deviaied from 

Anstotle's account of the topics by dassifying these additional modes under the same topical 

heading as his &st three. For Aristotie, they belong to yet a third topic, by which one exploits the 

necessary discomection of thing~.'~ However, the same considerations of practicality apply to this 
- 

classihcation, as does the fact that the unnamed logicians, foilowing the Stoics, list them ail together. 

Indeed, Cicero himself wrote that the topic from consequents, antecedents, and incompatibles 

For this d e ,  see Sexw, Ad mu& 8.8û-90. 
Cicero, Top., 56-57: "Reliqui Wecticonirn modi plures sut ,  qui ex disiunctionibus constant -\ut hoc aut illud; hoc 
autern; non igitur Uud Itemque: Aut hoc aut Uud; non autem hoc; iiiud iginu. Quac condusiones idcirco n u e  sunt 
quod in disiunctio~c plus uao verum esse non potest Atque eu eis conclusionibus quas supra scripsi prior quartus 
posterior quinnis a diaiccticis modus appellatu. Deinde addunt coniuncùonum negantiam sic Non et hoc et Uud; 
hoc autem; non igitur illud. Hic modus est suitus. Septirnus autem: Non et hoc et iiiud; non autem hoc; iüud igitur. 
Ex eis moàis condusiones innumerabiles nascunnrt, in quo est tota fere hzJ.emmj". 
.histotle, Top., 112124-32 -At least the fourth and Gfth do. To which topic the sivth and se\-enth belong is undcar, 
as  how these two schema h c a o n  is a matter of debate (for which sec belos-). 
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contains those types of argument chat are peculiar to the logicians. I8 

Thus, Cicero's creaunent of the topic from consequents, antecedents, and incompaables is far 

from Anstoteiian, and certainiy Stoic, in inspiration. I t  is perhaps unsurprising that he ueated a 

properly Aristocelian or Penpatetic subject in dus way, @en the inteliecmal circurnstances of the 

period in which he lived. Yet, even after the later revival of Anstode's philosophy, the Stoic 

influence on Peripatetic logical theory remained, as 1 have thus far arped.  Indeed, 1 shaii presendy 

show that the appeatance of this Stoic material in an ostensibly Peripatetic text did not git-e any 

pause at ail to Boettiius, as he prepared his own c o m m e n t q  on it. 

3. In 1962, William and Martha Kneale O ffered an analysis of Cicero's seven modes of in ference 

that eventuaiiy led some schoIars to ponder the relauonship between Boethius's commenta? on 

Cicero's Topicsand Stoic logic." After noring that the tirst five ofcicero's modes are die five Stoic 

indemonsuables in the proper order, the f ieales pointed out that the extra sixth mode, fiTot both 

this and that; but, this; therefore, noc that', is merely a repetition or reformulation of the third, and 

that the seventh mode, m o t  both this and that; but, not this; therefore, that', is invalid as it stands. 

The Kneales also pointed out chat a similar list of seven modes of inference, which agrees with 

Cicero's iist even in the apparent invalidity of the seventh mode, aiso appears in the work of the 

Latin author iliartianus Capella." From these obseri-arions, the Kneales concluded that both Cicero 

and Capelia had been reporting a lacer, seven-member Stoic variant on the canonical five indemon- 

s trables, as foilows: 

(1) If p, then q; but, p; therefore, q 
(2) If p, then q; but, not q; therefore, not p 
(3) Not both p and not q; but, p; therefore, q 
(4) Either p or q; but, p; therefore, not q 
(5) Either p or q; but, not p; thetefore, q 
(6) Not both p and q; but, p; therefore, not q 
(7) Not both not p and not q; but, not p; therefore, q. 

In this variation, the canonicai third indemonstrable cakes s~xth place, just as Cicero and Capella 

Ibia!. 
" Knede and Kneaie, The Drwbpmcnt oflogir, pp. 179-8 1. 
" Capda, 4.414-22- The h d e s  in hct read Capeiia's third, Wot both p and aot q; but, p; therefore, q', as different 

from Ciccro's by the negaave partide in the second conjunct of  the major premiss - despite the fact that Cicero's 
example of the third mode, regrirding the bequest of  the silver, has Capella's form. Only Cicero's cxpbnafion of the 
mode differs in failing to d e  s p e d  mention of  anp negaavc partide; the ffiedes, then, were following the 
e-xplanation mther than the example in reconsuucting Cicero's schemn. Yet, there are textual variants thît render 
Cicero's evplaru tion in a way chat agrees Urith Capda's formufation - see Frede, Die storirhe Log&, p. 160- 
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reported it, and Cicero's and Capella's own durd stands in its stead. In the seventh place is a valid 

mode of inference that differs fiom Cicero's and Capella's by the addition of tu-O neetive panides 

in the fisc premiss, which, according to the Kneales, a copyist couid easiiy have ornicted by miscake. 

The Kneales justified their interpretation by appealing both to the Stoic emphasis on logical 

synax as the criterion for dividing propositions, according to which the maLi operator determines 

the dass of proposition, and to the fact that, for the Stoics, the operators 'if and 'or' had restrictive 

senses stronger than simple material implication and inclusive disjunction. In order to capture these 

ureaker senses, then, the Stoics wouid have been obliged to hnd or invent other operators. The £kt 

premiss ofschema (3), for example, is the logicai equivaient of material implication in terms of 'and' 

and hot'; the k t  premiss of schema (7) is the logicai equivalent of inclusive disjunction expressed 

in the same tems. The Kneales chus envisioned this list of seven schemata as a lacer development 

of the canonical list of five indemonstrables, wtiich some Stoic logician before Cicero had proposed 

in order CO deal wich novel and weaker sententid operations. Cicero and Capella had repeated this 

List, but unknown copyists inuoduced an error into their te-xts. 

One problem with the Kneales' interpretation, how-ever, is chat modes (3), (6)' and (7) on their 

reconstructed List are not significantly differen~ since 'and' signifies the sarne sentenaal operation 

in each, and since each has as its additional assumption the affirmation of one of the conjuncts. 

That is to SV, the modes aii begin from the negated conjunction and the affirmation of a conjunct; 

they differ only in the patterns of negation of the conjuncts. Yer, had the Stoics - or even only 

some Stoics - intended to differenciace one indemonstrable from another on the sole ground that 

the leading premiss of one contains a negated element that the other does not, even chough the 

main operator is the same, chey would also have had co countenance several more indemonsuables 

than merely the additionai two - for instance, of the foms 'If p, then not q; but, p; therefore, not 

q', 'If not p, then q; but, not p; therefore, q', and so on. There is no evidence at d that they did. 

In any case, there wodd have been no real compulsion to do so, since the Stoics understood double 

negation in the classical sense and do not seem to have required explicit documentation of ics use 

in an inference. Thus, the original third indemonstrable from the negated conjunction would have 

sufficed to capture both material implication and inclusive disjunction without the addition ofextra 

indemonstrables. What is more, both Cicero and Capella presented an exarnple of mode (2) in the 

form 'If not p, then not q; but, q; therefore, p', and Capella expliutly recorded this very schema as 

weii. If the Kneales' interpretation is correct, then the list chat they reconstnict on the basis of the 
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testimony of these nvo authors should reflect Capella's negative particles in the second mode, @ving 

rise to a further, unexplained discrepanq bem-een their reconstmcted, late Stoic list of seven 

indemonstrables and the cmonicai £ive. 

In 1973, Michael Frede took issue with the Kneales' interpretation on somewhat different 

gounds." According to him, the ffieales were mistaken even to begin their anaiysis from the daim 

that Cicero's sixth mode is redundant and his seventh is invahd. In ocher words, Frede thought the 

fieales mistaken to have intecpreted the skth and seventh modes as proceeding from the negated 

conjunction, despite the s y n w  of their major premisses- On Frede's view, the Stoics had rather 

intended them for a weak type of disjunction that, in contrast to their stronger one, does not require 

for ics uuth that its disjuncts be completely incompatible - that is, that its disjuncts be neither 

simultaneously crue nor sirnuitaneously false. Radier, it requires only that its disjuncts not be 

sirndcaneously true, and that at least one of them be tme. In these requirements, it also ciiffers frorn 

the negated conjunction, whose elements may di be simultaneously fdse, even if they may not ali 

be simultaneously true. Thus, the s~xth mode does not repeat the third, for it does not funcrion 

from a negated conjunction despite appearances, and the seventh is perfectly valid, for if one of the 

disjuncts is fdse, the other must be mie. Additionally, Frede's interpretation provides sense to the 

order in which Cicero reported the seven modes: the 6rst and second are for the condiaonai, the 

third is for the negated conjunction, the fourth and fifth are for a strong disjunction, and the sixth 

and seventh are for a weak disjunction, 

Nevertheless, Frede's interpretation is also problernatic. He himself realized that one problem 

is that no suzviving source, induding Cicero, provides any direct evidence for i t  A fuaher problem 

that he did not address, however, is that the earliest source for the weak type of disjunction, the 

junst Proculus of the first century AD - (as recorded in the later DJ9esta of the Emperor Juscinian), 

claimed that it has ni-O variants. In one variant, the disjuncts cannot ail be true but can yet al1 be 

false, such as in 'Either he sits or he waiks'. In the other variant, the disjuncts cannot aii be fdse, 

but can );et d be m e ,  such as in Zvery quadrilaterd either has four sides or is a square'." Later 

sources, such as Apoilonius Dyscolus and Auius Geilius for instance, tended to give accounts or 

examples that focus more, or even solely, on the latter variant, and the carefd Galen ueated ofboth, 

" Ibid, pp. 158-166. 
Juschian, D~gCrfa, 50.1 6.124. Proculus's own example of the htter variant, E v e q  a d  is cither doing s o m e ~ g  
or 1+g passive'. is not particddy dear. 
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but under different n m e ~ . ~  Now, the former variant fits the nvo modes in question, for it is 

presumably tme only if at least one of its disjuncts is m e .  The latter variant, however, invalidates 

the skth mode, according to which if one of the disjuncts is me,  the other is false. Thus, Frede's 

interpretation sedes the quesaon of the invalidity of the seventh mode possibly at the price of 

caliing into question the validity of the s k t h .  No suniving source reports an eighth indemonsuable 

reserved for the latter variant as opposed to the former. 

4. &fore imponant for my purposes here, however, is chat Frede contested the Kneales' claim 

against the validity of  Cicero's seventh mode by specificdy citing the fact that the mode appears 

identicaiiy in the work of the later authon Capella, Cassiodorus, Isidore, and Boethius (in his 

commenmry on Cicero's Topicd. Frede suggested that it is uncharitable to assume that aIi of these 

authors had unthinkingly transmitted a mode as obviously invalid as the Kneales diought it. In 

doing so, he dso implied thaï Boethius's cornmenmry on Cicero's ToprCs has at least some s m d  

ment as a source for the smdy of Stoic logic. In 1987, when Eleonore Snunp chdenged Frede's 

interprecaüon of the sùth and seventh modes, she did not also challenge this implication. " Instead, 

shr expanded it, going so far as to daim that Boethius's own interpretation of the skth and seventh 

modes is not only incompatible with Frede's interpretation, but also at l e s t  as persuasive. In ocher 

words, Stump went so far as to daim that Boethius's commenmry is not only somewhat usefui for 

the study of Stoic logic, but is in fact a uusm-orrhy guide to i t  

Stump's account of Boethius's interpretation of the sixth and seventh modes depends on a 

passage from his commentary in which he associated them closely with the fourth and fifih modes: 

The sixth and seventh modes are derived from the disjunctive statement of the fourth and 
fifth modes, narnely by attaching a negation and removing the disjunctive particle from the 
statement, and by adding a conjtuicave particle CO the staternents chat have been previously 
posed in disjunction, as follows: N o t  both is it day and is it night'. Fomerly, then, it was 
a disjunctive statemenc of  the foiiowïng sort: 'Either it is day or it is Nght'. Given, then, that 
the c o ~ e c t i v e  'or' (which was disjunctive) has been taken from this statement, we have 
added 'and' (which is copulaave) and posed a negation in front So, by adding a negaaon, 
we have made a statement of the skth and seventh modes from the conjoined pans of a 
disjunctive satement, which is: 'Not borh is it day and is i t  night'.5 

I\poilonius, De CO#., 21 9.1 2-24; Gellius, 16.8.14; Gaien, Inrt. hg., 5. t -3 See ais0 Frede, Die xtoIjLbe Log&, pp. 98-100- 
'' Stump, "Boethius's In C'mm3 Topiro and Stoic Logic", e s p e d y  pp. 19-22. 

Boethius, In Cic. Top., 1 135B-C: 'Seutus vero modus nc septirnus ex qu& et quinti modi disjunctiva propositione 
deducuntu, una negaaone videlicet adjuncta, et disjunctiva pcopositione demctz, additaque coajudc~va. his 
pcoposiaonibus quz superius in disjunctione sunt positz, hoc modo: non et dies est, et aox est. Dudum igiw in 
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According CO Boethius, then, the sixdi and seventh modes are for scatements that derive from the 

disjunctive statements of the fourch and fifth modes by mere substitution of s)-ntx However, as 

Stump noted, Boerhius also wrote that the disjunctive statements of the fourth and fifth modes must 

express complete incompacibilicy - that is, their dis juncts c m  neither be simultaneously tnie nor 

simultaneously faise. Hence, Boethius's example disjuncüve stacement is 'Either it is day or it is 

night', and his example derived conjunctive smtement is Tjot both is it day and is it night'. 

Xforeover, as Stump also noted, Boethius went on to note explicitly and repeatedly that the sivth 

and sec-enth modes are on& for chose con- things that lack intermediates - chat is, for things 

that are completely i n ~ o r n ~ a t i b l e . ~  Thus, if Boethius's interpretation is correcq the skth mode does 

not repeat the third and the seventh is valid, as Frede had suggested. However, Frede's own 

interpretation must be incorrect, for the skth and seventh modes are not for any weak type of 

disjuncaon whose elements may be simultaneously false, but rather for the same strong disjunction 

of the fourth and fifth modes under different synW. 

Stump, for her own part, thought that Boethius's interpretation uras a more plausible and more 

likely historically accurate guide to Stoic logic than Frede's. In her view, then, Stoic logic informs 

the discussion of hypothetical syiiogisac in Boethius's cornmencary on Cicero's Topirr to a great 

estent. In 1991, however, Chnstopher Martin rejected Stump's view; on his account, Boethius 

lacked any notion of propositionalicy, and thus any notions of proposiaonal content or proposiaonal 

operaion." \Fichout these nouons, Martin argued, Boethius could not have underscood Stoic logic, 

which is proposiaonal, and chus could not be a tnrsot-orthy guide to it. Because Stump p v e  no 

speci6c reason to think that Boethius was trusnvorthy other chan claiming rhat his interprecauon 

the sixth and seventh modes is at least as plausible, if not more so, than Frede's, her cl* 

vulnerabIe to Martin's general consideratiofis. Ail the same, even if Martin is correct to think that - 
Boethius lacked the notion of propositionali~ (an evduation chat 1 shaii noc undertake here), the 

precise estent of the telationship between Boethius's commentary and Stoic logic s t i l l  remains 

unclear. Perhaps Boethius's commentary lacks merit as a source for the study of Scoic logic as such, 

as would have iq nevertheless, it may have great merit as a source for understanding part of 

disjunctiva ita fuit, ut aut dies es& aut nox est  Ex hac igiw propositione subkta, aut conjunctione, quac ent  
disjunctiva adjecimus, et que copuhtiva est, pczposUimusque negationem Itaque fecimus eu p d b u s  disjuncti~z 
propositionis copuiatis, addita negacione, propositionem sexti atque sepcimi rnodi, que est, non et dies est et nox 
est'. 
Ibid, 1 135D, ll36D-37,\, and 1 1 4 3 .  
Macrin, "The Logic o f  Negation in Boethius", especiaiiy pp. 294-95. 
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the Iegaq that Stoic logic had in late antiquity, especially in relation to Peripatetic logic. 

However, Snunp's appraisal of Baethius is untenable in any case. I t  is misguided for precisely 

the reasons chat suggest that Boechius was conflackg, or following in c o n f l a ~ g ,  Peripateac 

hypothetical syliogistic with the Stoic indemonstrabies, just as he had in his monognph on the 

subject. For Stump failed to recognize that Boechius's interpretation of the skth and seventh modes 

so direcdy ignores the Stoics' strict emphasis on logical syntax as the criterion for iden t iwg 

propositions that it c m o t  belong to them. On Boethius's interpretation, the skth and seventh 

modes are merely the fourth and fifth modes under the syntax of negated conjunction rather than 

disjunction. Yet, no Stoic took the negated conjunction as having the same meaning as the 

disjoined proposiaon. As 1 have indicated often before, a proposition is disjoined on the Stoic 

account precisely because its main operator is 'or'. The operator 'and' had for them another 

meaning, from which the negated conjunction derived its own meaning. For these reasons, merely 

transforming a disjoined proposition into a negated conjunction by shuffling sgntax, as Boethius 

suggested, would in fact change the very meaning ofthe proposition on the Stoic account. I t  wouid 

neither continue to be a disjoined proposition nor - as Boetfiius also suggested - conrinue to suit 

only what is completely incompatible. Boethius's interpretation of the sixth and seventh schemam, 

then, c m  be no guide to their Stoic purpose. 

At the same urne, the eady Peripatetics did not divide hypothetical statements according to 

logical syntau. Rather, they attended to the semantics of a statement - namely, to whether it 

expresses a relation of entailment (h~ohu8ia) or an incornpatibility @m), regardiess of its main 

operator. Now, the major premisses of the skth and sevench modes cleady express an incomparibil- 

ity, just as the major premisses of the fourth and fifth modes do; indeed, foUowing Boethius's 

interpretation, they express the same - kind of incompatibili~. Thus, they are completely superfluous 

as independent syllogisms on the early Peripatetic account. It is irrelevant that they have different 

main operarors. 1 have explained before that Alesander argued preusely in this way against the 

indepcndence of the syllogism from negated conjunction, for its major premiss, 'It is not both A 

and B' is reforrnulable without any loss of meaning as 'If it is A, i t  is not B' - that is, it is a 

separative statement expressing incomplete incompatibiiïty regardless of having 'if as its main 

operator. 

Now, this confusion benveen Peripatetic and Stoic criteria for dividing hypotheticai statements 

permeates Boethius's monograph on  hypothetical syliogistic, On h~orhetzkalgffogimz. Indeed, it is 
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characterisec of a conflaâon of Peripateac and Stoic logic that had become so widespread and weii- 

encrenched by the time Boerhius wote  his monograph that he himself seems to have been ignorant 

of the original differences benveen the two. As 1 s h d  show below, he demonstrated the same 

ignorance in his comrnentaq on Cicero's Topic~. Thus, although Boethius cannot guide us to a 

better understanding of Stoic Iogic as such, his commentary is yet a valuable source for derermining 

the legay ofstoic logic in late antiquity. 

5. At the end of the previous chapter, 1 cited a passage Gorn Boethius's commentary in w-hich 

he introduced his bnef exposiaon of hypothetical syiiogistic as something of an estract from, or 

abridgement of, the longer treatment of his monograph. He repeated the same daim in 

surnrnarizing his comrnents: 

NOW, in the books that we have written on hypothetical syiiogisms, we have very carefuiiy 
cxplained in what u-ay aii hypotheticai syiiogisms are m e .  However, we have not attached 
herc what c m  be considered a more complete ueaunent of them, but rather what could be 
suited ro explaining Cicero's meaning" 

In fact, the account of the comrnentary does repeat that of the monograph in many respects. 

Among the seven hypothetical argument schemata on Cicero's list, for instance, the hst ,  second, 

fourth, and fifth have direct counterparts in the hypothe tical syiiogistic of Boethius's monograph. 

The order of the exposition in the commentxy also repeats that of the monograph in an 

ab breviated way, beginning with a distinction hem-een categorical and hl-pothe tical stacernen ts, 

proceeding dirough a discussion and division of the types of hypotheticd statement, and ending in 

an enumeration of the types of hypotheticai syiiogism. 

The comrnentary also repeats Boethius's conaation of eady Peripateuc and Stoic Iogic. 

so impiicitly insofar as it is subordinate in Boethius's own rnind to the monograph; thus, whac 
- 

Boethius did not repeat explicitly in the cornmencar). for the sake ofbreviry, as well 3 s  whar he did 

not contradict, remain part of his overd account. For instance, both Boethius's violation of his 

own rule that disjuncave hypotheacal statements musc express complete incompaubilicy, and his 

daim that it is valid to a f k  the consequent and deny the antecedent in the case of a syiiogisrn 

from the connective statement 'If it is not A, i t  is B', appear in the monograph but not in the 

"B Boethius, In Cic. Top.., 1135D: "Quo autem modo omnium s$iogismorurn condiuonalium ventas sese habeat, his 
diligentissime explicuimus libris quos de hypotheticis conscripsimus s yiiogismis. Nunc vero. non quod de his 
perfectior considenrio inveniri potest apposuimus sed id quod ad esplanandun M. Tuiiii sentenciam potent 
accommodari". 
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cornmencary. As 1 showed in the previous chapter, the former had led Boechius to countenance 

dis junctive staternents that express not only incomplete incompatibility, but dso no incompaabilir)- 

whatsoever, and dius removed any doubt that the criteria for his division oihypotheacal statements 

are syntacric, in Stoic fashion. The latter proved in tum how far removed Boethius's hypothetical 

syllogistic was from the logic of  both the early Peripatos and the Stoa, for it tumed upon a confiised 

attempt to account for the grounds for entailment both in respect of sentences and of terms. 

Implicidy, then, Boechius continued in these claims and their consequences. 

Moreover, some of what Boethius did in fact repeat exhibits the sarne con£lation of eady 

Peripatetic and Stoic logic. For instance, he wrote in his commentary that hypothetical statements 

are composites of categorical, or simple, statements." He c o n ~ u e d :  

Every hypothetical statement comes to be either through comection or through disjunction 
- h o u &  comection in this way: ?fit is day, it is light>, through disjunction Like so: 'Either 
it is da. or i t  is night'.' 

As 1 pointed out in the previous chapter, Boethius had made this very same daim in On bypofhehcal 

g/iogtim~. He had also maintained there that there are four types of comective statement, 

corresponding to four possible combinations of affirmative and negative simple statements. Two 

of these combinations, from nvo affirmatives and IWO negatives, express a relation of entailment 

on the early Pexipateac account; the other two express an incompaability. For this reason, the early 

Peripatetics wodd have dassified these sorts of statements separatdy. For Boethius, by contrast, 

they are aii connecuve statements, a point that he reiterated in his comrnentary: 

Of the statements that corne to be through a comection, some are composed from n~-O 
affirmatives, such as 'If it is day, it is iight', for ?t is day' and ?t is iight' each affirm 
something. Others are from nvo negatives, such as 'If it is not lighk it is not day', for that 
it is not light and that it is not day are each negations. Others are combined from and 
affirmative and a negaave, such as 'Ifit is day, it is not night', and others are composed from 
a negative and an affirmative, su;h as 'If it  is not day, it is nighr'. Nonetheless, all are posed 
in connection." 

NOW, in the previous chapter, I used this four-fold division as evidence for my daim that, for 

Ibid, 1131B. 
Ibid: "Omnis autem hypothetica proposiao, vel per connexionem fit, \-el per disjuncaonem. Pet connexïonem hoc 
modo, si dies est, lux est Per disjunctionern ica, aut dies est, aut nox est". 

" Ibid, 1131B-C: ''Eanun vero q u  per co~exionem fiunt, Ili2 ex dubus affirmarivis copulam s u t ,  ut si dies est, 
lux est, namque dies est, et lux est, uulque aiiquid af£kmant; a k ,  c. duabus negaavis, ut si fax non est, dies non est, 
nam lucem non esse, et diun non esse, utmque negatio est; ake vero ex a f h a t i v a  negativlque conjunctac sunt, ut 
si dies est, nox non est; ;ill ver0 ex negativa af£km;ititxque copulanw, ut si dies non sr, nox est ornnes m e n  in 
comexione posim sunc". 
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Boethius just as for the Stoics, a staternent is comeccive simply because its main operator is 'if. 

Thus, in his commentarv, Boethius again deviated fiom e d y  Peripatetic hypothetical syllogisuc by 

emphasizing, in Stoic fashion, logicai syntax as the criterion for division of hypothetical statements. 

Additiondy, in his commenrary, Boethius repeated his rule that disjunctive statements musc 

express complete incompatibility, as 1 mentioned above in my discussion ofSnimp7s objections to 

Frede. In explaining why Cicero's fourth and fifth modes are valid, he wrote: 

He says chat the necessity of these conciusions is a result of the fact that what is asserted in 
a disjunction does not seem to admit of an intermediate, so that something besides the one 
or the other codd be the case. For d i s  reason, &en that one part has been taken an).,  the 
other is conduded to be the case, and, given that one part has been asserted, the other is 
conduded not to be the case. Bu\ if there is an intermediate that can be the case besides 
the one or the other, the statement is not true and the conclusion is not valid. " 

Yet, as 1 have already cited before, Cicero in fact h3d written only: 

These conclusions are valid for the reason that, in a disjuncüon, more than one part cannot 
be ~ u e . ~ ~  

Cicero's explanation, then, does not d e  out that a disjuncrion rnay have ail false disjuncts (although 

presumably at Ieast one disjunct is true if the disjunction is me).  Boethius's esplanation, by 

contras& does. Now, Cicero may only have lapsed slightly, for he was fairly fazniliar with Stoic logic, 

according to w k h  the disjoined proposition is m e  if and oniy if exactly one of its disjunca is m e .  

In any case, it is important to note that Boechius himself was so sure of the condiuons of uuth for 

a disjuncuon that he altered Cicero's words. The early Peripatetics, however, did not differentiate 

bew-een statements expressing complete incompatibility and statements espressing incornplete 

incompatibility as much as they differenaated benveen statements expressing some sort of 

incompaàbiliry and statements expressing none. Rather, they classified them both as separaave 

statemencs, since they both express that something is not if something else is (or rite rem) .  The - 
requiremenc that the disjoined proposition express only complete incompacibility is instead 

canonicaily Stoic, and Boethius adopted it both in his commentary and in his monograph. Indeed, 

Boethius's confident reformulaaon of Cicero's t e s  rnakes especially clear how pemasive the 

conflation ofearly Peripatetic and Stoic logic had become by his time. 

" Ibid, 1 IWC-D: "Quuum condusionum necessiutem eu eo dicit eveaire, quia que in disjunctione posiu, medium 
non videnrur admittere, ut esse aiiud prxter eonun dterum possit, îtque ide0 uno sublato aiterum esse, unoque 
posito altenrm non esse conduditur. Quod si sit medium, quod pmter dterutnim esse possit, nec veta propositio, 
nec nta est condusio". 

" Cicero, Top.., 16.56-57: "Que condusiones idclco n t î e  sunt quod in disiunctione plus uno \-cnun esse non potest". 
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6. Despite the similarities between the monograph and the cornrnentary that I have oudined, 

and despite even Boeduus's own daim chat the latter is but an extract from the former, the 

commentary in fact covers some new material. The most significant addiaon is a discussion of 

Cicero's three modes of inference fiom the negated conjunction. These modes do not appear in 

the monograph, nor does the conjunction itself, negated or otherwise. Nevenheless, the manner 

in whkh Boethius presented this new materiai is Li strict keeping with his e d e r  conflation of euly 

Peripate tic hypothetical syliogistic and Stoic logic. 

1 pointed out just above that Boediius clairned, boch in his cornmenrary and monograph, that 

every hypotheacai statement is a comective or disjunctive composite statement In his 

commentq,  he aiso recognized a t k d  type of composite, but not hypothetical, statement: 

Now-, from these categorical statements composite statements come to be, of which some 
are joined by a copulative co~ec t ive ,  such as 'Bo& it is day and it is Light'. Others, which 
are aiso called hypothetical propositions, come to be through a hypothesis." 

Now, Boethius had discussed in his monograph what he called "intermediate connective 

statements", which have the forms 'If it is A it is B, and if it is B it is Cs, 'If i t  is A it is B, and if it 

is not A it is C', and so on. According to his ueatment of them, however, they are hypothetical and 

not cop~la t ive .~~  It foiiows, then, that the presence or absence of the copulative operator 'and' is 

irreievant to a statemenr's hpotheucal status. The relevant criterion is radier the hypotheacai or 

categorical status of the component parts of a staternenr Hence, Boethius had had no reason to 

discuss the copulative operator or copulative statements in his rnonograph, even though he had 

concerned hirnselfwith intermediate comective statements. In his cornmencary, too, he mentioned 

copulative statements only in passing. 

In fact, Boerhius was foilowing the early Peripateacs in treacing conjunctions as composite but 

not hypothetical, and thus omimng h e m  from his hypothetical syliogisac. On  the early Peripatetic 

account, a sutement is hypothetical if and only if it expresses either a relation of entaiiment or an 

incompatibilicy. A m e  conjunction, such as 'Dion is u-aihg and Theon is talking', however, 

expresses neither a relaaon of entaïiment nor an incompaability, as Galen reporteci and as 1 

discussed in my second chapter. They are not hypothecical for this reason. Indeed, accordkg to 

* Ibid, 1131,1: ' E x  his autern ptzdicativis proposiaonibus ucistunt compositzz proposinones, quîrum quidem 
copulativa conjunctione nectuanir, ut et dies est, et lux est; alia vero per conditionem Gunt, q u  e h  con&tionales 
enudaaones v o c a n ~ ' .  See the previous chapter for a discussion of  the tenns 'propsirio' and 'ennntiatio' and thcir 
transh tions. 

'' Boethius, D e  M. 91, 1.6.2-3 and 2.9.1-3.6.5. 
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M e n ,  uue conjunctions and their negations are useless for argumentation, since they express no 

useful relînonship benveen cheu pans.'6 Boethius, too, denied conjuncuons hypotheacal status 

because they do not corne to be through a hypothesis. In his monograph, Boethius had defined a 

hypothesis as the relation of consequence (comequentra) between the parts of a hypothetical 

statement, as I discussed in the previous chapter. Thus, conjuncaons are not hypotheacal for 

Boethius because dieir paru lack this relation. 

However, Boethius's specifi c example of a copulative statement bends this d e ,  and illusuares 

the limits of the Peripatetic character of his neatrnent. Being day and being iight do indeed stand 

in a relaaon of consequence or entailrnen~ thus, the smtement 730th it is day and it is light' does not 

quali5 as a crue conjuncaon on the eariy Perîpateuc account The oniy reasons that 'Both it is day 

and it is light' qualifies as copulative for Boethius, then, are that in main operatoc is 'and', and chat 

its component pam are each categoncal and not hypotheacal. Hence, although Boethius foiiowed 

the Peripateucs in rejecting the copulative statement as hypotheticai, he nonetheless idencified chem 

syntacacaiiy, in Stoic fashion. Indeed, there would have been no compulsion for him to adopt 

semantic criteria for i d e n u m g  copulative statements, either in pracace or  in d e ,  when he had not 

adopted them for connecave and disjunctive hypothetical statements. In generai, then, Boechius's 

scheme for dividing composite statements is an uneasy combination of a Stoic synmctic division, 

under which a statement is either copulative, connecuve, or disjunctive according to main operator, 

and a Peripateuc semanac division, under f i c h  a statement is hypothetical or merels composite 

according to what relation its pam have to one another. 

Nthough Boethius did not consider the copulative smtement hypothetical, he nevertheless 

endorsed hypothetical syliogisms from statements with the form of the negated conjunction, 

reproducing in his cornmentary Cicero's sixth and sevench modes of inference esactly: m o t  both - 
is it A and is it B; bu& it is A; thecefore, it is not B' and 'Not both is ir A and is it B; but, it is not A; 

therefore, it is B'. Now, as I discussed earlier when 1 considered Smmp's interpretation of this part 

of the cornmentary, Boethius did not treat the major prernisses of these syilogisms as true negated 

conjunctions, but rather as disjunctive statements expressing cornplete incompaabilicy under a 

di fferent syntiix. Boethius wrote: 

These statements cannot have a vdid conclusion unless in respect of disjoined things that 
lack an intermediate. For, Iet us Say like so: 'It is not the case that both it is white and it is 
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biack', and let us assert that it is not white. It does not foUow that it is black, for there can 
be an intemediate. A statement of this son  - as Cicero says, through the negation of a 
conjunction - is suited to disjoined things that lack an intermediate, if it is to make valid 
its condusions. Othenvise, the condusion wdi not be valid." 

In fact, Boethius placed strong emphasis o n  chis point. making the same daim on chree other 

 occasion^.^ According to him, then, Cicero's sixth and seventh modes f k c a o n  idenacaily to his 

fou& and f i f i ,  for Boethius tcok die negared conjunctions of the sixth and seventh modes as 

denvable from the disjunctions of the fourth and fifth by a mere shuffling of syntau. 

The eacly Peripatetics. however, had been no more willing to ciassi@ negated conjunctions as 

hypothetical sratemencs chan they had been conjuncuons. As 1 noced in my second chapter, M e n  

pointed out that, if a me conjuncaon expresses no relaaon of entailment or incompatibility, then 

a negated conjunction is simply a denial of a statement that conjoins two unrelated assertions. For 

instance, both is Dion waiking and Theon talking' need not imply that the one entails the other 

or that they are incompatible; for example, it may simply happen to be the case coincidentally chat 

Dion is not walklig wMe Theon is talking. Boethius, however, saw no tension in denying the 

hypotheacal status of conjunctions for these reasons, while s~ultaneously permitting negated 

conjunctions as major premisses of hypotheacal syllogisms. Indeed, he circumvented any tension 

by eliminating al1 hct ional  difference between Cicero's sivth and seventh modes and the 

disjunctive hypotheticai syllogism. As a result, the only difference remaining benveen the two G ~ e s  

ofsyliogism is syntacac: one type begins from a statemenc of the form Wot both A and B', and the 

other begins fiom a statement of the form Zither A or B'. That is to say, Boerhius's Stoic emphasis 

on syntactic critena for differenaating benveen types of hypotheacal statement and hypothetical 

syliogism led hirn to countenance Cicero's skth  and seventh modes as independent fomx, while his 

semantic identification of the negated conjunctions in these syliogisms with the disjunctive 

statement permitted him to sirnuitaneously maintain his Peripatetic daim that every hypothetical 

statement is really either comective or disjunctive. 

The result, however, was a conflation of  Peripatetic and Stoic logic that neither school could 

'' Boethius, In G c  Top., Il&\: "Qua propositiones aisi in disjunctis medique carentibus tebus ratam condusionem 
habere non potcnint. Age enim i n  dicmus, non et aibum, et nigrun, ponamusque non esse aibum, non conscquicur 
ut sit nignun, potest enim esse quod medium est Hujusmodi igitur per negîtionem coniunctionum (ut Tullius i t )  
propositio si ntas factum est condusiones in disjunctis rcbus, medioque carentibus accommodetur, a h s  non erit 
rau condusio". 1 have transhted the word 'niniundo' as 'conjunction' nther than 'comection' despite the fact chat 
Boctbius used it for the latter, since he is reporting Cicero's usage, which is for the former. 

" Ibi'd, 1 135D, and 1 136D-37-1. 
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have accepted. For the Stoics, 'Not both p and q' is a completely differenc type of proposition fiom 

E the r  p or q' and thus functions differently in an argument; for the Peripatetics, 'It is not both A 

and B' expresses incompatibïiity in the sarne way 'If it is A, it is not B' does, and thus is not an 

independent type ofstatement. Thus, whatever the onginal purpose of Cicero's skth and seventh 

modes - either according to the Kneales or to Frede, or in line with some other interpretation 

Boethius incorporated them into his hypotheticd syliogistic in such a way that shows precisely how 

much early Peripateac hypothetical syilogistic and the Stoic indemonstrables had ceased to retain 

cheir distinct natures by  his time. Moreover, Boethius did so even despire having some s m d  reason 

pause. As the citation above demonsuates, Boethius was aware that Cicero had caiied the major 

premisses of the fourth and fifth modes disjunctions, and those of the skth and seventh modes 

negated conjunctions. Cicero had thus impiied some difference between them even though he had 

noc specified what that difference consists. Boethius h s e l f  took that difference to consist 

synm but not in semanacs. 

The treament that Boethius gave Cicero's third mode, w-hich is from the negated conjunction 

as weii, iilusuates these points M e r .  Cicero's exarnple of the third mode is: m o t  both has the 

silver been bequeathed and the coin not been bequeathed; but, the silver has been bequeathed; 

therefore, the coin has been bequeathed'. Boethius, however, took liberties with the e-uample: 

'It is not the case chat, if the silver has been bequeathed, the coin has not bcen bequeathed; 
but, the silver has been bequeathed; therefore, the coin has been bequeathed'. Now, Cicero 
formulated the statement iike so: 'Not both the has silver been bequeathed and the coin not 
been bequeathed'. However, we have attached the causal connecuve, which is 'if, in order 
to show in what genus such a statement belongs. For an incompatible comes to be fiom 
a conneccion given that a negation is added to the consequent-" 

Boettuus, then, thought that Cicero would have done becter to have formulated the major premiss 

of the third mode as 'It is not the case thah if the silver has been bequeathed, the coin has not been 

bequeathed'. As Boethius saw it, the third mode, Like the skth and seventh, depends for its validity 

on the incompatibiliy between nvo things - for exarnple, berneen the silver's having been 

" Ibid, 11-iûC: '%on si leganun argentum es\ non est lepta numerata pecunia, atqui legmun argennun est, lepta est 
igirur numenta pe&. &L ver0 Tullius proposiaonem ita foaxmic Non et leganun argentum est, et non est l e p u  
numerata pccunia. Scd nos idcirco causalem conjunctionem apposuimus eam quac est ri, ut ex quo esset genere dis 
propositio monstraremus. Namque id e. consequenti comexo neptioae addita Gt repugnms". Despite 
appearances, the scope of the hrst nepave panide in the passage does not indude the entire conditional sentence 
chat foiiou-s, but nther o d y  the conditioaai's consequent, as 1 discuss bdow. In Cicero's nepted conjunction, 
however, the scope o f  the b t  neptive pasticle does indeed indeed include the entire conjunction, for Cicero w a s  
following the Stoic pmcticc o f  pretxing a neetive particle to indiclte sentend negarioa. 
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bequeathed and the coin's not haiing been bequeathed, given thnt the coin is siiver. However, the 

negated conjunction of the third mode expresses incomplete, and not complete, in~orn~atibiliy; it 

cm certainly be the case, for instance, that the coin has been bequeathed even if aii the ocher silver 

items have nor Thus, aithough Boethius had re-interpreted the negated conjunction in Cicero's 

skth and seventh modes as a disjuncave statement, which expresses complete incompatibili~ he 

could not have done so with respect to the negated conjunction of the third mode without loss of 

meaning.'" Certain connecave statements, however, can express a kind of incomplete incompatibii- 

ity. For example, Tf the siiver has been bequeathed, the coin has not been bequeathed' does, since 

it c m o t  both be m e  that the silver has been bequeathed and the coin has not been bequeathed. 

The last part of the citation above shows that Boethius had in rnind this kind of incompaability as 

expressed in a comection. 

Yec, whereas the negated conjunction Wot both the silver has been bequeathed and the coin 

has not been bequeathed' is m e  given that the coin is silver, the connecuve ssutement 'If the siiver 

has been bequeathed, the coin has not been bequeathed' is faise. The w o  statements are chus noc 

equivalent in rneaning. Boethius aaempted to compensate: 

The third mode from incompatibles is very clear, as foiiows: mo t  both has aii the siiver 
been bequeathed to the woman and coin not been bequeathed'. For here, it foiiowed chat, 
if ali the siiver was bequeathed, the coin bad also been bequeathed. So that it becomes an 
incompatible, then, a negation is put in the consequent here, and it is said that, if all the 
silver was bequeathed, the coin has not been bequeathed. 

But, since the statement is incompatible and Çaise, another negation brings ic back to the 
truth, iike so: Tt is not the case that, if the silver has been bequeathed, the coin has not been 
bequeathed' - narnely, so that it accords with that affirmation that States that, if the siiver 
has been bequeathed, the coin has been bequeathed.4' 

Boethius thus created a special smtement of the form 'It is not the case that, if ic is A, it is not B' as 

l i s  version of Cicero's negated conjufiction. In dus type of statement, the scope of the first negaave 

particle does not include the entire conditional sentence that foiiows, but rather o d y  the 

conditionai's consequent. There is thus a double negation in the consequent. As Boethius wrote: 

JO In his monopph, Boctbius had viokted his own rule th3t disjuncave statements musc express complete 
incompatibility. He did not do so, however, in bis commentq. 

41 Ibid, 11JOB-C: 'Terfius modus a rcpugnantibus longe perspicuus hoc modo est Non et Iegatum omne ugennim 
est, et non est legrta mulien pe& eaumenta. Ilic namque consequens ent Si argentum esset omne legmm, 
pecuniam quoque numeratun fuisse legamn; ut iginit fieret repupans, huic consequentiz interposita nejpio est, 
dicnunque est, si argencum omne leganun esseb numentam pe&m non esse lcgatam; quod quia pupat et f&um 
est, ad ventatem alia negatione sic reduarur: Non si legarurn argentum est, non est lcgau numerata pecuai3, ut sciiicet 
ei a f b t i o n i  conveniat, que diab si Ieganim argennim est, lepmm esse pecunhm numeraum". 
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The rhird mode is when a negaaon is put in beween the parts of a connecave srarement 
composed korn ouo afhmiations, and chat very negation is denied. This smtement is called 
hrqarroda~imj  in Greek. For example, in the same smtement that we assened above, 'If 
it is day, it is light', if a negation cornes bemeen the pans of rhis statement, ic wiiI becorne, 
as foiiows, 'If it is day, ic is not iight'. If we deny this statement e e r ,  it will be like so: 'It 
is not the case that, ific is day, it is not light'. 

The very meaning of this smtement is that, if ic is day, it cannot be that it is not lighc. This 
statement is c d e d  super-nepave, and ail statementr in which a negation is asserted before 
a negation, such as 'It is noc the case that it is not day', and dso ?t is not the case thar the 
Ausonians are not the Trojan people sent as colonisrs', are such." 

In this way, Boethius aansforrned the fdse statement Tf the silver has been bequeathed, rbe coin 

has not been bequeathed' into the "super-negaave" srnement 'It is not the case that, if the silver 

has been bequeathed, the coin has not been bequeathed', which is true given his account of the 

scope of the first negauve partide. The smtement thus is equivalent in meaning to the tme 

statement 'If the silver has been bequeathed, i t  is not the case that the coin has not been 

bequeathed', and ultimately to the true statement 'If the silver has been bequeathed, the coin has 

been bequeathed'. With this super-negative scatement, then, Boethius was able co propose the 

syiiogisrn, ?t is not the case thab if the siiver has been bequeathed, the coin has not been 

bequeathed; but, the silver has been bequeathed; therefore, the coin has been bequeathed' as his 

version of Cicero's example of the third mode Erom the negated conjuncuon. 

The hd problem with Boethius's syiiogisrn, however, is that it no longer depends on any kind 

of incompatibility, despite Boethius's repeated daims to the conuary.'" Ir does not because the 

statement 'Ifthe silver has been bequeathed, the coin bas been bequeathed', to which the statement 

'It is not the case thah if the silver has been bequeathed, the coin has not been bequeathed' is 

equivalent in meaning, does not express any h d  of incompatibility at ail. Rather, as any early 

Peripatetic w-ould have realized, it expresses a relation of entailment, which is in fact what dnves the 

syiiogism Boethius proposed. Boerhius's own words illusuare his confusion on this point: 

Howet-er, the assertion is valid for the reason chat die incompaability of the consequent 
produced by the middle negation is canceled out bg the other negation, and the statement 

'' Ibid, 1133D - 34-4: ' l é raus  modus est, cum inter partes connexx atque ex duabus affirmationibus copulîtz 
propositioais negaao intuponitur, caque ipsa negatio deneganir, qw propositio kpaxo&azrrcrj Gmco sermone 
appellatu, ut in hac ipsa quam supePus proposuimus, si dies es& lux est; si inter hujw propositionis partes negaao 
inten-enïat, fiet hoc modo, si dies es, lux non est; h n c  si ulterius denegemus, erit ita, non si dies es& lux non est  
cujus pcopositioais ista sentent- est, quia si dies est, fien non potest ut Iw non sit Quz propositio supenbnegatit;i 
appcllanir, taiesqw sunt omnes in quibus negatio pneponitur neptioci, ut non <non> est dies, et rusus, ~Vtmon 
Auronii Tmjage~~~ mirfa cobrrt'. The correction is mine. 

J3 Ibid, 1134C, 1135A, 1136C, 1137D, and 1140B. 
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entirely regains the force of an affirmation. For, since it is understood to foilow and be crue 
that, if it  is day, it is iight, it is incompatible and fdse chat, ifit is day, it is not light Given 
that this is denied in nini, like so: 'It is not the case that, ifit is day, it is not light', it is m e ,  
and sirnilar to the affirmation 'If it is day, it is light', since a double negaaon makes an 
affirmation.+' 

Thus, even Boethius himself admitted that the statement 'It is not the case that, if it is day, it is not 

light' does not express the incompatibility that the statement 'If it is day, it is not light' does. The 

incompaability is, as he wrote, "canceled out (dertntituij" by the first negation. 

Boethius's difficdry in accommodating Cicero's third mode stems, in fact, from his conflation 

of Peripatetic and Stoic logic. As 1 discussed above, Cicero had grouped ail seven of his modes 

under the topic from antecedents, consequents, and incompatibles. He had also implied very dearly 

that the fkst mode is fiom antecedents, the second from consequents, and the third from 

incompatibles. Indeed, the minor premiss of the k t  mode, which corresponds to modusponem, is 

the antecedent of its major premiss; the minor premiss of the second mode, which corresponds CO 

mudur to/Ien~, is the consequent of its major premiss. In die case of the durd mode, the negatively 

conjunctive form itself indicares that the inference proceeds from incompatibIes, since the meaning 

of negated conjunction as such indicates an incompatibility. That is to Say, Cicero's hird mode is 

from incompatibles insofa. as its major premiss has the fom of a negated conjunction. Boethius, 

for his part, aied to mirror Cicero's classification in the context of his own hypothetical syiiogistic 

by insisung that the third mode, even as he reformulated it, is from incompatibility. 

He was unable to do so for m-O reasons. Firstly, his hypotheticd syiiogisuc is too Peripatetic 

in character to accommodate this origïnaiiy Stoic syilogism in the form in which Cicero had reponed 

it. In echo of the Peripatetic division of hypothetical statements into the c o n ~ u o u s  and separative, 

Boethius had daimed that every hypothetical statement is either connecave or disjunctive. He also 

explicitiy denied the hypotheticai stams of the copulative staternent Like a Peripatetic, for it expresses 

no relationship between its parts. Thus, Boethius was not able to retain the form ofcicero's third 

mode unless he construed its negated conjunction as semantically identical to a either a comective 

Ibr'd, 1134B-C: "Sed idckco rata posiao est, quia consequentium repugnantia facta per m e h  aegationem ah 
negatione destruitur, et ad Mm affbmaoniç ode rei-ocanrr. Nam quia consequens esse intelligitu, ac venim, 
si dies est esse lucem, repugnat, ac f&um est, si dies est, non esse lucem, quz denegata m u s  t-era est ita, non si dies 
est, Iw non est, et si consimili?; affirmationï, si dies est, l u  est, quia faat afbat ionem gcminata negatio". Stump 
herself seems to have succumbed to exactly the same confusion in h u  interpretaaon of  Boethius's super-negative 
statement According to ha ,  since Boethius understands the scatcment as negating an incompatibilicg, on his remhg 
the statement must affinn that something cannot sirnultîneously be A and not be B - that is, it must a f h  on 
incompatibility. Sce Stump, '%oerhius's In Czcmnir Topim and Stoic Logic", p. 16. 
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or a disjunctive scatemmt, as he did in the cases of Cicero's sixth and seventh modes. Secondly, 

Boethius's hypothetical syiiogisac is too Stoic in character to afford him this solution. The 

Peripatetics, who divided hypothetical statements semantically, easiiy disposed of syliogisms from 

the negated conjunction by subsurning those that express a relation o f  encailment under the 

c o n ~ u o u s  syiiogism and those that express incompatibility under the separative syllogism. 

Boethius, however, had adopted a Stoic syntactic division of hypothetical statements that led him 

to attend pancipdy to the form of the negated conjunction. Thus, he f3iled to recognize both chat 

the incompaability chat he and Cicero saw in the negated conjunction Wot both has the silver been 

bequeathed and the coin not been bequeathed' is a feanire principdy of the f o m  of the statement, 

and char the statement in another sense expresses the relation of entailment benveen the bequest 

of the sdver and the bequesc of the coin. Cltimately, then, in regard to Cicero's third mode, 

Boethius unwittingly fourid hirnself in the confused position of a t r e m p ~ g  to assimilate a Stoic 

indemonstrable to a mked Peripatetic and Stoic hypothetical syllogistic, whose partidy Peripateuc 

character prevented him frorn admitting the indemonsuable it stands, and whose partïaiiy Stoic 

character prevented him from adopting the Peripateuc solution of denying the indemonstrable any 

independent syliogistic status on semantic grounds. His hypothetical syliogisac was such an 

uncomfortable mi- of Peripatetic and Stoic theov that ic was, in facc, interndy problematic. 

Indeed, in insisting chat Cicero's third mode NrnS on incompatibility, Boethius seems to have 

been unau-are of the original evly Peripatetic accounr ofincompatibility and irs role in their division 

of hypothetical statements. 1 noted in the last chapter that Boethius, unlike the early Peapatetics, 

made no mention of the relation ofincompatibility in his definiaon of the hypothesis, and that he 

in fact had no use for the notion in his own, purely syntacac division of hypotheacal statements. 

In his comrnentary, he demonsuated that this omission was also due in part to ignorance of the - 
eady Peripatetic origins ofhis subject. rilthough he \vas wiüing to recognize, like a Perïpatetic, that 

a statement whose main operator is 'if can express incompatibility, the notion of incompatibility 

that he explained in his comrnentary was itself incompatible with theirs. 

As 1 have rnentioned before, Boethius repeated in his commentary the fourfold division of 

connecave statements that he escablished in his rnonograph, encompassing the four possible 

combinations of affirmative and negative categoncal statements. However, he also added to this 

division a claim that aU four eypes of connecave statement can express incompatibility: 

But, it is dear chat incompatibles are produced frorn comected statements, for, when an 
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affirmation foiiows rn affkmaaon, an incompatibility is made if a negation is put benveen 
them, in the foiIowing way. Here an affirmation foiiows an affirmation: 'If it is day, it is 
light'; but, when 1 say, ?f i t  is day, i t  is not bght', the parts of the comected statement are 
inc~mpatible beween chemselves, since a negation has been put in becween. 

Likewise, incompatibIes are made whenever a negation foIiows a negation if a negative 
adverb is taken out of the laner part o f a  statement, in the foliowing way. This comection, 
'If it is not an animal, it is not a hurnan', is set out from MO negatives; bu& if the negative 
adverb is removed from the latter part - chat is, 'It is not a human' - it becornes 'If it is 
not an mimal, it is a human', which is incompatible. 

Xow, if an affirmation foLiows a negation, incompaables are made whether a negation is 
actached to the latter part or caken 3w3y fiom the former, in the iollowing way. Here, then, 
an a f b a t i o n  follows a negaaon: 'If i t  is not day, it is night'. Therefore: whether a negaaon 
is attached to the latter part - that is, Tt is nighc' - so that it is like so: ?fit is not day, it 
is not night', or  taken away Çrorn the former so that it is like so: 'If it is day, it is night', the 
statement must corne to be incompatible. 

Now, the parts of a connective statement mm out to be incompatible if a negaaon foiiows 
an affirmacion and a negative adverb is mken away from die Iatter part, in the foliowing way. 
Here, 3 negation foiiows an affirmation: I f  he is awake, he is not snoring'. But, if the 
negaaon is d e n  out of the latter part - chat is, 'He is not snoring' - it  becomes 'If he is 
awake, he is snoring', and it will be incompatible." 

According CO the eariy Peripatetics, statements of the form 'If it is A, it is not B' and 'If it is not A, 

it is B' - Boethius's fïrst w o  cases - are indeed canonical examples of statemena expressing 

incompatibiiity, since they express chat somediing is not given that something else is, and MCe trwm. 

Statements of the form 'If it is A, i t  is B' and 'If it is not A, it is not B', however, are instead 

canonical esamples of statements expressing a relation of entailment, since they espress that 

something is given that someching else is. 

Boethius's notion of incompatibility, then, was at complete variance with the early Peripatetic. 

As the above passage shows, he took incompatibility to be the very impossibility that oro predicates 

Boethius, In C '  Top., 1131C-31.i: "sed ex comexïs repugnantes manifesmm est n a s e  m q u e  ubi a f k a t i o  
sequitur a f ~ a t i o n e m ,  his si media negatio interposita si& repugnmriarn faut hoc modo: si dies est, lux est Hic 
a t h a t i o  sequitur affkmtionem; at cum dico, si dies es& lux non est, repugnant inter se panes propositionis 
comexz, interposiu neg;itione. Item quoaes negatio sequitur negationem, si posteriori propositionis parti n e p t i w  
demanu adverbium, repugnantes Gunt hoc modo, si animal non est, homo non est; hatc connexio est ex duabus 
proposica ncgativis. ,At si posteriori parti, id est homo non est, negaavum detrahanrr adverbium, fiet, si animai non 
est, homo csr, quod repugnat; zt si a f ~ t i o  negationem sequatu, sive posteriori parti negatio junptur, sive priori 
auferau, repugnuitcs fiunt, hoc modo, si dies non est, nox est. Hic iginir afGxnatio sequinu neptionem. Sive 
igiw posteriori parti, id est, nox est, negatio copulenu, ut sit itn, si dies non est, nox non est, sive priori auferanu, 
ut sit ita, si dies est, nox est, repugnantem fieri propositionern necesse est  Quod si oegaao a f ~ t i o n e m  sequatur, 
et posteriori p h  negativurn adverbium sub&tur, propositionis comexz panes in repugnantiam cadunt, hoc 
modo, si \;igil;it, non stertit Hic afhnnationem sequitur negatio sed si posteriori parti, id est, non stertit, negaao 
demanu, fier, si vi&t stertit, et erit repugnans". 
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are simultaneously the case with respect to the same subject, such as being day and being nighc, or 

being a human and not being an animal. As a result, his esamples of statements espressing 

incompatibility are aii idse: 'If it is day, it is not light', 'If he is awake, he is snoring', and so on. 

Naturdy, there is a fairly dear sense in which these staternents express a sort of incompatibility; 

however, it is not the sense relevant to the early Peripatetic account of hypothetical staternents. 

Thus, whereas the statemenc 'If it is a human, it is not a horse' expresses an incompatibiiity on the 

early Penpatetic account, since it expresses cruly thac sornething is not given that something else is, 

i t  does not on Boethius's account, since the same subject must be both humm and not a horse 

simdtaneously. Conversely, and for the sarne reasons, the statemenc 'If he is adce, he is snoring' 

expresses incompatibility for Boethius, while for the early Peripateacs it does not. (Ir does not 

despite its faisity, for ir asserts, even if idsely, that one thing is @\en thac another thhg is.) Hence, 

Boethius seems to have been so far removed kom the hypothetical syllogistic of die eady Peripatos 

that he was ignorant of the early Peripatetic account of incompatibility and its use in dividing 

hypothetical staternents. Indeed, his willingness to aUow one and the sarne type of hypothetical 

statement to express incompatibility given certain terms, and to faii to do so given other terms, is 

set fuïther evidence that his own division of hy-pothetical smternents was exclusively syntactic, in 

the tracliaon of the Stoics. 

7. In his cornmentary as weil as in his monograph, then, Boethius consistently conflated 

Peripatetic and Stoic logicd theory. Yet, since his cornmentary deals with material missing from his 

monograph, he was saicdy-speaking incorrect to have daimed thar the exposition of the 

c o r n m e n q  is merely a briefer version of the more complete treaunent of the monograph. More 

generally, however, the differences that 1 have discussed above do not entirely undermine chis claim 

even if they weaken it, for the hypotheticd s~ilogistic of the commentzn; is at least compatible with 

thai of the monograph. Finrly, nothing in the monograph d e s  out the new accounts both of the 

incompatibiiity expressible in c o ~ e c t i v e  staternents, and of the nature of copulative staternents. 

Secondly, although the forms of the syilogisrns corresponding to Cicero's sixth and sevench modes 

are novel, the inferences they represent are noq since Boethius treated the negated conjunctions in 

hem as semanticaily identicai with the disjunctive statement, whose syilogisms he had discussed in 

his monograph. Only Boethius's version of Cicero's third mode is cntirely new, both in form and 

hnction. (In one sense, however, ia major premiss is semanticaily identical to a comective 
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statement expressing a relation of enmilment, Boethius's claims about its incompatibiiity 

nomithstanding.) Even this syiiogism, however, is at least compatible with the syllogistic of the 

rnonograph. 

che same, the discrepancies benveen the cornrnentary and the monograph are curious. The 

hypotheacal syllogistic of Boethius's rnonograph lacks syilogisms from the negated conjunccion 

because Boerhius, like a Peripateac, regarded conjunctions as non-hypothetical statemena. Cicero's 

seven modes of inference indude three from the negated conjuncaon, because Cicero's seven 

modes are essencialiy Stoic. Nevertheless, Boethius proceeded with aa exposition of aU three of 

these modes in his cornrnentary as if they were nothing new to the hypotheacal syllogisac of his 

monograph. in other words, Boethius does not seem to have even begun to doubt, as an eady 

Peripatetic would have, the separate stams of Cicero's third, sixdi, and sevench modes. \mat is 

more, he does not seem to have doubted their separate status despite not even having considered 

them in his own, self-described complete treatrnent of the subject Clearly, then, Boethius seems 

ro have given little or no thought to how his ou-n hypothetical syliogistic and Cicero's seven modes 

of inference differ. 1 conciude that the reason for his Mure to recognize these differences is his 

ignorance of the differences beween e d y  Peripatetic hypothetical syilogistic and Stoic logic. 

Perhaps an earlier neo-Peripatetic commentator such as Aiexander may have understood some of 

the differences; Alexander, at least, hedged on admitang the syilogism from the negated conjuncaon 

as separate. His more independently-minded contemporq Galen was unusually careful in drawing 

attention to the differences between the two schools' theories, but also rejected the syiiogism from 

the negated conjunction as unnecessary. Boethius, by contras\ does not seem to have been able 

to recognize the differences between Peripatetic hypothetical syiiogisac and the Stoic indemon- 

strables at ali, even when presented with the characterisacaiiy Stoic syilogism from the negated 

conjuncaon as a separate argument form. Conflation with Stoic logic during the w o  and a half 

centuries benveen Alexander and Boethius had in fact transformed Peripatetic hypotheùcai 

syilogistic beyond recognition. 

8. Boethius was not alone in his apparent inability to recognize the differences beween the MO 

onginal theones. As 1 discussed in my second chapter, the contemporary Greek school of 

h o n i u s  was p a q  to similar conflation, and to a similar extent. Philoponus, for example, one 

of die members of this circk, also did not question the separate status of the syiiogism from the 
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negated conjunction, and even erplicated syilogisms from disjunction in ternis of ic Funhermore, 

Boethius had the Company of fellow Latin writers: his predecessor Capella, his contemporary 

Cassiodorus, and the later Isidore. \V'hile none of them undertook any generd discussion of 

hypothetical syilogistic as Boethius did, they each recorded Cicero's Stoic List of modes of inference 

as a List of hypothecical syllogisrns, induding the forms from the negated conjunction. 

In my discussion of the Kneales's interpretation of Cicero's seven modes, 1 have aLeady 

menaoned the List chat Capella presented. It agrees u-ith Cicero's; it is thus Stoic in origin. Unlike 

Cicero, however, Capella expiiütly cded  the modes by the Peripatetic name 'hypothetical 

syllogisrns', whiie ac the sarne time using Stoic numerical vaziables to schematize Later, 

Boethius's contemporq Cassiodorus also presented the same seven-member List as Cicero and 

Capella. He, too, c d e d  the modes hypotheacd syllogisms, and while he did not schernaeize h e m  

with numerical variables, his examples are Stoic commonplaces: ?fit is day, it is light; but, it is day; 

therefore, ir is iight', Zither it is day or night; but, it is day; therefore, ir is not night', arid so on. 

Moreover, Like Philoponus, he atmbuted a large body of work on hypothetical syllogistic to the 

St~ics.~' Cassiodorus dso suggested chat anyone who wana to know more about hypotheacal 

syilogisms should consult a now-lost book on the subject by Marius V i c t o ~ u s ,  who flourished 

around 300 &4D, beween Cicero and Capella. This suggestion dLecdy follows presentation of his 

list; perhaps, then, Vïctorinus's lost hypotheticd syllogisac revolved around these Stoic modes as 

well.' Finaiiy, Isidore, w-ho wrote approximately one cenmry after Boeduus and Cassiodorus, 

copied Cassiodorus's Lst nearly verbatim - including even the re ference to Victorinus -and cailed 

the modes hypotheucal ~yllogisms.~' 

Nevertheless, neither Capella, nor Cassiod~rus~ nor Isidore recorded any explanation for 

idenafjmg these Stoic modes of inference with hypotheacal syilogisms. Like Boethius's similady - 
unesplained decision to discuss hypothecical syllogisac on the basis Cicero's mention of die modes, 

di is  identificaaon is a mark of how pervasive the conflation of Peripateuc hypothetical syllogistic 

and the Sroic indemonsuables had become by the end of antiquity. The indernonsaables had, in 

fact, transformed into the subject of hypotheacal syllogistic. N o  explanation for this transformation 

Cap&, 4.414-22 
Cassiodonrs, 2.3.13. Cassiodonis's second sch-u is slightlp different than Cicero's and Capella's; where the lîtter 
wo have ?f not-p, thtn nntq; but, q; thcrefore, p', Cassiodorus has Tf p. h e n  q; but, not-q; herefore, not-p'. 
Pierre Hadot assumed without question d u t  Cassiodorus b d  been reportkg \5c to~us ' s  u-orkulth kis  list See bis 
1Cfunir1 Vl'runirus, p. 148. 

'' Isidore, 3.28. 
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=-as necessary, because no-one seems to have known that it had been othenvise. Indeed, Capella, 

Cassiodorus, and Isidore aii presented their iists of Stoic "hypothetical spllogisms" without making 

any remark about the crucial Peripatetic issue of the reduubilicy of hypothetical syiiogisms to 

categoncai syiiogisms. Peripateac logic demands chat di valid syiiogisms be reducible to the 

categoncai syiiogisms of the f k t  figure; even Anstotle himself had been concerned about the 

reduàbility of hypochetical syllogisms, as 1 pointed out in rny k t  chapter. Boediius, for bis pacg 

in his monograp h, but ' how reduction migh t 

p ~ o c e e d . ~  Now, Capeiia, Cassiodonis, and Isidore were not wriring logical treauses; Capella's iist 

appears in his general introduction to the Liberai m, and Cassiodoms's and Isidore's in their 

enqdopedic guideboo ks for smdy. Thus, they may merely have left out such demil in the interest 

of breviy. Boethius, by c o n t ~ s t ,  whose On b~othehCol ry/ogzIrns is a sustahed treament of the 

subject, u-as remiss. These omissions, then, suggest that this question had Iost much ofics rdevance 

Hou-ever, to fail to recognize the relevance of this question, and thus 

Vnply rhat categoricai and hypotheacai syllogisms togecher comprise a single theory side-by-side, 

is to abrogate die Peripateac Iogical program. To fail to recognize its relevance while sirnultaneously 

idenabkg hypothetical syilogisms with the Stoic indemonstrables - for which the Stoics made the 

sarne kind of reducibility daim - is to so thoroughly conflate the Peripatetic and Stoic logical 

programs as to abrogate both. 

9. Now, the List of hypocheacal syiiogisms repeared in the work of Capella, Cassiodorus, and 

Isidore, together with Boechius's On b~orhen'caisyiiogzim~and the discussion of hypothetical syUogistic 

in his commentary on Cicero's Tupics, fully constitute the hypothetical syiiogistic that s u ~ v e d  the 

advent of the Middle Ages in the West It is the subject of another work to discuss how this 

matenal influenced the deve10~rnë.t of hypotheacal syiiogisac in the medieval L ~ M  West, 

jo Boethius, De &. gly/., 1.2.4. ,-Ueuander, bowever, explained the reduction procedue for a continuoüs sutement: he 

wrote thît 'iivimie is knowledge, vimie is teadiable' is provable through a categoacal syliogism whose premisses 
arc 'Eveqi kaowledge is teachable' and Trimie is knowledge' (see his In A n .  pr., p. 263.2-25). 7cYhJe the condusion 
of this syllogism is not chat vimie is teachable if\imie is Iinowledge, the proof does show that there is a syllogistiully 
valid inference between the two scatements, so thnt the subst imaod hpthe t ica i  syllogism from the hypothesis 
?f virtue is knowledgt, vimie is teachable' is &O syiiogisricdy rdid. Howevet, Aiexander also provided the 
following categoricd proof for Tf pleasure is the end, vittue is not chosen for its own sake': 'Eveqdhg that is 
chosen as productive of  somcthing else is not choscn for its own sake; but, rutue (if plusure is the end) W choscn 
as productive of pleasurc; therefore, virtue (iiplusure is the end) is not chosen for its own sake' (sec ibid, p. 264.28 
31). Aiexander thus seems CO have defkated the purpose of the prooi by taklig the minor prerniss uadcr the 
h ~ o t h e s i s  in question. 
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especially with regard to the conflation of Peripateac and Stoic theoq that characterizes ic 

Nevertheless, it is clear from these sources, as weii as from the Greek sources in the c i d e  o f  

Ammonius, chat the hypothecical syliogistic that hnstotle, Theophrasms, and their associates had 

invented over eight centuries beforehand had already perished in ia original form by the end of  

anüquity. It had, in effecq dissolved in soluaon uith Stoic logic. 
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